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Piercing the Veil of Unawareness
Phos Light
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I come amongst you Dreaming Avatars,
Ye gods of Hypostatization!
Ye but Dream Dimming Projection of the Past
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Taken by Stratagem you were,
Suspended and Entranced ye are
In another’s Dream-Scheme
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I come for the Dreamers, not the Dreamed
The “Living Covenants of Pure Spiritus”

ll

Immortal we are; In Aether we Dream
A Living Virus of Light I Be;
Come to set you Free;
Herein you will find the Key
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This information is intended to dispel all irrelevant concepts within an unnatural world
built on Gordian Knots. It would be hubris to think anyone could ever untangle all of it and this
oeuvre will not be favoured by dogmatist. Neuroscientists at the “University of Southern California’s Brain and Creativity Institute” have shed new insight on how the brain reacts when fixed neuro patterns are challenged and call the reaction, “The Backfire Effect!” According to neuroresearchers, established neuro patterns are so crucial to a person’s identity they may treat conflicting information as a threat to their very existence. Many will need to rely upon their instinct and
intuition in reading the following.
Every era has been confronted by warring Factions with bipolar philosophies and political
agendas. Today, genuine seekers are battered by media info-wars from those attempting to keep
them in ignorance and enslaved to antiquated thought systems. The following oeuvre is a bridge
between what has been accepted as reality and the greater Truth! We shall attempt to breakdown
the illusion and debunk hypostatized concepts in order to shed light on an intelligent and discernible awakening. It isn’t about right or wrong; it is about being oblivious to where you are, how you
1
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got here and where your future lies. It is about rebooting your consciousness so that you can protect yourself and shift your reality. No matter how educated, liberated, or enlightened you may
think yourself to be, nothing is as it seems!
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“Truth is stranger than fiction, because Fiction is obliged to stick to possibilities;
Truth isn't.” –Mark Twain
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There are those who accept they have been captured and are walking between two parallel
worlds. We can agree to disagree on technical points, sciences and interpretations from ancient
texts and dogmas because most of it has been tainted by editing and adaptations. Educational
texts are mainly made up of ‘dis & misinformation!’ This brief will hopefully dismantle many of
the god-spells; layers of religious dogma and New Age doctrines, along with falsified histories, in
favour of genuine mind transforming information. Gnostic Shamans taught that unsullied information was the most important part in finding a safe path through this and the Spirit World after
expiration or in seeking “Enlightenment.”
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“Awake, arise or be forever fall’n” –John Milton, Paradise Lost

19

Separating reality from conceptual programmed verisimilitudes to bring
about a cohesive sanguine vision of consciousness may be challenging. Particular words and subjects may trigger questions, thus to keep the subject at hand flowing you will see this symbol > {Ra}.
It represents “Revelations adinfinitum” signifying further elucidations on the term or thought will
be dealt with at another more appropriate time and heading.
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Words by themselves are merely veils over reality
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“It is dangerous to leave that which is badly written. A work upon paper may destroy the
world. Watch carefully, for once it escapes, it may rot its way into a thousand minds, and all
libraries, of necessity, be burned to the ground as a consequence.” –William Patterson
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Virtual Reality Psychosis Syndrome,
VRPS, is a severe mental disorder. Through repetitious programming and acceptance the mind
becomes degraded and loses its ability to recognize the difference between fundamental reality and
astral-pseudoism, a form of Phantom Dreaming. {Ra} VRPS is a progressive illness that creates an
identity crisis that incapacitates the mind to recognise it is in a virtual-reality program. Dreamers
in this matrix are sleeping at the wheel whilst others are driving their consciousness! You have become your own greatest mystery and paradox! The goal of these compendiums is not to create
fear, but to generate authentic information back into the Collective Mind in order to unshackle it. I
am not here to change anything; I am here to create a bridge between this world and reality.
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Hypostatize is a Greek term derived from hypostatos meaning to treat or regard
abstract concepts and ideas as distinct substances of reality. To regard ideas as concrete materialism is to reify them into existence. Hypostatization is closely related to the act of being hypnotized; to be placed under or put to sleep. Hypnosis has a governing power over the oblivious mind
whilst under its influence. The mind becomes susceptible to suggestion and the brain becomes
powerless to recognize someone or something is controlling it via subconscious implants.
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Gnosis is a Greek term for Wisdom and Knowledge surrounding the Spiritual Mysteries. Gnosticism is the study of Gnosis and Gnostic (gnostokos) is a
pejorative term, meaning “smart ass” or “know it all”, invented by The Catholic Church to ridicule
those practicing Gnosticism.
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are known as Spirit Walkers, Gnostics, High Priest, Healers, Witchdoctors,
Medicine Men, Necromancers, and Sorcerers. They practice exploring other dimensions of
consciousness via the use of psychotropic plants that allow them to have out of body experiences
known as “Soul Flights.” They can receive visions and purportedly have come in contact with ancestral spirits and other world entities. For eons Shamans were the intermediaries between this
world and the Supernatural realms.
also known as Psychic Sponges, are highly sensitive and may have memories of different event-timelines and the Other Worlds.
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“When ye shall know the truth, the truth shall make you free” –John 8:32
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Latin; hybrids of mixed DNA origins {Ra} that became known as the “sons of gods.”
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This is the term Gnostic shamans gave to a highly intelligent inorganic interdimensional entity called Yaldabaoth; also been identified as Yahweh that claims to be the LORD and
creator of this world. He demands obedience from his incarnate minions and absolute worship
from followers. {Ra} Yaldabaoth is the Holy Ghost in the Machine and the leader of the Archons, a
group operating in the Supersensuous Realms just beyond the human range of perception.
is a Greek word derived from the same root words as monarch and hierarchy and represents the term “Master Ruler.” They are grand deceivers.
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“The LORD most high is terrible; he is a King over Heavenly realms. He subdues nations beneath Him and peoples under His feet.” –Psalm 47:2
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God is a Germanic term meaning to call or invoke and was never used in any of the original
Judaeo-Christian, Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek or Latin scriptures. It became an adopted term to replace “the gods”, “Baphomet”, the “Logos” and “Omniscient-Source.” It became Christianized by
giving it a capital “G” and making it a proper noun as God instead of the gods. This enforced the
concept of a monotheistic God and distinguished Him from all other polytheistic gods. {Ra} The
Rabbis High Priests and Popes made themselves intermediaries between this OVERLORD in order
to gain absolute authority over followers.
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“If God is omnipotent and omniscient, why didn’t he start the universe out in the first place so
it would come out the way he wants? Why’s he constantly repairing and complaining? No,
there’s one thing the Bible makes clear: The biblical God is a sloppy manufacturer. He’s not
good at design; he’s not good at execution. He’d be out of business, if there was any competition.” –Carl Sagan
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“Script” is a term used for computer programing. Writer’s is a term I use for
the ghost writers composing the program. They use fabricated education systems, religion, untrustworthy media stories and disinformation to program the computer between our ears. Thus,
we will use the term “Script Writers” to represent the two separate secret Factions running the
program by keeping a tight lid on factual information. Albeit, they weave morsels of truth into
psychobabble and deliver it via doctrines, media, internet, books, magazines, films, animations etc.
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“All one need do is open their minds and see that everything in this virtual-theatre is moving
backwards away from any higher sense of wisdom and spirituality.” –Carl Sagan
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The two major forces at play represent two totally different fundamental Factions with separate agendas. Nonetheless, they have now been forced to create a secret pact due to rediscovering
ancient highly advanced weapons of mass destruction that could completely destroy the world…,
again! {Ra} They have now agreed to create two separate unified fields whilst altering and sorting
the human race for their personal program agendas. {Ra} Religions, wars, abductions, bioengineering, economics, and energy syphoning are just part of their manifestations leading towards
3
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their objectives. One Faction belongs to the “Archons” and their Overlord Yaldabaoth, Yahweh,
Jehovah, Elohim and Allah of equivalent names. The Archons are extremely advanced in supernatural technology. They know how to fold space-time in the matrix by using specialized craft and
are also masters of mind manipulation!!
“We are not fighting against flesh and blood enemies, but against evil rulers and authorities
from the unseen world; against mighty powers in this dark world and against the spiritual
forces of evil in the heavenly realms.” –Ephesians 6:12
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The other Faction is made up of hybrid Elite Script Writers who believe their DNA is connected to the mythological “Elder Gods” who were hybrids themselves. {Ra} Between the two Factions they have acquired worldwide Banking, every Major Corporation, Military, Psy-op and Reconnaissance Organizations in the world. They control the primary secret societies, including the
Freemasons, along with 98% of the world’s information and economics. {Ra} The Archon Faction
has many branches whilst the Script Writers have many Federations. Both operate on a dog eat
dog power struggle within their own factions, which was the foundation for all religious and political wars. Both earned many titles over the centuries, but none as infamous as Pope; Jesuit; High
Priest; Black Nobility; Elite Cabal; Royals; President, Prime Minister, CEO; and NAZI. {Ra} They
have all become interwoven and earned their titles via ruthlessness, cruelty, destruction and immorality on a grand scale. Wars during this last era have been based on industry, population control, and keeping young people of fighting age limited, handicapped or under their control. They
justify their actions by the knowledge this world is a secondary-dream they call “The Game.” {Ra}
If life is a “Game” then its name is “Wake Up!”
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“Too often we excuse those who are willing to build their own lives and dreams on the shattered dreams of others.” –Bobby Kennedy
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The word matrix represents a “womb” where something is being generated; an encompassing space similar to computer program. All materialism is created out of layers
of light-waves. We are all multidimensional dreamers capable of experiencing different planes and
realms stored within our DNA and consciousness. If you cannot fathom this, you are not ready to
read this oeuvre. We are all involved in hypostatizing a refashioned virtually-reality program annexed from a higher matrix gone awry. {Ra} You are lost in a mental theatre of interwoven
illusions.
Earth is a Germanic term originating out of the Anglo-Saxon word erda, meaning soil,
which became the Proto-Germanic word ertho, meaning ground. The Roman term terra is its
equivalent in Latin for “dry land.” The Greek – Γῆ - gé, also meaning land, was cleverly morphed
into a creation myth and “Gé” became the “Mother of the universe who gave birth to the gods and
the first humans.” {Ra} In contemporary eras it became synonymous with the term planet, a Latin
term devised from ‘plane’ by adding a “t” at the end. The Greek “Gaia” is equivalent to the Roman
“Terra”; both are ancient words for “land” that became synonymous with the term earth. The
Script Writers deified “dry land” by turning it into a goddess in a dark creation myth. Gaia-Sophia
became the feminized terms for earth with a capital “E”.
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“We find that we live on an insignificant planet, of a humdrum star, lost in a galaxy, tucked away
in some forgotten corner of a universe…” –Carl Sagan
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Also called the astral planes, astral worlds and underworlds. {Ra} They are
rarefied fields just out of our field of perception. They were taught about within the Platonic Doctrines; Eastern Mysticism; Christianity; Shamanism and Medieval, Oriental, and Esoteric
Philosophies. The astral planes are the part of the matrix that consists of the spirit worlds, and
interdimensional realities belonging to the Archons. {Ra} The lower intermediate transitory
worlds are known as “Barzakh” in Islam and “Yetzirah” in the Qabalah. Many believe this is where
Judgement takes place after death and decides their fate. All of these planes are stored within the
4
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DNA like miniature time capsules waiting for your consciousness to open them. Many become
trapped on these planes due to being so low grade in spirit, dogma, chicanery, or just plain ignorance.
The soul acts as an intermediary between the corporeal world and the astral planes because
there is no such thing as “death”, only transference. {Ra} These planes are normally experienced
after expiration, but can be traversed whilst still in corporeality via various techniques or psychotropic drug use. There are concerns about opening these corridors in the unprepared because of
what the mind is capable of conjuring from its own ‘dark side’. {Ra} Ancient Shamans were aware
that the lower astral planes were a dangerous place to navigate, especially after death, thus they
created esoteric schools that taught how to safely deal with the pitfalls and liberate themselves. If
you can grasp the truth herein, you can have a self-governing experience! Be fearless; embrace and
focus on the dazzling brilliant lights and be not afraid or attracted to any of the duller hues! No
matter what appears before you, be fearless and hold fast to it being an illusion in your own intellect.
Solidity is relative within all resonating vibrational waveforms; consequently the astral
planes feel as real as this denser material plane. In most mundane passing’s it can be difficult for
them to realize they have passed over! Shamans on “astral soul flights” {Ra} claim there is a “silver
cord” that is connected to the crown chakra linked into the astral planes. It must not be broken
whilst in an out of body state because if it is terminated your consciousness can become trapped
there. The bible speaks of this cord at the time of death: “When the silver cord is severed, …, the
dust returns to the ground from which it came…” –Ecclesiastics 12:6-7
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DENSITY is created via higher degrees of vibrational waves that become shorter as they increase
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in numbers. This creates the waves to become more compacted in smaller volumes of space and
gives the illusion of solidity.
Rarefication has lower degrees and fewer numbers of vibrational waves which expand in space.
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Nothing exists the way you think it does! Much of the Bible is deteriorating under the
weight of transparency and the lack of archaeological support.
“If a man follows the teachings of the Old Testament, he would be a criminal. If he follows the
teachings of the New, he would be insane.” –Robert Ingersoll
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The Old Testament contains Judaic Laws and stories laid down by the Rabbis. The OVERLORD Yaldabaoth, Aten in Egyptian, gave his laws and instructions to the Egyptian Pharaoh
Amenhotep IV during his reign. Amenhotep changed his name to Akhenaten, but failed in his attempt to force an Aten monotheistic government on his people. (Amenhotep may have been a hybrid ar-
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chon implant, which must be considered due to his unexplained bizarre physical deformities and unorthodox rituals of
offering livestock for slaughter in a vegetarian culture!) The laws and instructions were surreptitiously
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passed down orally through the Ages as the Torah; later edited segments were written down as the
Talmud. Due to being sifted by so many extremist and their agendas for such vast periods of time,
and their zealot radical views on monotheism, the authentic directives will never willingly be revealed. Suffice it to say, the true teachings of the Talmud are only significant to extremist followers and pernicious to all others.
The Old & New Testaments are laden with pseudepigraphs taken from ancient texts.
Numerous artifices and fabricated historical events were added or changed in both the Old and
New Testaments. New characters were taken from ancient texts and given new appellations:
Akhenaten became Moses. Jesus of Nazareth’s name was taken from the records of an insurrectionist Jesus Barabbas, whose last name meant "son of the father." The Ten Commandments
were recreated from the Egyptian “Book of the Dead.” The Book of Revelations was taken from the
Egyptian “Mysteries of Osiris and Isis”, and so forth. The Great Exodus from Egypt has recently
been shown by archaeologists to have never taken place, etc., etc. There are now literally thousands of translations of the Bible, with over two hundred versions in English alone; all of them are
5
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full of contradictions due to their feeble attempts to adapt the ancient texts to fit their religious
dogmas and programs!
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“The LORD is a jealous God, filled with vengeance and rage. He takes revenge on all who oppose
him and rages against his enemies!” –Nah 1:2
“We know and rely on God’s love for us because God is Love…” –1 John 4:16
“Be tolerant with one another and forgive anyone who does you wrong.” –Col 3:13
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Ask yourself, if any of this is real, why are the Jesuits and Cabal not terrified of their last
Judgement for the crimes they are still committing against humanity? A fabricated saviour does
not suffice or make it acceptable.
The New Testament is a revised collection of ancient texts taken from Mithraism, Druidism, Hinduism, and Egyptian philosophies, along with edited epistles and alleged memoirs. Jesus
was a composite of ancient enlightened deities that had achieved a state of Christ Consciousness
such as Krishna (Kristi’), Apollonius of Tyana, Hermes Trismegistus and Thoth. The reason his
image gained so much recognition and acceptance is because he represents a form of the Pure Divine Principals present within all of us. Due to where many of these verses originated, there is
still knowledge and wisdom to be garnered when understood in their proper place.
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Pagan is just a pejorative term for heresy! It refers to anyone with spiritual beliefs
outside of monotheistic biblical dogma. Pagans follow Nature, the ancient teachings of gods and
goddesses, and worship the Omni-Presence in everything, as does the oldest religion in the matrix,
Hinduism. Between 1096 and 1492, the Catholic Church slaughtered millions of pagans during
their Crusades. They also took over holy lands and religious sites from the Muslims who also worship the same LORD God. The Crusades greatly increased the Pope’s wealth; authority and the
development of doctrine whilst reducing opposition.
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Every culture has individual symbols and words representing
what they believe the Omni-Source to be. The problem is the source of this virtual-world program
is not the same as the genuine Omni-Potent-Source. It has been replaced by the DNA’s complex
digital informational codes of ones and zeros embossed over reality. The following terms are important because they are the oldest archetypes of our True Source and still hold deep relevance
within many souls.
denotes the highest Universal Principles and Source of all ultimate Potentials within all things. It is all pervasive, genderless, non-quantifiable and non-personified.
The only constant in the genuine Universe is change because nothing is stagnant within its Electrical Thought-Waves! These emanations flow out as the First Chord, only to return to it as a Symphony of Glory for its increasing Knowing. It is the Pleroma of Divine Powers via Tonal Emanations of Love; the Great Blue Whale of the Universe singing its eternal song. All things are created
to become Living Bodhi’s; Living Organisms of the Infinite Omnipotent, Omnipresent, Omniscient
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singular;
pl: Logos is a Greek term meaning “Divine Word,
Reason and
Plan”; the absolute within the Cosmos that creates order and form within the antimatter and matter realms.
Even in this virtual-theatre one can look to the heavens and see the infinite holographic manifestations of the Logos shining forth in the form of spiralling Galaxies and Stars. The
Adi-Buddha knows them as the first emanation of “All Primordial Wisdom.” The Kabbalah summarizes them as the Ain-Soph, the “Endless Boundless creation of the Universe emanating from
pure Consciousness.”

d

When the Divine Source sent out the First Chord from its Infinite Unity of Oneness, it became the First Cause.
It’s boundless Tone created ripples of vibration in the void that reproduced itself as the First
Logos.
6
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This was the beginning of an Infinite Divine Symphony of Sound that grew and expanded
into billowing swells of magnetism, electricity and light.
A Second Chord was issued forth from the first Logos and flowed into a Second Logos, creating the Second Cause.
Like a ringing bell, the second-Logos’ Chords billowed out Divine Frequencies flowing out
from its epicentre like a great Cosmic Mother. It sent Her currents of balanced harmonious
notes to a Third Logos.
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The Third Cause became an Infinite Unfathomable Magnum Opus within Great Expanses!
The Rays of magnetic-electrical energies disseminated into measureless subordinating interconnected strings of Logos and Star Gates to the genuine diverse
worlds. Boundless sub-Logos created the inexhaustible flow of Atman from
their centre, only to return unto itself through the uninterrupted magnetism of the One.
The centre of all Divine Acts of Will is realized through Cosmic Principles. The mind needs
models to help it understand, because no words will ever suffice. All Galaxy Logos act like immense fulcrums that support orbiting spheres on its great levers of electromagnetism. The closer a
creation is to the centre of this fulcrum, the higher the frequency and rarefication; the further
away, the lower the frequency and the higher the density. In the genuine Cosmos we are continuously expanding because we are a cell within the Logos, the “I AM that I AM” – “That which is
above is the same as that which is below.” This was the genesis of the Cosmic Egg; the centre of all
things, whether dormant, latent or active.
All genuine worlds are connected through vibrational fields of Sound and sub-Light flowing
through the indivisible harmony and unity of the Logos. They act as interconnected stepping
stones from the ONE; the 1st Logos and all of its sub-Logos producing creations within the antimatter and matter fields of their energy. Logos act as Omniscient Power Cells and their sub-Logos
act as electrically charged organs within spheres of Light. We are all part of the Infinite
Symphony creating the sacred spiral dance of the ever expanding Glory and Knowing… of
ourselves.
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The term Spirit appears thousands of times in Sanskrit and over 605 in the
Bible because it is the synergy that animates all living things in the matrices. “The body without Spirit is dead” –James 2:26. Spirit is synonymous with Prana and Pneuma and should not be
confused with the biblical “Holy Ghost” Yaldabaoth! PRANA represent the vital principal of
breath. Chi’ is the Universal Life Force. PNEUMA is the indestructible, unquantifiable Divine Force
of
; the carrier of Spirit passed down through the Logos.
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“Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit?” –Corinthian 6:19
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Latin for Light - Lumen is the invisible psychic light that passes through all consciousness and space with the greatest effect on our psyche and pinealis. When allowed to penetrate the
brain it becomes an inner brightness known as Lux, another Latin word for Light.
represents Lumen as an instantaneous Lux.
Soul is Latin for the animating principle; the quintessential indissoluble element of all organic species. The soul is the energetic vestment and carrier of Spirit, Phoslight and Atman. The
soul is not a separation from the One Omni-Present Source, but an individual expression of it! The
soul could be likened to rays of sunlight streaming through branches on a tree; each Ray may be
seen as separate, but in reality they are all the quintessential sun only separated by shadows.
When a soul has completed its journey returns to it Source, it expands back into All that It Be.
This is the state of completed Enlightenment. {Ra}
Each Solar sub-Logoi has its own creative juices of wonderment and imagination that extends itself into a cadre of sub-Logoi-Orbs; each with its own distinctiveness. These
Orbs or Spheres create their own unique collective offshoots of Immortal Beings experiencing its
creation. All Orbs belonging to the same Solar-Logoi have a collective tonal signature; a choir of
7
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resonating “Soul Complexes.” The true meaning of a “soul mate” is when one finds an authentic
member from their soul complex! There are still souls trapped here that belong to a genuine Solar-sub-Logoi within the authentic worlds and needs to be woken up!
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“…Ye are not of this world, and it does not love you.” –John 15:9
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Dreams are sequences of images, emotions and sensations during REM sleep usually
when Rapid Eye Movement occurs at intervals characterized by dreaming. We have become multidimensional recycling spellbound dreamers, even when we think we are awake! The Veda’s
state life is a dream. {Ra} Ask yourself, “If I am dreaming where and who is the dreamer?”
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“Let us not sleep as do others; we must stay awake and keep our senses” –1Thessalonian 5:6
“How long will you lie down, O sluggard? When will you arise from your sleep? –Proverbs 6:8
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If a physical vessel is instantaneously deceased without warning, it can
become susceptible to a repetitious “Phantom Dream.” This is the true genesis of this world; or as
the Australian aboriginals calls it, “Dreamtime.” {Ra} Over the centuries there has been a profuse
amount of reported localized apparitional events taking place, especially at historical sites of pronounced violence. The Script Writers attempt to disregard the observers as hoaxers or mentally
disturbed. On the contrary, there have been so many sightings over the years, especially by combatants in war zones; they have become more the norm. Death is a delusion of the mind. Those
who instantaneously lose their material bodies to violence or accident may not realize it has perished. What observers are seeing is the ectoplasmic energy fields of individual’s consciousness
caught in a mind-loop like a needle stuck in a vinyl recording. Many of them repetitiously experience the violence that caused their death, while other are just trying to find their way back home to
their families because they do not realize they are dead to this world. The landscapes and structures; everything they see remains the same in their mind’s eye because they do not realize they are
caught in another secondary illusional phantom dream! Their experiences are as tragically real to
them as yours are in this secondary virtual-world!
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We are the music makers, And we are the dreamers of dreams,
Wandering by lone sea-breakers, And sitting by desolate streams;
World-losers and world-forsakers On whom the pale moon gleams
Yet we are the movers and shakers Of the world for ever, it seems.
Arthur William Edgar O'Shaughnessy (1874
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Your souls are being used as a form of dream-generators in a state of
mesmerisation whilst reifying – concretizing – a virtual reality. Many of us originate from different authentic cosmological home-worlds, yet all belong to the One Omni-Source of Infinite Unity
within an authentic Cosmological Family!
We all share in the unity of the Infinite Source of vibrational sounds and shimmering pure
rays of light and magnetism. Only our minds are imprisoned while manifesting the illusion of being entrapped in a virtual world. Information is constantly being fed into your brains via digital subliminal programming. Everything in a matrix is manifested out of programmed DNA and
psychoactive technology. Words, films, media and music are techno-keys used to distort reality
and lock unaware minds into this quasi-reality.
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Nothing in this illusion is a Declaration of Final Truth
Especially the written word; for Truth shall have the Last Word!
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The Frontal Lobe of the brain acts as the control
panel of cognitive functions, personality and the ability to communicate. It
also acts as a temporary panoramic theatre screen when the pineal and pitu8
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itary glands are activated. Downloading into the matrix is an extraordinary experience as is waking up! {Ra} Once entranced in the matrix, memory is suppressed and the brain broadens its vista
as the senses start to take in the new surrounds like a newborn babe. This can be very uncomfortable for an authentic downloading empath!
One of the secrets of time in this matrix is the spinning ratios and frequency going on above
our heads. The holographic twinkling lights in the firmament were placed in a DOME as hypnotic
rotating fixed stars. {Ra} Science tells us that the earth is spinning around the sun at 67,000 miles
per hour (107,825.97km) and the moon at 2,288 miles per hour (3,683km). What
they don’t tell you is that the moon is an added implant in this 3D matrix {Ra}
and is being used as a holographic interference pattern. It is (Aus. time-lapse–
Lincoln Harris) the “eye in the sky” and a “portal” for downloading consciousness
into or existing the matrix. Have you seen image or something similar, flash in your minds eye?
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The greatest quandary in Humanity is its compelling yearning to wake up
whilst clinging to a Dream in the Fear of losing itself in the Awakening
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“I turned to consider wisdom, madness and folly; for who can do this better than a king? I realized that wisdom is preferable to folly, just as light is preferable to darkness.” –Ecclesiastes 2:12-13
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Enlightenment is a term with many degrees of meanings. There are two different sects of
Buddhism with various guidelines towards enlightenment & liberation through death. And, there
are myriads of Hindu gurus that teach other systems. Some see it as an intellectual movement of
comprehending scientific knowledge, religions or ancient texts. All of the above are valid forms for
the term enlightenment. However herein, we shall use the term enlightenment to represent the
"full comprehension of the situation and reality taking place in this world" in order to liberate
ourselves from it prior to or immediately after physical expiration. This is the path of eroding all
implanted conceptual patterns. It will tear away the very fabric of your shallow mind in order for
reality and wisdom to shine forth in the now moment from your heart. It is a different kind of selfrealization that will help you release layers of concepts, deities, incarnations, guilt, fears and the
entire world of fabricated implants!
“The energy or active exercise of the mind constitutes life” –Aristotle
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Many misconstrue enlightenment as a decree of spirituality and love; however enlightenment is NOT a decree of goodness. Many of those at the top running this Absalom Matrix are in a
higher state of enlightenment than most of those they rule over and many carry dark spiritual forces within themselves.
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“A good person brings good things out of the good stored within his heart, and an evil person
brings evil things out of the evil stored up in his heart.” –Luke 6:45
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Pure unblemished information needs to be obtained in order to redirect the mind towards
the Gnosis of an awakening. We must come to the realization we are in a recycling subconscious
virtual-reality dream {Ra}; we are the dreamed, but we are also the dreamer. Even in this quest,
there will be various degrees of enlightenment because it involves massive parapsychological conversions involving the supernatural, cerebral and heart faculties. {Ra} Everything in this matrix
equates to DNA; everything outside of it equates to a higher state of consciousness. And, if you
give your power away to an outside source you will remain vulnerable to it.
“Fear not those who can kill your body; they cannot touch your soul...”–Matt 10:28

d

Kundalini is the serpentine fire of alternating magnetic waves of psychic-electricity
spiralling through the spine of a dreaming host connected to its dreamer or “higher-self.” {Ra}
9
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This serpentine energy sits in the coccyx centre of the spine and its currents flow through the entire nervous system and up through the chakras. The serpent representing kundalini appears as
the symbol for alchemy on “Hermes Caduceus Staff.”
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“Just as Moses lifted up the snake (kundalini) in the wilderness, so must also the Sons of Man.”
–John 3:14
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It feels like an electrical current moving up through the spine and nervous system when
loosed from its coil at the coccyx. This is the serpent referred to in the Adam and Eve parable in
the Garden of Eden. After eating a psychotropic mushroom called Soma {Ra} their 3rd eye was
opened, which gave them insight! In the matrix, uncorrupted information can be as powerful as
kundalini.
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Cosmology, Numerology, Astrology and Spirituality have all been hijacked to fit
private agendas. Archetypes are representations of a thing or structure used in examples. Pure
Cosmic Intelligence existed long before humans started giving it elaborate esoteric names and
mathematical codes. However, models must be used in this digital world in order to bring abstract
ideas into some form of cognitive understanding.
“In the beginning was the Word” –John 1:1
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Archetype matrices reproduce digital sound-waves that create electromagnetism; moving
electricity experienced as replicated light from a Logoi. Electrical vibrations produce sound at variable frequencies that produce visible spectrums of colours. The colour and mean of this matrix is
yellow, which represents the thinking mind outside of the thinking heart. {Ra} Electrical vibrations
can be quantified and digitally reproduced through mathematical equations. The matrix you are
experiencing was manifested via vibrational fields surrounding 7.83 Hz; however due to technological interference from HAARP {Ra}, it is now dangerously fluctuating into sustained dangerous and
unhealthy ranges. Sound is vibration flowing from an epicentre that spreads its vibrational field of
electromagnetism in all directions similar to throwing a stone in water. In the art of Zen, a series
of Koen’s are asked that can lead to enlightenment, such as: “If a tree falls in the forest and no
one is there to hear it, does it make a sound?” By the end of the 7 Elucidations, you should be
able to answer the question and fully comprehend it.
“If you want to find the secrets of the universe you must think in terms of energy, frequency
and vibration.” –Nikola Tesla.
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the material plane.
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is Sanskrit translated as space or atmosphere; philosophically it represents the “ethereal
fluid pervading the cosmos” and relates to the biblical waters that separate the astral planes from
is a term used for individual imprinted and soul logged events.

“Let there be a space between the waters; and separate the waters of the heavens from the waters of the earth.” –Genesis 1:6
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is a Greek term for the aethereal, the disseminator and medium of all
magnetism and its electrical properties and waves. It is the quintessential Fifth Element that permeates all things.
is a quintessential formless substance; the quintessence of
aether. It is the
ubiquitous starting material required for “Prima Alchemy” creation of the Philosopher’s Stone;
Immortality; the Elixir of Life and the Fountain of Youth and other such perceptions.
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refers to the cosmogony of creation and the First Person, the Immortal Being within
each of us. Your lineages, you and your progeny are like looking into a mirror seeing a continuous
line of self-reflections.
Sanskrit; is the carrier of self-awareness; the Spiritus of the “I AM” the “Atma or Self.”
It exists in all creatures on land, sea and air. It expresses the same intelligence and is only limited
by the capacity of the brain it is expressing through. It expresses through five sublevels: Divine;
Spiritual; Mind; Elementals; and Physical. The atman pervades, permeates, animates, and informs
all things; it is the eternal link that connects the cosmic hierarchy, from the highest to lowest. It is
the spirit or soul; our true self beyond corporeality and ego; beyond the matrix. It is the essence
underlying our dreaming existence.
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Latin: In psychology the ego is seen as the facilitator between the conscious and subconscious mind. However, the human ego is an accumulation of digital neuro-patterns that start in
the womb and in the epigenetic stored memories in the DNA. {Ra} They are responsible for all behaviours, impulses, compulsions, desires, fears; likes; dislikes; proclivities; rivalry; courageousness; cowardice; and sexuality, etc. All stored patterns go into making up our egoic personality. In
Buddhism the "ego" is referred to as the ‘illusional self’ because it has become layers of fabricated
information. Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalytic theories broke the ego down into the three divisions
of: ego; super-ego; and alter ego, which he coined, the “Id.” He saw these as the basis of perception
and individual adaptations to reality. He wrote that the “Id” is the basis of all deeply rooted psychoses and egodystonic phenomenon. He stated the ego was in conflict with intuition and the
heart and wrote:
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“The advent of evil may have become the side effect or psychosis of a devastating blow dealt to
collective group of higher conscious beings that endured a break in their consciousness with
massive interference.” –Sigmund Freud
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We shall explore what was behind the original “break in consciousness and its massive interference.” {Ra} However, religion took full advantage of this psychosis and reinforced it in order
to give the LORD Yaldabaoth more power over them: “You snakes! You brood of vipers! How
will you escape being condemned to Hell?” Matthew 23:33
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The primordial spiritually enlightened were aware this world is a projected dreamscape {Ra} and called it “maya”, meaning illusion. The shadow self or lower self represents the ego
that believes the illusion is real; it is the dreamed in contrast to the dreamer, signified by a higher
self.
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Magic is a common term used for entertainment such as pulling a rabbit out of a hat.
s a technique for harnessing internal and external energies that manifest a change in
people’s perceptions and environment. All magick takes place in the mind; the only difference between black and white magick is the intent of the magician.
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“Above all, watch with glittering eyes the whole world around you because the greatest secrets
are always hidden in the most unlikely places. Those who don't believe in magic will never find
it.” –Roald Dahl
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The more rarefied realms use telepathy as the natural form of communication.
Similar to ancient pictograms, mental images are projected from one to another via DNA hypercommunication webs, which have also been coined Morphogenic Fields. DNA stores information
and feeds the data back into the collective via this web where it becomes shared neural brainwaves
that can be decoded. There are no secrets in the collective web; eventually all experiences and information permeate the entire whole. The brain is not only a generator, but also a receiver of wave
forms that can lead to alternate realities.
11
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Psi-Op military groups train people in the field of psionics via the use of drugs and technology. They have learned how to Remote View and share secondary dream states. Time and distance have no relevance in remote viewing which takes place via tuning into a subject and mentally
connecting with them through the DNA hyper-communication web in order to gather secret Intel.
Secondary share dreaming is when two or more military personal are placed in a form of astral
dreaming where they can learn from lethal combat exercises and then wake up unharmed. This
hyper-communication system also explains the phenomenon of how those in close relationships
know what each other is thinking, about to say, or feel at times. It is also how animals know exactly where their caregivers are; when they are leaving or coming home and asleep or awake.
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“In spite of the world-wide systems of linkages, there is, at this very moment, a general feeling
that communication is breaking down everywhere on an unparalleled scale. One sees that a
new kind of theory is needed which drops basic commitments and recovers some essential features of older theories as abstract forms derived from a deeper reality, which prevails in an unbroken wholeness.” –David Bohm
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Brainwaves normally operate optimally when in balanced alpharhythms; however there is now so much ELF interference that our brainwaves have become dominated by unhealthy wireless electromagnetism that has created a left brain syndrome. These
brainwaves inhibit intuition, listening and communication skills and are the foundation of hyperactivity, especially in children. Unsolicited negative thought-forms are now successfully sent into
your minds by devices and entities. I coined them the “Village Voices” many years ago because
they becoming a growing phenomenon of confusion. Unfortunately, people believe these voices
belong to them, which can cause self-disparagement, stress and fear. You must remember you are
in a trance state and negative thought forms can be projected into your mind. Dark influences
have various purposes and there are immeasurable amounts of psychic dross leftover from deceased dregs and lost souls clinging to the matrix. Archons try to heighten negativity in order to
feed off of the energy:
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“Tell them that this is what the LORD, the God of Israel, says: 'Cursed is the one who does not
obey the terms of my covenant.” –Jeremiah 11:3
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“Listen and honour my name says the LORD Almighty, or I will bring a terrible curse against
you. I will send a curse upon you, and indeed, I have cursed them already that have not taken
my warning to heart.” –Malachi 2:2
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It is time to Recognise and Renounce All Shadowy Apparitions
And leave this Dark Asylum!
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Piercing the veil of unawareness

2nd Elucidations: The
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Inferior vs. Superior p.13 – Avatārana p.13 – The Games p.14 – A.I. p.14 – Plasmate p.15 – Host
Intelligence p.16 – Sequences p.16 – Spaces in Consciousness p.16 – DNA: Genesis of Illusions p.17
– Spectrums p.17 – Phoslight p.18 – Languages p.18 – Virtue of Numbers p.19 – Digital
Personalities p.19 – Immortal Cells p.20 – Human Genome Project p.20 – Yaldabaoth p.21 – Latin
Virgins p.22 – New-Species p.23 – Two Gods p.23 – Three Path p.23
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Lo, it was said, “Woe be it to the man who discovers the Truth
For he might go insane!” I say, Man has already gone Insane
So let the “Great Lesson Begin”

20
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There are two forms of energy: Matter and Anti-Matter; both are
made of the same subatomic properties of light; however they are vibrating at different
frequencies. Matter is an inferior form of energy because of its transitory nature in comparison to
its superior counterpart antimatter. Both are manifested out of Light, but possess two distinctive
contrary qualities of pureness and impureness. The elements of matter are destroyed and recycled
back into raw energy, but antimatter is eternal and cannot be destroyed. Everything is made up of
these two dynamic-frequency fields. Antimatter is the stuff of indestructible light cells; the
substratum behind all reality and matter; the universal concentrated form of unconditioned Spirit.
Atomic matter is a source of latent energy waiting to be spiritualized through consciousness.
Photonic light particles have four primary force fields with slower dynamic frequency
interactions that express through the interchangeable four elements of air, fire, water and earth.
Thought and imagination are the causation for all electromagnetism, energy, attraction and
repulsion. Denser energy forms, we call “photonic light matter” or “secondary energies” are
spinning in eternal currents back up towards the antimatter realms. Matter has no creative power
by itself and must be manipulated and formed by consciousness, but cannot exist without
Antimatter.
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“Matter is formed through the positive stage, or pulse, and antimatter through the negative
pulse. The circular motion of an electron about the nucleus of an atom is an illusion. The
relative motion of the nucleus and electrons through space gives the illusion of circular
motion. Even at the most basic level, the creative power of Illusion is evident.” –Bruce Cathie
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Knowledge comes from the Mind – Wisdom comes from the Heart
Knowledge is learned information; to ‘know’ something is a fixed memory in your mind.
Unfortunately, what we think we know is extremely limited due to most factual information being
hidden or turned into disinformation. (The Vatican archives are estimated to contain at least 85 km’s
(53 miles) from floor to ceiling shelves of texts and artefacts stolen from your legacy.)
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Wisdom is sagacious intuition, discernment, insight and perception beyond knowledge; the
Brahmam of Higher Consciousness.
“Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind…” –Romans 12:2

d

“And the Truth Shall Set You Free” –John 8:32
The Sanskrit term “Avatār”, in the Vedas and Principal Upanishad’s is a derivative of the
term Avatārana: ‘Ava’ - to descend, and ‘tar’ - to cross. Virtual-simulations became highly
popularized between interstellar groups within the genuine worlds. Matrices are digitally created
13
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out of highly advanced digital technology that is beyond most comprehensions, however only
living consciousness can hypostatize and fashion form out of them. The genuine matrices are
manifested out of alphanumeric waveforms of symbols that operate on a 4D level of density. The
technology is connected directly to a living operator and a secondary host known as an Avatārana
within the virtual-reality simulation. The operators project their consciousness directly through
the virtual-host via technology that connects their diencephalon system, which is linked to their
nervous system and chakras, {Ra} creating psychic-electricity. The diencephalon is made up of
four main components within the brain, the thalamus, subthalamus, hypothalamus, and
epithalamus. The hypothalamus is where the pituitary and pineal glands are located and is also an
integral part of the endocrine system linked directly to the nervous system. The avatārana’s seven
major chakras were developed as bioenergy receivers as well as a database where every thought
and impression is filtered prior to sending the information to the cells and brain for activation.
All perceived “extraterrestrial aliens” here are Avatāranas either caught with the rest of
you after the destruction of an original 4D interstellar war game {Ra}, or they have found the
download entry point into this annexed matrix. {Ra}
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I will use a dimensional model for easier understanding of density and the more
rarefied 4D Matrix Games. They were produced by androgynous Immortal Beings inhabiting subLogos 5D Sphere worlds for the expansion of comprehension in opposites on lower levels of
density. The matrices became known as “The Games” within the matrix worlds. Immortals are
just that, Immortal and in the matrices they could experience growth and understanding through
the slower more compacted frequency waves that were incompatible to their more rarefied bodies.
War games were created as contests that expanded into other Logos interstellar groups. Their
Avatāranas revered their operators as deities; the gods of their creation! The only way a game
could be won was through the capture or elimination of an Immortal’s secondary host. {Ra} Matrix
war games did not affect the real worlds or relations amongst the players. There has been much
confusion and convolution between the ‘war games’ that took place within the fourth dimensional
matrices and the unconventional war games taking place here in this substratum matrix. {Ra} The
4D War Games were closely monitored and if the rules of engagement were not closely followed,
the “Watchers”, a type of cosmic referee, {Ra}) would send in an authoritative host to put thing
back on track.
There could be NO engagement of any kind of unfair warfare
A battle could only take place between two combatants using the same weapons and the
same conveyance such as a vimana; chariot; elephant; horse, or on foot.
Specific rules to each weapon had to be followed. E.g.: Bludgeoning an opponent below the
waist was prohibited in Mace Warfare.
Any warrior who surrendered could not be injured or killed. All prisoners of war were to be
protected and treated with respect and thoughtfulness.
No warrior could kill or injure an unarmed or unconscious warrior or one with his back
turned!
Nonparticipants could not be killed or harmed along with women and animals unless they
were a direct threat.
Set time frames had to be followed.
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“We don't know how strong we are until forced to bring that hidden strength forward. In times
of tragedy, of war, of necessity, people do the most amazing things. The human capacity for
survival and renewal is awesome.” –Isabel Allende
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As above, so below! Artificial Bioandroids were designed
and developed within the upper 4D matrix. They were highly sophisticated automations created
by the avatāranas to perform menial tasks with the ability to learn new duties. However, it wasn’t
long before A.I. units were replaced with a much more sophisticated model called a Plasmate.
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As above, so below! The Avatārs started using their own DNA mixed with other
creatures to create a higher form of servants and labourers than their A.I. units. They also created
various warrior classes to fight in the war games. They followed suit with what their own creators
had done: “Let Us make humans in Our image and Our likeness” –Genesis 1:26.
These neo-creations were known as hybrid Plasmates in ancient Greek and Plasmatios in
Latin. This was the genesis of the original “Caste System.” Both terms are a derivative from
Plasma; a mouldable substance found in blood. The plasmates were similar in appearances, but
had unique differences owing to the varying images of their avatārana creators. Various
classifications of household servants, manual labourers and specialized warrior castes came out of
their experimentations along with some monstrosities. Homo-Habilis; Homo-Neanderthalensis,
Cro-Magnon, Homo-Erectus, and Homo-sapiens were just a few of their experiments in the
creation of the earlier races. The main difference between the original avatārs and their creations
was the size of the DNA instruction manuals carried within their bloodstream. The original
“Adamic Race” or “wise animal man” in Latin came out of these avatāric
experiments and became the genesis of “Mankind.” Dwarves were created to
work in cramped areas within mines and other confined areas. Ancient
temple wall reliefs illustrate how Royal and Elite Families favoured these little people for
entertainment and household duties.
The original avatāranas did not have body hair and were androgynous as were their
creators; however owing to the lower animal DNA used to create the plasmates, their entire bodies
were sparsely covered in hair. Later, when they split the hermaphrodite chromosomes into male
and female genders, the hair was concentrated on their heads. Due to coming from hermaphrodite
stock, most homosapiens had no compunction as to their sexual liaisons between male to female;
male to male or female to female partners. This is an inherited trait in the biology in all men and
women that remains to this day. This one fact is the basis for the natural attraction between
members of the same gender within the homosapiens. The avatāranas eventually enhanced their
plasmate’s appearance by refining their features using the Golden Ratio. This along with luxurious
hair that crowned their heads, the avatāranas became sensually taken by their creations and they
heedlessly started interbreeding with them.
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“A woman’s long hair is her glory!” –1 Corinthian 11:15 “When mankind began to multiply on
the face of the lands and daughters were born to them, the sons of the gods saw that they were
beautiful and took them for themselves, whomever they chose.” –Genesis 6: 1
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The interbreeding between the creator Avatārs and the Adamics created the first
generation of hybrids that became known as the “sons of gods” and the “Elder gods.” In Greek
mythology they became known as the Titans who bred the Olympians. As the Elder God’s
descendants continued to interbreed, the avatārana’s Rh negative DNA information became more
adulterated with plasmate Rh positive primate factors. Due to promiscuity, today 85% of the
world’s population is Rh positive with the ‘Rhesus Monkey’ or ‘Primate Factor’, which was
responsible for the original “Fall of Mankind” into becoming “Humankind.” (‘Man’ relates to the
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Adamic DNA and ‘Hu’ relates to the animal DNA in homosapiens.)

“All animals are equal, but some animals are more equal than others!” –G. Orwell
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The Olympians, carrying more ‘hu’ in their DNA, had stronger sexual appetites, territorial
instincts and lust for power. They warred against the Elder gods for dominance and won it with the
misuse of VRIL, {Ra} which was turned into a weapon of mass destruction. The more they
interbred, the more corrupted their DNA patterns became and the more base their behaviour
became! All regard for resonating electrical patterns within their mating practices {Ra} were
disregarded and their descendants became further imbalanced. Yet, these ruling hybrids
maintained their authority over the commoners that gave them the continuing opportunity for
immoral and abominable acts against them to this day.
As new subfamilies grew out of the growing potpourri of DNA, more polarities manifested
between the hybrid families. Some favoured their growing hybrid progeny over the less
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unadulterated ones, whilst others were completely repelled by any further interbreeding and
started inbreeding. Interfamily wars broke out for power and domination between them. The
Elder Gods began to disappear as consciousness slowly descended into a chasm of unbalanced
sexual electrical patterns. Due to the changing consciousness, the matrix began to change and the
avatāranas and plasmates started diminishing in stature, psychic abilities, and strength. What was
once thought of as the sons of gods, became the lost sons of corrupted DNA. Thus, treachery
brewed amongst them; all mercy was lost to the lust for power, greed, gluttony and assassination
became their way to achieve it!
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“Dieu et Mon droit” “My divine right to rule” –British Monarchy
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IN
GENCE: There is a microscopic world living within our bloodstreams; living cells
are the “building blocks of life” in a virtual-reality program. By simply looking into a single cell
one can perceive the origins of all human intelligence. The universal link within each microcosmic
cell is light. Homo is the genetic code for the human genus including other surviving and extinct
species of hominids. Your cells are responsible for the invisible function that allows your brain to
think. The brain is the supercomputer and conductor of life in a matrix; however over 90% of
relative intelligence actually comes from cellular activity! Cells are constantly receiving
information and making independent decisions while controlling every movement within every
part of your body 24/7. Cells integrate temperatures, electrical, chemical, acidic conditions and
alkalinity levels before making any intelligent decision or response. Cellular activity takes place on
a superluminal level to keep the body and brain alive. The Phoslight found in cells is the carrier
and “temple of Spirit!
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“It is the Spirit that gives life; the flesh counts for nothing at all.” –John 6:3
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All diseases are ultimately healed by codes of light stored within the cells, which is why it is
so important to protect them through diet and thought. The mediums of prayer, affirmation and
visualization have a positive effect on revitalizing them. Your cells were designed to protect and
stand between you and physical expiration. Cells come in various shapes and sizes; each with a
specific job to do in order for an organism to perform it’s task and survive.
“If big pharma and doctors were to start aiding cells so they could do their job instead of
poisoning them, disease would cease to exist, but so would their wealth!” –Czerral
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Whilst cutting through consciousness, we must gain a fresh perspective on time
because it is a mental invention that has been moving backwards and recycling in this matrix. {Ra}
The genuine universes are never stagnant! The upper genuine matrices have moved on past this
closed-loop virtual-reality deception. {Ra} Thus, we shall use the terms event-sequences or event
timelines to help comprehend where we are and how we got here. This 3D matrix did not exist
until the aftermath of a horrific hubris event that destroyed the 4D world matrix creating this
matrix as an appendage. {Ra} Time needs be taken out of equations
representing past Eras because they have become layers of stagnating stored
memory patterns in the Collective since its genesis here and the 4D matrix
memory stored in the mainframe computer. {Ra} Time experienced here
greatly varies from the higher 4D matrices and the genuine worlds due to their varying densities
and rarefication, which also varies on the astral planes depending on their levels. Genuine worlds
and matrices do not recycle or become stagnant; they are in a continuous movement forward.
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We have established that genuine world’s stream from Logos to
sub-Logos to Immortal Beings to matrix secondary hosts. We have also established this 3D
reality is not taking place within its original 4D matrix, but in an annexed matrix; a phantomdream taking place in our subconscious mind. This has created interconnected tiers of spaces
between your higher mind and subconscious levels of mind. This illusional world is a phenomenon
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taking place within sublayers between your higher dreaming mind and its subconscious. Within
these sublayers lie astral planes, also known as spirit worlds. You cannot kill consciousness; death
is an extended illusion on any realm or plane. Each plane has its own unique vibrational field of
frequency waveforms being interpreted by the consciousness of an observer, you! In Jewish
mysticism, they use models called the Kabbalah, a body of esoteric knowledge that has some
semblance to what I am attempting to convey.
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As we cut through the veils of consciousness we need to get a
fresh perspective on the vital role DNA plays in creating reality. About
1.8 metres of DNA exists within the nucleus of every cell. It is estimated
that if we unravelled the entire DNA in the human body it would extend to at least 100 trillion
meters per human being. Try to calculate and imagine that in kilometres or miles in your mind.
Each cell has a nucleus with 46 chromosomes, each comprised of between 30,000 and 50,000
genes with intervening sequences. DNA is an electrodynamic digitalized storage unit. DNA is the
template for all organic life, its genetic characteristics, intelligence, talent and gifts along with
health. It is the storehouse of all ancestral behavioural propensities towards good and evil;
violence and pacifism; virtue and immorality, etc. DNA is the keeper of volumes of event-timelines
and is able to independently measure spatiotemporal angles, curvatures, distances and durations
via an invisible interconnected web of light. DNA could be seen as an interdimensional time
machine with its own “Wormhole” theory. DNA acts like tunnels of information being transmitted
through hyperspace that interacts with Lumen, Lux and Flux. In unqualified simplicity, DNA is the
foundation of “Time Travel” within the space-time-continuum and event-timelines.
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“People like us, who believe in physics, know that the distinction between past, present and
future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.” –Albert Einstein
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The Human Genome is the Greatest Living Library of Secrets and Knowledge
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The entire cosmic matrix is stored within your DNA; not only this 3D world, but all of its
parallel worlds and the 4D worlds all of the avatāranas came from; however we only have limited
access due to having only having 3% of our DNA language activated. The other 97% remains a
mystery to the masses outside of the few Script Writers who have slightly more activation. (This is
what all the fuss is about, not the blood type, but what’s activated in the blood type!) During the
beginning era of this matrix, the sons of gods had higher degrees of activated DNA than the Elder
gods, which is why this period was regarded as the “Age of the Gods.” It was when “superconsciousness” and “longevity” prevailed before promiscuity diminished it afar from any god. {Ra}
Looking in a mirror on an angle will produce endless reflections of your physical
appearance; yet there be only one original at the start of the sequence. DNA is similar in that you
are all copies and reflections of information stemming all the way down from the original
Avatāras.
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“DNA was the first third dimensional Xerox Machine.”–Kenneth E. Boulding
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Ancient Shamans discovered that psychotropic plants could broaden their brain’s
ability to see higher spectrums of light on parallel astral planes. The brain
is not only a generator, but a receiver with the ability to tune into other
dimensional waveforms when induced into an altered state. Prehistoric
cave art is ubiquitous around the world, along with ancient Egyptian and
Mayan paintings that record these supernatural experiences from psychotropic plants. To help
grasp this, use a cone as a model for the DNA’s ability to interpret electrical waveforms and codes.
Each activated strand widens the top of the cone allowing the brain to observe more
subtle visible spectrums of light. Presently, owing to the limited amount of activated
DNA, the brain is only capable of taking in a miniscule quantity of information from the
masses of electromagnetic fields surrounding it. However, psychotropic plants alter the
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brain by affecting the pituitary and pineal glands, which has the effect of widening the cone
allowing for higher spectrums of light-waves to be experienced.
There is great irony in the fact the Elite Script Writer’s ancestors diminished their own DNA
whilst increasing the lower homosapiens through promiscuity. Through their misuse of power they
continued to dilute their own bloodlines through ongoing lust and forbidden marriages with the
lower plasmate DNA groups. Many unwanted children were sacrificed because there were no
magic pills to prevent pregnancy in the days of yore.
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“But each one was tempted and drawn away by lust. When that desire became pregnant, it gave
birth to sin; and when that sin grew up, it gave birth to death.” –James 1:14-15 “You burn with
lust among the oaks and under every spreading tree; you kill your offspring in the ravines and
under the overhanging crags. –Isaiah 57:5
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DNA creates Plasmates – Spirit creates souls
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Phoslight is a generic term for organisms that generate their own bioluminescence.
Phoslight, a Greek term means “Light Bringer” and is the Latin equivalent to Lucifer; which has
nothing to do with a fallacious devil or Satan! Venus was called “Phosphorus” by the Greeks,
which was synonymous with Luciferin Light.
Phoslight is the most crucial alchemical element essential to the central nervous system, the
brain and DNA. Phosphorus shines of itself, and is the origin of light within the cells, which is why
you are called a “Light Being.” "Ye are the light of the world” –Matt 5:14.
Phosphorus is the most powerful stimulant known to science, especially when used as a
sexual stimulant along with sexual techniques that can transmute sexual energy into higher states
of consciousness.
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DNA has its own language, but it also has a definitive effect on all languages and
linguistics. Words are the language of sound and thought, the vibrational tools of creation.
Language has tremendous elemental powers over consciousness, unconsciousness and collective
consciousness. It is a universal intra-psychic structuring device innate to all humans.
“In the beginning was the Word…”–John 1:1 “The Word became flesh and dwelt among us.”
John 1:14 “Let us confuse their language, so that they will not be able to understand one
another. In that way, they will scatter all over the world.” –Genesis 11:7
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As DNA started diminishing, telepathic communications were reduced to digital tonal
variances that were uttered in order for communication to take place. Thus, pictograms and a form
of writing was developed called cuneiform, yet still a thought provoking form of communication.
As the human DNA dwindled further, simpler Hieroglyphics were used that declined into
alphabetical digits. The simpler the mind became, the simpler the language. Script Writers
learned that by simplifying language they could expedite the dumbing down process of the
commoners. Thus, “texting” on “Social Media” was created for this purpose with an even simpler
language allowing the Script Writers more control over their consciousness. Chinese, Japanese and
Korean languages still use Logogram or Hànzì Characters in their writing 漢字, which is closer to
cuneiform and needs more intelligence to decipher. This may be why some Asian students have
been accredited with higher intellects and more ability for learning. Conversely, many of them are
becoming more westernized and have joined Social Medias, adding to them to the list of the
degraded.
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“There is but one body and one Spirit”–Ephesians 4:4
Nothing comes before the number one and all things are added to the number One. By the
rules of dynamics, everything that comes from the One returns to the One. Numbers are models
that can show the repetition of unity within the One-Omni-Source! Numbers are used to clarify
space/time, sound, colour, light, and energy; together they create the phenomenal worlds.
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Simulated worlds are created out of the virtue of numbers via precise mathematical equations.
Freemasons ascribe powerful symbolic and sacred meaning to geometrical shapes and their
numerical proportions. Numbers are the foundation of Freemasonic acuity; logic and understanding. 1 is the beginning point of raw power; 2 moves out of itself to become dimensional; 3 is
the birthing process and manifestations; 4 develops boundaries, mastery & stability; 5 is change,
problems, destruction, renewal; 6 is solutions and regrowth; 7 is complex, mystery, freedom; 8 is
repose, ripening; 9 is understanding beyond materialism and corporeality; 10 moves on to a new
threshold or plane.
Opposites are governed by the numbers 3 and 6, which = 9. Nine represents balanced unity
within all things, no matter which side of the coin they are on, they are still of the Omni-OneSource. “If you only knew the magnificence of the 3, 6 and 9, then you would have the key to the
universe.”–Nikola Tesla. 3, 6 and 9 represent the higher dimensional frequencies that influence
the energy circuits of the other six numbers.
The Script Writers turned the sacred number “13” into a negative fearful number; yet it
remains a “sacred number” to them, because 13 was the original number of hybrid Elder Gods.
Phosphorous is the 13th element to be discovered; it stands in the positive as the “light bearer”, and
in the negative as the bearer of darkness. This is because phosphorous is used in explosives,
poisons and nerve agents that earned it the name "Lucifer’s devil element!” Judas Iscariot was
scripted as the 13th guest at the apocryphal Last Supper; the massacre of the “Knights Templar”
began on Friday the 13th and the unrevealed 13th Tribe of Israel was the Khazarians that hailed
from the Caucasus Mountains after the biblical Deluge.
We are completely controlled by the numbers on a Clock; Social Security #; Passport;
Driver’s License; Credit Cards; Internet; Banking; Birth Day, Month and Year; Phone number;
Address; Zip Code; Numerology and Astrology. Digits control our life, personality, and this
dream! The virtue of numbers has become so lost by definition they are now nothing more than 1’s
and 0’s being decoded by your brain.
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Words by themselves are merely veils over Digits
Numbers by themselves are merely veils over Symbols
Both have the Power to Create, Destroy and Change Realities!
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No matter how unique you find your ego to be it is still digitally
based! There are nine basic vibrational interpretations applied to the numbers between 1 and 9,
which are the universal foundation numbers of creation. In numerology they can be compounded
to create more complex and variable combinations in making up personality traits. These
frequencies are found in a person’s name and birth #s. In an individual’s name they represent their
“Expression”, “Soul”, and “Latent Self.” The numbers on the birth chart have even more influence
over an individual’s personality and potentiality. The Greek’s discovered a highly refined ancient
personality program called “The Enneagrams”, Ennea, refers to the number 9 and gram refers to
something written. Oscar Ichazo’s "Trialectic” research identified 9 ways in which a person’s ego
personification becomes influenced and fixated within the psyche during the early stages of life.
The Enneagrams are made up of 9 interconnected personality types, sometimes referred to
as "enneatypes.” Digits between 1 and 9 are broken into 3 stages of positive, medial and negative.
The Enneagrams are so profound that the Jesuits use them to aid in the dioceses.
However, upon request to expand its use to aid parishioners they blocked it stating:
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"The Enneagrams when used as a means of spiritual growth introduces an ambiguity in the
doctrine and the life of the Christian faith." –Catholic Bishops’ Committee (2003)
Sound, colour, light, and energies that dominate the construct of this matrix are
represented by the numbers of 1–2–3 and their coordinating colours of red, orange, yellow.
They are generated out of the lower portions of the brain and vibrational expressions of
personalities:
1–Red–Reptilian Brain is the oldest and the most primitive part of the brain located on
the brain stem. It is related to physical sensations, specifically gratification and aggression, along
with instinctual activities. Those with this predominant personality type act on a NOW time frame,
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with little or no regard for how their acts affect others or the future. They have little imagination
and will usually ignore their intuition. They desire to dominate their environment by aggression
and using other’s resources.
2–Orange–Pons is also part of the brainstem in front of the cerebellum directly above the
medulla. It serves as a neuro transmitter station between the cortex and the cerebellum connecting
the lower and upper parts of the brain. The Pons plays a key role in sleep and dreaming. Those
with this predominant personality type act on a plan today for the future timeframe. Ambition
drives them; they strive to keep up with, or materialistically out do others. They thrive on gossip
and second hand information. Those that gain authoritative positions will do whatever it takes to
control those around them for personal and social preservation.
3–Yellow–Cerebellum located behind the top part of the brain stem tucked underneath
the cerebral hemispheres. 3-yellow is the main mean of this matrix with its linear timeframe. In
Latin, this part of the brain is known as the “little brain” because it appears to be a separate
attached structure. It contains up to half of the brain's stored memory patterns. It is considered
the intellectual centre and these personalities are the most mentally forceful. They have the
strongest sense of self and refer everything to themselves personally. They separate from others
and have no reluctance to sacrifice them for their needs, principals or pleasure. They see
themselves as “the” Elite and “the” intellectuals and are usually more concerned about what they
know than what others have to say! White collar fields are dominated by these people; however
those with a strong 1-red and/or 2–orange combination are those that dominate the political and
CEO corporate arenas and in many cases, the hierarchy of religious orders.
Due to the sequences of interrelated consciousness from Logoi to Immortal, to Avatār, to
plasmate, to mankind, to homosapien, the human race developed “self-awareness and became a
self-determining collective consciousness” with new ‘young souls’ that has grown into a
burgeoning neo-Collective. Yet, there are still “old souls” here that still have the ability to operate
on higher frequencies and parts of the brain. Many have become trapped and need help to
remember their true origins and place in the cosmos; this oeuvre is dedicated to them.
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In the early 1900’s they located a lost ancient and rare cell coined as the
“Immortal Cell.” This cell is thought of as the “Fountain of Youth” because it holds the secret to
the original avatāranas longevity. The Elder Gods had inherited this cell, but promiscuity
continued to diminish it except in a few. Hospitals started the unethical practice of taking blood
samples from patients without their knowledge while searching for it. In 1952, geneticists found
the cell in a patient named Henrietta Lacks and named it the “HeLa Cell.” Over 30 tons of these
cells have been cultured in a laboratory and are responsible for over 11,000 successful drug
patents, with no regard or reward to the donor or her family.
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In 1990, the international “Human Genome Project” was
underway and funded by tax dollars. President William Clinton claimed the
project would "revolutionize the diagnosis, prevention and treatment of most, if
not all human diseases” and make a “complete transformation of therapeutic
medicine.” Completed in 2003, the highly paid (Note, “Engineering” bottom
left) geneticists stated the project had “failed” and they were "back to square
one”, but they had succeeded in mapping out the entire human genome. They
rediscovered knowledge and the secrets of immortality, beauty and youth. Yet, the hidden hand of
the self-serving hid it away for the selected few!
“So will it be with the resurrection of the dead: What was sown in decay will be raised
into immortality.” –1 Corinthians 15:42
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The Cabal’s human genome abduction projects should not be confused with the “alien
abductions” that have been taking place around the world for centuries. They are two completely
separate agendas that need to be dealt with independently. However, there have been agreements
made in trade for reciprocated information between the two Factions. {Ra}
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The Human Genome Project was never about helping the human race; it was about
bioengineering a master race, cloning, bio-androids, and super-soldiers. The Elite
Script Writers have developed all of these and many are walking amongst us.
Cloning projects have been well underway in secret underground laboratories since
1911 and made great advances by the late 1950s. The Human Genome Project was
created to advance and perfect human clones as soulless neo-plasmates. They are
being secretly placed in society as living experiments and programmed for specific onus tasks.
Doppelgängers is a German term for “double walkers”, it means people who look so much alike
they are seen as one another’s double, which is growing world-wide phenomenon, especially in
political circles! They can also download stored neuro-information from a viable brain into a
computer or a compatible clone. Albert Einstein’s brain was stolen as was John F. Kennedy’s
along with many others we will never know about.
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We must take Courage and not be afraid
Yet there is something to Fear
And it is not Death or the End of Time

20
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“I will ascend above the heights of the clouds; I will be like the most High.” –
Isaiah 14:14 “I will set up my throne above the stars of the gods.”–Isaiah 14:13 "I will make
princes and wise men as if drunk; governors, prefects and the mighty men will sleep a
perpetual sleep and not wake up” “Declares the LORD of hosts.” –Jeramiah 51:57
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The Gnostics were Shamans and healers who also explored the astral realms via the use of
psychotropic plants and shrooms. They documented the Archons and their Demiurge leader as
manifesting a grand deception and usurping the consciousness of gullible and fearful human
beings over the centuries.
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“We are not fighting against flesh and blood enemies, but against evil rulers and authorities
from the unseen world and against mighty powers from their dark world, and against evil
spirits from heavenly spaces.” –Ephesus 6:12
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The Pharaoh Akhenaten attempted to install “Aten”, the name of the Demiurge in Egyptian,
as the first monotheistic god in Egypt during his 18th Dynasty reign. If he had succeeded he would
have been what could be considered as the first ever Pope. The Solar-Logoi was the sacred “Light
of the World” represented by the Sun-Ra until it was gradually eclipsed by monotheism rising out
of Egypt. Christianity came from Judaism; however Judaism was not an ethnic group, but the
original Semitic speaking peoples that spread throughout Western Asia, the Near East, and Egypt,
all the way to the Horn of Africa. They had a particularly powerful and intimate relationship with
Egypt long before they became known as the Israelites, and it certainly had nothing to do with
slavery, which was speciously claimed!
The sun had major significance in the status of the Pharaohs and their worship in
prehistoric Egypt also. {Ra} However, after Akhenaten failed to bring the
Demiurge to monotheistic power, the sun gods became convoluted. The symbol of
the Sol Invictus represented, the Logos that became the symbols for the sun gods
such as Apollo and Jupiter. (For some Factions, Jupiter represents their Solar Logoi.)
However, the symbol was cleverly used as the light of the world by The Catholic
Church for their saviour Jesus and the symbol for the unconquered LORD Yaldabaoth–Yahweh–
Jehovah.
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"The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our LORD where he will reign for ever
and ever."–Revelations 11:15
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The authors of the Torah, Talmud and Old Testament were indisputably involved with
Shamanic experiences that led the way to the Yaldabaoth and monotheism. Judaism, Catholicism
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and Muslimism have continuously hated each other and those outside of their religion. They have
fought each other since their beginnings for supremacy, land, wealth and power. Accordingly, to
the Bible is a record of religious wars, crusades, torture and unwarranted slaughter that has been
leading the Demiurge closer to his personal “End Game” plan. {Ra}
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“Gather from all around to my slaughter which I am going to make for you, a great slaughter on
the mountains of Israel! You will eat flesh and drink blood. You shall eat the flesh of mighty
men and drink their blood as if drinking the blood of rams, lambs, goats, bull, fit for slaughter!
Gorge yourselves with their flesh until you are glutted; drink blood until you are drunk with it
as wine” –Ezekiel 39:17-18-19 “Those who are still alive and remain on the earth will be caught
up in the clouds to meet the LORD in the air and be with Him forever.” –1 Thessalonians 4:17
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“Immaculate Conception” originally started in the 4D matrix. All Immaculate
Conception starts in a “vitro fertilization dish.” As above, so below; today there are thousands of
Elite experimental embryos being grown in special cylinders with many of them being
surreptitiously transferred into willing female wombs to be grown to full term and raised in
society. However, the infamous Alien Abduction program has been ongoing and run by Archons
belonging to the Demiurge. They have a beehive type of mentality within a strong hierarchy ruled
by the LORD Yaldabaoth.
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“Each day we are becoming a creature of splendid glory or one of unthinkable horror.” –C.S.
Lewis
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We have found a strange footprint on the shores of the unknown. At last, we
have succeeded in reconstructing the creature that made the footprint. And lo! It is our own.”
–Sir Arthur Edington
Over centuries the Elite Cabal and the Yaldabaoth have been manifesting furtive
bioengineering programs and creating new hybrid species. Both Factions have learned how to
manipulate and re-encode DNA. In the case of the new Elite master race, they are looking to
increase their stature and restore lost capabilities. In the Archon’s case, they are looking to create
an acceptable and superior human being with a soul that they can incarnate through. An untold
amount of bioengineered children have been place in human societies throughout various
timelines. Virtuosos, prodigies and geniuses have also been appearing throughout the world over
the decades. These enhanced children express advanced gifts that shine under a controlled
spotlight or excel in special fields. They are considered the property of their designers and are
closely monitored, especially those that enter the world stage. During the 1960-70’s, children from
the Archon experiments started gaining more notice and these hybrids were coined “Indigo
Children.” They were apparently more advanced than other children on some levels, but were
known to have difficulties in adapting to society. Many suffered from Autism and Asperger’s
Syndrome and had problems with all manner of food allergies and serious reactions to prescribed
medical care. However, during the 1980’s, new improved models appeared on the scene that
became known as the “Crystal Children” who are considered more spiritually advanced.
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“It is the Crystal Children who will herald in the next phase of humanity…, illuminating a way to
shift the trajectory of humanity.” –Andye Murphy.
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There is a strong movement attempting to shift consciousness in order to change the matrix
into a higher level of ascension, goodness and wholesomeness. I acknowledge these goodhearted
souls; however one must take into an account this is a matrix program and not a genuine world.
This was known, but lost over the untold event-timelines long before the most ancient of texts,
which still call this world maya or illusion. Opinions, tutorials, whistleblowers and interviews are
now ubiquitous on the internet involving this world as some form of a matrix. They have become
minefields of conspiracies on how to survive, spiritually grow, or change the world. Many
subscribe to different philosophies, but none to the degree of reality found herein, which is
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discernibly not for everyone. {Ra} Perhaps some believe that by creating a neo-matrix, humankind
will have a greater opportunity for spiritual growth and escape or another form of liberation?
Perhaps some believe they are matrix-bound and have no choice? Perhaps some cannot accept
they are hypostatising a phantom-dream into a virtual-reality program that will continue to
recycle? And, perhaps some of the more prominent one’s have been exposed to some form of mind
control? In any case, all beliefs are valid within the consciousness that accepts them as their truth.
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The human race has become a living Petri Dish
For a Post Master Race; and Supernatural neo-Species!
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The “End Game” is biblically called ‘Armageddon’, a place where a final battle will be
fought between the forces of “good and evil” or better put “opposites.” Neither is good nor evil, but
a conflict in consciousness built out of fear and dissonance. The Immortals worshipped the Logos
represented by a sub-Solar-Logoi as their Creator; the Avatārs worshipped the Immortals
represented as their Creators; and the Plasmates worshiped the Avatārs as their creators. This
was the original hierarchy of worship. The Logos were worshipped in every facet of Nature, which
is why there are so many gods in Hinduism and Paganism. Worshipping is a built-in natural part
of our inner being streaming down from the Logoi to Immortal to you.
Iaõ is a tetragram for a Solar Logoi that is thought of as the “Bright Path of the Sun.” (‘I’ –
Isis, ‘A’ – Apophis, ‘O’ – Osiris) IAO is much older than the tetragram created for YHWH, which has
deep roots in alchemical magick. The “Dark Path of the Moon” claims to lead you to the ancestors
existing on the higher astral planes in the spirit world. Through breeding programs, the
Yaldabaoth has a claim over many of the children of this world as their LORD and creator and will
lead them to his domains on the astral planes. All of this started when the Avatāranas recklessly started
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interbreeding with their Adamic plasmates and created the new “hybrid-species” called the Elder gods.
They in turn spawned further inferior generations that became demigods who demanded power, obedience,
and worship as gods! Their lust eventuated into a heterogeneous progeny of confused sub-races, which
became the legacy of the Human Race.

“They now conceive trouble and give birth to evil and the womb fashions deceit."–Job 15:35
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The Bhagavad-Gita defines two paths that a soul may choose. 1) The “bright
path of the Sun”, which is a contemplative iconic representation of a genuine sub-Solar-Logoi and
path of return. This is not to be confused with the Helios holographic portal above your head! The
“Path of Return” is an awakening state of consciousness reached by dispelling all delusional
concepts of mythological gods, saviours, dogmas, and desires. Everything that you cling to in this
aphotic virtual-reality separates the dreamed from its dreamer –you and must be relinquished.
Everything that binds you to this dreamspell must be renounced. The pathway to awakening is
the path of Absolute Trust in all that which you Be! It can lead you out of this pit and back into an
awakened state.
2) The “Dark Path” of the Moon leads back to the ancestors inhabiting the Supersensuous
Realms. Ancient Egyptian High Priests experienced these realms the same way the Shamans did
via the use of psychotropic plants. They passed their knowledge down through generations, which
became the basis for most all Egyptian Theologies, Mysticism, Mystery Schools and Mythologies.
3) Rabbinic High Priests used similar Shamanic psychotropic practices; however instead of
finding the ancestral gods they found the Yaldabaoth, the Demiurge that would become their
monotheistic god they would give a capital ‘G’. This added a third path, one that will lead you to
the LORD Demiurge. He is the God of Israel, with plenary powers over illusionism that promises
the creation of a new heaven and earth within the Heavenly Astral Realms where He operates.
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“The LORD has established His throne in the heavens. And His sovereignty rules over all of
them.”–Psalms 103:19 “I will create new heavens and a new earth. The former things will not
be remembered, nor will they come to mind.” –Isaiah 65:17
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The Heart and the “Law of Attraction” will inevitably draw you to one of these three paths within
the dreamspell. New Age tutors, Eastern Philosophers, Gurus and mainstream religions all have
their own versions and teachings for these paths. One is not necessarily better than the other and
all are valid to the souls that accept their teachings or doctrines as their personal truth. Many
religions teach reincarnations; whilst others claim a form of Judgement takes place upon leaving
the corporeal world that defines the ensuing journey. Christianity claims that all who do not follow
their God will be swept into an astral hell or into the void.
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"You snakes! You brood of vipers! How will you escape being condemned to hell?” –Matthew
23:33.
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“Spiritual Enlightenment” may be obtained whilst in this matrix; however that is rare, to say the
least. Nevertheless, by becoming fully aware via the "comprehension of your situation and the
reality taking place in this world", you can wake up and continue your journey towards a greater
spiritual awakening! In every case, the key lies in what is in your mind at the moment of your
physical expiration! All things are created out of consciousness, which is thought; your last
thoughts will be absorbed into your soul and they will govern your reality and ensuing
experiences! Whatever your strongest feelings are: love or fear, deities or demons, guilt or
vengeance, family or enemies, heaven or hell, will phantasmagorically manifest and seem as real as
this phantasm! There is nothing outside of your consciousness that can affect you unless you
surrender yourself to it. The wise man will diligently prepare his/her mind for this inevitable
transference prior to it!
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You came out of Divine Laws and to Divine Laws you must return
Or Perish in the Ashes of the Eternal Walking Dead
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Piercing the veil of unawareness
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Planes of Existence p.25 – Dimensional Realms p.25 – Worlds within Worlds P.26 – Other Worlds
p.27 – Underworlds p.27 – Celestial Influences p.28 – Planetary Manipulators p.28 – There is No
Planet Earth p.29 – The Dome p.29 – Closed Loop p.30 – Psychoactive Astronomy p.30 – Charkas
p.30 – Telling Tales p.31 – Weapons of Mass Destruction p.32 – Astras, VRIL p.33 – Subterranean
Cities p.35– Covenant p.35– Heaven or Hell p.36 – Matrix Bound p.36 – The Present past p.36
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Within our Consciousness lie many Sojourns
On the Ladder of Necessity
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PLASMATES
To resume your Sojourn Home, you must first wake-up
From the Matrices
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To wake up in the Matrices, you must First Realize
You are Hypostatizing a Virtual-Dream!
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When faced with the option to live or die, choose death without indecision, if you
Desire to Wake-up! For Death can restore Reality when you know where the pitfalls
are and heed the Truth
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Dimension is Latin for a unit of mass or property within a space-time
continuum. A logical definition for a dimension would be the space within a gravitational field that
attracts resonating matter and antimatter into a collective field of energy. It would have height,
depth, and width in which something can exist and move. The reason time cannot be separated
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from space is because both are mental inventions and one cannot exist without the other. If there
is no consciousness present to observe a dimension, it doesn’t exist.
Natural realms exist at variable frequencies within the Omni-Source and are thus stored on
levels of our consciousness. Therefore our consciousness is capable of tapping into more than one
dimension at a time because we are multidimensional beings stepped down from the ONE Omnipresence. Nonetheless, as we sojourn back towards the Omni-One there is an automatic “Law of
Resonance” set in place that protects higher dimensional energies from spirits low in grade that
might attempt to prematurely enter them. As we journey back up the ladder, through the spheres
and higher realms, we must resonate with their higher frequencies or be repelled by them. This
law is also true of the astral planes even though they are an integrated part of this matrix where
our thoughts and actions are recorded in the Akasha. The astral realms are irrevocably and
intrinsically connected to this world and one cannot exist without the other.
Every dimension has its own unique signature of sound and electromagnetism on variable
wavelengths. The lower the wave the denser and more compact the energy; the higher the
wavelength, the more subtle the energy. Outside of the matrices there are multiple levels of
existences on authentic sphere worlds with their own unique magnetism, frequencies, rarefication
and densities. They are the “Reflective Thrones of Spirit.” Your soul is connected to your higher
self, which is connected to the Whole. This 3D virtual-reality is a substratum dreamscape that
was restored after an unimaginable cataclysm took place within your original 4D matrix. {Ra} This
world is a mirror reflection being hypostatised out of the memory of it and its destruction. Venus,
Mars, Saturn, and Jupiter are holographic alchemic reproductions interrelated to this abysmal
event.
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1) Divine Immortal Higher-Self outside of the Matrices
2) Spellbound avatāranas & plasmates 4D virtual-programs
3) You, hypostatizing 3D subconscious phantom-dream

{Ra}
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Genuine Cosmic Worlds are created via the outpouring of Thought,
experienced as Light-waves from the Logos and their Immortals. It was upon a distant sub-Logoi
world that highly sophisticated virtual-reality games were created for profound experiences. The
matrices were created out of curiosity and for deeper understanding of opposites and sensory
experience. The matrices could expedite learning and understanding of opposites via deeper
sensory perceptions. Matrices are created within closed-loop holographically simulated galaxies.
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“What we call matter is energy, whose vibration has been so lowered as to be perceptible to the
senses. There is no matter.” –Albert Einstein
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All simulations are created out of digital micro-atomic waveforms; however if there is no living
consciousness to observe and concretize them into reality, they are nothing more than fuzz on a
photonic screen! A matrix is created as a collective dynamism that can mathematically manipulate
a space-time continuum. However, this virtual-world was not created by the original architects
that fashioned the world it came from. Some ancient Sages remembered the “hyper-cosmic-sun”
that belonged to the authentic upper parallel world matrix.
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“Since time is distance in space, time is memory on the structure of space. Without memory,
there is no time. Without time, there is no memory. It then follows that the energy that we
perceive as the material world must be information, or energy on the structure of space.” –
Nassim Haramein

d

Virtual-reality matrices run on fourth dimensional frequency wavebands that can
continually expand. However, this 3rd dimensional frequency band is like a needle stuck on a vinyl
record going round and round in an old Victrola! This is taking place within a sub-layer in your
subconscious mind! You are being deceived into hypostatizing an aphotic digital memory program
annexed from a 4D matrix virtual-world program that was instantaneously destroyed in the blink
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of an eye. {Ra} This entire matrix is being created out of transgenerational epigenetic DNA
inherited from the hybrid Avatāranas, Plasmates and other DNA experimental entities that were
residing in this upper world at the time.
The original androgynous avatāranas created plasmates by mixing their DNA information
with various lower forms of DNA to design plasmates to serve them. At some point they became
inspired to separate the plasmates chromosomes into male and female genders. This aroused
many of the avatāranas to sexually comingle with their plasmates and their progeny became DNA
hybrids. This diluted and lowered the consciousness of those involved, which in turn lowered the
vibrational patterns of the upper 4D matrices involved. This lowering was an unexpected event
and became the genesis for the “Fall of Mankind.” This matrix now encompasses the storehouse of
3D event-timeline sequences since its genesis and its astral planes. Also stored is the collective
whole of warring interstellar groups involved in the 4D sphere’s annihilation that created the
Main Asteroid Belt. And, it also intensely evolves around the memories of the destruction of the
surrogate home world-matrix for those whose worlds became uninhabitable as a result of being in
a proximity to the consuming discharge.
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Thousands of matrices have been developed and are thought of as the other
worlds. Many belong to 4th dimensional interstellar matrices, however there are those that are
aware of the infinite other sphere worlds located within the vast expanses of the 5th
dimensional realms. The matrices are simulations of the higher genuine worlds and
their hosts consist of distinctive beings of unique appearances. The sphere worlds
are created by sub-Logos by every imaginable marvel, expression and manifestation
of creative thought! Some of the matrices were developed for interstellar “war-games”, whilst
others were designed for artistic freedom of thought and Spiritual worship and growth. {Ra}
The surrogate sphere was created as an experiment to see if some of the extreme opposing
polarities could find balance and become a unified whole. However, the surrogate sphere was
destroyed by a hubris act and its inhabitants became deliberately quarantined in this subterranean
holographically simulated matrix. Here these battling Factions can do NO more harm, outside of
each other, which is why this matrix is cyclic within a fabricated timeline.
The upper matrices are interconnected by webs of intersecting grids with nodes that can be
used for interstellar travel. The brain acts like a conduit, similar to computer hardware that
receives and interfaces with data via the DNA. There are unknown quantities of interstellar
simulations operating.
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The term underworld originally stood for this lowered appendage matrix after
the upper 4D world was destroyed. Over the Ages this term became related to the “Spirit Worlds.”
[Astral Planes] These and many other terms have become convoluted due to similar meanings.
Sheol and Hades were made equivalents; however Hades was an actual place in the aftermath, a
desolate, freezing cold landscape that the first arrivals from the upper world found themselves
trapped in. Tartarus is where the hybrid Elder Gods lay cryogenically frozen under the ice of
Antarctica. {Ra} Sheol was related to the astral planes and the lower Hells. Hells are where lowgrade spirits and spectres exist on the lowest rung of the astral plane. Many dark and negative
souls will end up in these hells due to a lack of otherworldly and ethereal knowledge along with the
laws of resonance. This world, by many is experienced as one of the Hells; however it is a
transitory illusion taking place in your subconscious mind.” Purgatory is the Catholic Church’s
location for purification and punishment. The concept of hells comes under the Demiurge’s
dominions.
“They were cast into the furnace of fire where there is wailing and gnashing of teeth.” –
Matthew 13:50 “You that are under God's curse; away with you to the eternal fire, which He
has prepared for you!” –Matthew 25:41
Reverence for the celestial Logos is held deep within the heart of
every mesmerized dreamer; however in this matrix the Solar-Logoi was reduced to sun worship
and a representation of the Demiurge as God. What Script Writers claim to be the “7 Classical
Planets” including the sun and moon are holographic replicas sending out alchemical influences.
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For example, Venus is the ruler of the blue venous system in the blood; Mars rules the red arterial
systems, and Mercury rules the nervous system. The constellation Pegasus was changed from a
Seahorse to a “dangerous” chained Pegasus. This was done in order to hide its original
representation of the hippocampus in the brain where long term memory is stored. If it were to be
unleashed, it might indeed become a “dangerous beast”, to the Script Writers! The upper world
matrix was mathematically created out of perfect equal opposites. However, believing this world
was based on materialism, scientists created mechanistic interpretations of the origins of “matter”
as the holy trinity of proton, neutron, and electron. The light shows above your heads are
holographic copies from the 4D matrix you came from; however there are some added inserts such
as the moon. It is an interdimensional download point into and out of this matrix. It is also used
as an ‘eye in the sky’ for surveillance.
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“Matter is formed through the positive stage, or pulse, and antimatter through the negative
pulse. Each spiral of 360˚ forms a single pulse. The circular motion of an electron about the
nucleus of an atom is therefore an illusion. The relative motion of the nucleus and electrons
through space gives the illusion of circular motion.” –Bruce Cathie
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19

Over the last century the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) claim the Voyager space probe has travelled 21 billion km out into space
and the Kepler Space Telescope has travelled 151,587,522 kilometres. NASA has 3,924 confirmed
exoplanets outside of this solar system and has named some of them. Yet, they have quandaries
over how many planets are in this “solar system”; some claim 8, some 9 and more recently 12. In
2016 they declared evidence of a 9th planet in the solar system that is 10 times the mass of earth
and 5,000 times the mass of Pluto and yet they cannot find it! They have never given a plausible
explanation for how they are getting through the “Van Allen Belt”:
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NASA's Van Allen Probes Spot Impenetrable Barrier in Space

gh

“Two donuts of seething radiation that surround Earth, called the Van Allen radiation belts,
have been found to contain an impenetrable barrier…”
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Terrestrial existence was originally defined by ancient texts, mythology, astrologers, and
telescopic observances. Contemporary Script Writers use a Heliocentrism
model in which the earth is orbiting around the sun in the centre of a solar
system. However, Aristotle, who was spiritually enlightened and Claudius
Ptolemy, who was one of the greatest astronomers that ever lived, both used
models of Geocentrism. This is where the sun and moon revolve in an
elliptical manner around the top of earth. Perhaps they realized they were in
a secondary subprogram? The original upper 4D solar system was located in
a massive closed-loop system, which was holographically recreated as part of
this matrix. Jan Oort theoretically discovered it and named it the OortCloud or Oort Space Bubble.
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You have been entranced to believe the solar system exists in three
compartmentalized regions of space that exist within this gargantuan space
bubble. The first compartment is illustrated as a massive debris field
called the Kuiper Asteroid Belt, a circumstellar disc that rings around the
entire Solar System. The Belt’s outer compartment is closest to the outer edges of the Oort Bubble
and houses orphaned lunar-rogue planets and thousands of other worlds floating in dark space,
including the mythological Eris . The second compartment is located on the inner side of the
Kuiper Belt and is claimed to house Pluto ; Uranus ; Neptune ; Jupiter and Saturn .
The third compartment is separated by what is called the “Main Asteroid Belt”, created by the
total annihilation of a sphere in the 4D expanse prior to this sub-matrix. Beyond it towards the
sun is Mercury Venus ; Earth
; the Moon
and Mars . All are holographic inserts in
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this matrix. The Earth was never listed as one of the “Seven Classical Planets” because it doesn’t
exist. The earth’s
symbol is a downward pointing triangle with a bisected horizontal line
symbolizing the separation between the upper matrix-world from this appendage. When you look
into the heavens with a telescope you will see the holographic reproduction of ancient stars,
nebulas; and worlds that have long since passed this dreamscape by.
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For many centuries the Rabbi’s and ensuing Catholic Church
were the only authorities allowed to educate within their jurisdictions, via their personal theories
involving the sciences and their personal agendas. They taught that the earth was the centre of the
universe until astrophysicist’s claimed it was the third rock from the sun. The “Earth” has never
been considered one of the Seven Classical Planets and was never mentioned as a planet until the
late 17th century. The term earth was not derived from any Greco-Roman mythology nor was it
found in any ancient texts until the late 13th century by The Church.
Within the upper matrix, there were various locations where electromagnetic data was
generated. They were concealed within giant computer facilities hidden behind false façades such
as Temples. They put out massive amounts of energy that governed the
upper matrix. Their function might be casually compared to modern day
computers used for storing and dispersing information. This is an actual
sketch of the layout from the “Temple of Horus” at Edfu, Upper Egypt. The
Temple has been perceptively drawn in its actual format, but with added
overlays of a C.P.U–Central Processing Unit. Your subconscious mind has
been captivated by a computerized program. You are not in the genuine
higher matrices, let alone a genuine Cosmic Universe. There are other sites
that still put out measurable, albeit incomparable, electromagnetic energy
such as the pyramid at Göbekli Tepe, Turkey. However, this matrix runs on
(Sketch by Daniel Perez) a new interfacing processor that affects the cerebral cortex of the dreamers
by converting neuro impulses through a new set of binary codes.
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“There sprang from them, as good as dead, as many descendants as there are stars in the
heaven and grains of sand along the seashore.” –Hebrew 11:12
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“Let there be a vault between the waters (Akasa), to separate the waters in the heavens from
the waters of the earth." –Genesis 1:6
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What you view in the firmament above is what the ancients referred to as an “opaque
DOME and/or Vault:
“Something in the likeness of a DOME was spread over the heads of all living creatures; it
looked like a vault of sparkling crystals and glittering ice. It was awesome to look upon
stretched out above our heads.” –Ezekiel 1:22 “In the heavens was placed a tent for the sun” –
Psalms 19:4
NASA's Van Allen Impenetrable Space Barrier has been claimed to be the firmament
boundary above the earth. In 2014, an article was written about the University of Colorado’s
research showing: “an invisible shield has been discovered surrounding the Earth.” It was
believed to be a “magnetosphere’ that deflects killer electrons.” “This is an extremely puzzling
phenomenon. “This may act as an invisible shield blocking electrons.” “It’s almost like these
electrons are running into a glass wall in space!”
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The ancient Egyptians called this vault “Nut”, the sky goddess. Nut was portrayed as a “glasslike
dome with fixed luminaries placed in it” that “enclosed the known world.”
Shooting stars, electrons and auroras are angles of light reflecting off the
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DOME the ancients thought of as “resplendent.” In 1994, a film called “No Escape” was released
where a 21st-century Marine is sentenced to a remote island prison called Absolom. He lands in
the midst of a war between two opposing factions and an evil corporation controlling the prison
system. This action film is could be construed as a version of living under the DOME on this
world. Through the ‘secret space program’ they have been learning how to tap into the grid/laylines and nodes, which may give them access to other matrices outside of the firmaments.
“And they were cast into an Abyss, and it was shut and sealed over them…, until a
thousand years were completed. After that they must be released.” Revelations 20:03
“For in Your sight a thousand years are but a day that passes, or a watch of the night.” –Ps 90:4
Perhaps the thousand years are up. However, they have created a secondary type grid
system to accommodate the powerful “Wireless Technology” that will control the matrix. The
Internet is: Inter-Net”; inter: verb, to place in a tomb – net: verb, to cover, ensnare, or enclose
your minds!
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Script Writers relentlessly searched for the boundaries of the DOME. An Elite
33 degree Freemason, Admiral Richard Byrd, a commissioned polar explorer, found the edges of
the DOME in two areas. One was above the North Pole on newly discovered undisclosed lands that
are now secretly occupied by joint military operations and the other during the 1920’s on the
continent of Antarctica.
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Astronomy by far has been of the highest interest from
ancients to present day astronomers because the stars are entwined in our very essence and
psyche. Those twinkling holographic waveforms have a powerful alchemical effect on your
consciousness and a governing effect on your brain. The zodiacal constellations are the most
potent and powerful psychoactive symbols in our consciousness. Stars bypass all languages, races
and philosophies by communicating directly to our vibrational fields. The Zodiac has been
anthropomorphized and given symbols with imposing enigmatic mythologies. Everything is
written in the stars for they are the record keepers of the virtual-worlds and the ethnological
memories lodged in our subconscious minds. Carl Jung observed recurrent astrological themes
occurring in his subjects’ dreams when under hypnosis and stated:
"Astrology represents the sum of all the psychological knowledge of antiquity." –Carl Jung
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Sanskrit for ‘spinning wheel.’ There are 7 classic chakras located along the spine,
from the coccyx to the crown of the head, which are alchemically aligned with the 7 Classic
Planets. Our holographic brain acts like a digitalized musical instrument with 7 interconnected
compartments operating on seven different octaves that function independently from each other.
These octaves are etherically connected to the spinning waves of psychic-electricity moving
through the spine and nervous system and are alchemically connected to specific stars. However,
new electromagnetic currents replaced the original ones and changed our perceptions. These new
currents create distortions within the chakras, nervous system, heart and brain. These energetic
distortions affect the DNA, which in turn creates genetic weaknesses within the etheric and cellular
levels of the body. This is why there is much innocence in the negative acts by people other than
those that know the truth of this matrix!
Not being able to remember past karmic patterns from one incarnation to the next created a
form of repetitious interference. Owing to this, many souls have lost the ability to self-correct,
which tricks them into further incarnations along with other charlatan deceptions at expiration.
These distortions block positive impulses in favour of negative ones that lead to negative
consequences; genetic disorders and disease. Meditation techniques can help quiet brain activity
in order to get deeper clarity and perspective, but too few practice it. The following is a minimal
explanation on the seven chakras and the so called planetary, alchemical influences. The
Hermetic Qabalah claims the planets that rule the vital organs are: Sun–Heart; Moon–Brain;
Mercury –Lungs; Venus–Kidneys; Mars–Gall Bladder; Jupiter–Liver; Saturn– Spleen. However,
various charts have different planets that correspond to the chakras:
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First Chakra: Mars. Location: Coccygeal. Colour: Red; Timeline: now. Greatest fears: bodily
harm, extinction. Strongest Characteristics: aggression, sensory. Etherical link: medulla oblongata
often referred to as the reptilian brain.
Second Chakra: Saturn. Location: Spleen region. Colour: Orange. Timeline: do now for future.
Greatest fears: approval, social upmanship. Strongest Characteristics: materialism, sexual power;
Etherical link: Pons.
Third Chakra: Sun. Location: Solar Plexus. Colour: Yellow. Timeline: linear. Greatest fear:
being wrong, rejection, disappointment. Strongest Characteristics: intellect, self-obsession, nonlistening; Etherical link: Cerebellum.
Fourth Chakra: Venus. Location: Heart area. Colour: Green. Timeline is known as the
“Measurer of Time.” Greatest fears: loss, insecurity. Strongest Characteristic: self-assertiveness,
compassion, love. Etherical link: Midbrain.
Fifth Chakra: Mercury. Location: Throat. Colour: Blue. Timeline: past. Greatest fears: change.
Strongest Characteristics: freedom, conceptuality, mental aggression. Etherical link:
Diencephalon-Inter-Brain.
Sixth Chakra: Moon. Location: Neocortex. Colour: Indigo. Timeline: future. Greatest fear:
failure, being late. Strongest Characteristics: initiation, intuition, Psychism, self-doubt. Etherical
link: Pituitary-Pineal Gland - "Third Eye."
Seventh Chakra: Jupiter. Location: Crown working in conjunction with the sixth chakra.
Colour: violet. Greatest fear: chaos. Strongest Characteristics: creativity, imagination, looking for
the Divine. Etherical link: Epiphysis Cerebri.
All of the above are symbolic of variable levels of consciousness within the unique qualities
of different souls.
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The original term “Other World” was at one time used only in the
representation of the 4D matrix after it was destroyed by the Great Cataclysm. {Ra} The
inhabitants from the genuine upper world were highly advanced in consciousness, culture,
architecture, technology and weaponry. {Ra} Prior to its destruction, it was made up of
supercontinents with flourishing civilizations; {Ra} however there have been massive changes in
geography, avatāranas and their plasmates that became the sub-races of this sub-matrix. {Ra}
Much of the upper world’s architectures were so advanced that to this day they cannot be
replicated by human hands. This world still holds mysterious holographic remnants from ancient
structures that are being discovered around the world. Pyramids, Ziggurats and Monolithic Stone
Temples remain lost under the oceans and sands of isolated deserts. These photos stand as
miniscule mirror reflections of a lost world:
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Gobi Desert
Sahara Desert
Remote Egypt Upheaved civilizations
It is difficult to discern between the relics that belonged to the upper destroyed surrogate
world and the destruction of rebuilt civilizations over the event timelines down here. Solomon’s
Temple still sits on the most fought over piece of real estate in the matrix. Many of you are
reincarnates from these event timelines.
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“Zion was ploughed as a field, Jerusalem became as a heap of ruins, and the mountain temples
became high places of forests.” –Micah 3:12
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The Sahara Desert was once a region of heavy vegetation, with abundant rainfall and large
rivers now covered by layers of sand. The Great Victoria Desert of Australia; the
Chinese/Mongolian’s Gobi Desert and many others had beautiful lakes, lush vegetation, fauna and
civilizations. The Gobi Desert had an inland sea with a beautiful island sitting in the middle of it.
Antarctica was also once a lush green supercontinent and home “to the gods.” {Ra} Many temples
and artefacts are now being discovered under the ice of Antarctica proving it was once a massive
lush green supercontinent with grand civilizations before being devastated. {Ra} The term Zion is
now representative for the whole of this sub-world as are the terms Jerusalem and Israel!
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“Man's inhumanity to man is only surpassed by
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his cruelty to animals.” –George Bernard Shaw
Trinity was the code name for the first detonation of a nuclear weapon. Afterwards green
glass residue was found in the sand, which they named trinitite, atomisite and Libyan or desert
glass. Test engineer Albion Hart claimed that trinitite was identical to material he found in
isolated African desert areas years before the atomic explosion. He calculated that the size of the
African glass deposit indicated a blast ten thousand times more powerful than the Trinity Bomb.
The area has been named the “Seas of Glass.” Trinitite has been discovered in Egypt, N. Africa, and
under layers of excavated Sumerian and Babylonian archaeological sites. In Libya, Trinitite desert
glass deposits have been found stretching over vast square
kilometres. The Egyptian’s called this light green glass the “Rock
of the Gods” and used it in royal jewellery and was found on
Tutankhamun in his discovered tomb.
The Mahabharata, Ramayana, and the Vedas all speak of ancient celestial Weapons of
Mass Destruction and Supernatural Technology. Egyptian glyphs at the ancient city of Abdju’s
Temple of Seti 1 and Horus testify to earlier matrix epochs with advanced technology:
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Script Writers have attempted to debunk these glyphs with absurd rationale such as “the
natural wearing a way of stone over time created them.” There was also an ancient Sanskrit
document found in Lhasa, Tibet a few years ago that was sent to the University of Chandīgarh for
translation. It was found to contain instructions for building flying disks called Vimanas and
superweapons, called Astras. {Ra} The Vimana designs looked similar to glyphs found on Egyptian
temple walls. The propulsion was “anti-gravitational” and “the centrifugal force came from the
pilots physiological makeup”, which was “strong enough to counteract all gravitational pull!”
Hindu epics describe anti-gravitational flying machines over 5000 years ago carrying “superweapons of mass destruction” that rained down fire from the heavens destroying entire
populations and their communities.
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"They jumped into space, speedily with a craft using fire and water... containing twelve
stamghas (pillars), one wheel, three machines, 300 pivots, and 60 instruments.” –Swami
Dayanand Sarasvati –Rigveda
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The Hopi Indians also have accounts from the days of old about "flying shields" capable of
attacking faraway villages and returning at great speeds. Many continents illustrate various forms
of proof that advanced weaponry existed such as a high energy particle weapons that created mass
destruction. {Ra} There are many accounts in Greek and Egyptian ancient literature of mass
destructions. Dozens of structures from ancient forts and towers in Scotland, Ireland, and
England; Catal Huyuk, Turkey; and Alalakh, Syria have brick and stone fused walls created by
some unknown inconceivable heat. The ruins of the Seven Cities near Ecuador and cities between
the Ganges River in India and the Hills of Rajmahal show signs of similar past destructions. The
imperial buildings on a north Syrian site known as Alalakh were so vitrified that some of the
massive basalt wall slabs had melted. A large ziggurat was found in Babylonia that was excavated
32
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and found to have been struck by such a massive blast of heat it was split to its very foundation.
Other sections were so scorched they were vitrified and condensed into a molten state.
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“The earth shook and trembled when Babylon was seized and the terrible noise was heard
around the world.”–Jeremiah 50:46 “A mighty voice shouted: "'Fallen! Fallen is Babylon the
Great!” –Rev 18:2 “Babylon will never be inhabited or lived in for all generations.” –Isaiah13:20
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33rd degree Ashkenazi Freemason physicist Robert Oppenheimer was considered “The
Father of the Atomic Bomb.” After its first test he made a public statement by quoting the
Bhagavad Gita: "Now I am become Death, the destroyer of worlds", and soon after died of
“Laryngeal Cancer.”
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"I believe that there have been civilizations in the past that were familiar with atomic energy,
and that by misusing it they were totally destroyed." –Frederick Soddy (Nobel Prize physicist)
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"There is in nature one most potent force, by means whereof a single man,
who could possess himself of it, and knows how to direct it, could revolutionize and change the
face of the world." –Albert Pike, Freemason
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In the upper world, superweapons were harnessed out of Pneuma–Chi; the Vital Spirit or
Electrical Forces found in all living things. When harnessed and used as a weapon the
Mahabharata called it an “Astra”, a ‘celestial superweapon.’ VRIL was another term for it that
was derived from the ancient Sumerians and meant the “god like power.”
“There is No Energy in Matter other than that received from the Environment!” –Nicola Tesla
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Astra superweapons were used by the so called gods against each other and continued to
use it when redeveloped in this 3D subterranean matrix. It became known as “The Power of the
“Dragon.” {Ra} VRIL was used as the most destructive power ever unleashed! It was rediscovered
by the NAZI’s who eventually lost it to another faction of Script Writers. The ancient 3D hybrids
used it against entire societies as a weapon of mass destruction with annihilating effects that were
recorded in the Mahabharata:
"The Earth shook, scorched by the terrible heat of this weapon. Elephants burst into
flames and ran to and fro in frenzy, seeking protection from terror. Over vast areas creatures
fell to the ground and died. The ocean boiled and the creatures residing therein also died.
From all points of the compass the arrows of the flame rained continuously!" –Mahabharata
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The “Elder Gods” were the first generation of hybrid gods the Greeks called the “Titans”,
represented by Saturn. Their progeny became known as the mythological “Olympians”
represented by Jupiter who they believed was their Solar-Logoi. As the younger generations
became further adulterated they wanted to replace the older generation and take their power and
authority. The Greeks called their war the Titanomachy. After the Olympians obtained the fire
Power of the Dragon–VRIL, the surface of the matrix was devastated on three different occasions.
It is the greatest source of free energy and could light up the world and even surpass the sun. In
the right hands, VRIL has the power for great and wondrous good; when in the wrong hands, it has
the power of inconceivable destruction.
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“Electricity, comprehends in its manifold, branches of other forces of nature. Scientific
differing nomenclatures have been assigned, such as magnetism and galvanism, etc. The
various forms under which the forces of matter are made manifest, have one common origin
that are so directly related and mutually dependent, they are convertible, as it were into one
another, and possess equivalents of power in their action.” –Edward Bulwer Lytton
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There are many depictions of VRIL being used as Supernatural Fire; Lightening
Projectiles; Staffs; Rods; Tridents; Lances and Spears. VRIL was the supernatural “lightning
bolts” wielded by the mythological Zeus. It was also the supernatural power illustrated by
ecclesiastics as Moses staff:
“Moses stretched forth his rod toward the heavens, and thunder, and hail, and fire fell to
the earth, and rained hail down on the land of Egypt.” –Exodus 9:23
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In mythology, Prometheus was the Titan (Elder God) responsible for creating the hybrid
Adamics with a chakra system that they could develop self-determination and awareness with
through the power of kundalini. However, he also gave them the Serpent Power of VRIL
technology. Carnage ensued and “The Power of the Dragon” was abused to the detriment of all
living creatures.
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“The weapons we fought with were not the weapons of this world” –2 Corinthian 10:4
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Due to this, VRIL was locked and hidden away in the “Ark of the Covenant” after the last
Great Deluge; unfortunately it was found and is now under the control of the NWO Forces. They
have revised many of these ancient technologies and now have “Laser conductive channels for
VRIL plasma streams. VRIL is also being used as a form of psychotronic mind control that can
create inordinate influences over the minds of entire populations and is as powerful as mind
altering drugs! There have been magazine and newspaper reports about devices capable of
transmitting beams of electromagnetic sound waves that a targeted person can hear inside their
head giving them thoughts and instructions. Sound and light waves at various frequencies can
stimulate and manipulate the brain on psychic levels. There have been scores of people from
different parts of the world, from serial killers to scientists, men and women, who feverishly claim
they heard voices in their heads giving them instructions to do harm! Numerous infamous killers
fervently claim “they heard voices in their heads telling them to murder distinct targets and/or
commit terrible crimes!” I am not suggesting that all of these people were controlled by VRIL, but
perhaps we should question it when specific targets serve to highly enhance the agendas and goals
of Script Writers.
Each time the dreamspell was devastated in the past, it became more difficult for the
atmosphere to recover from its depletion of hydrogen and aether. This along with further DNA
corruption, the hybrid gods and Adamics stature started to lessen along with flora and fauna.
Mental capacities were subdued and the hybrid gods had to develop more and more technology to
replace their diminishing capabilities. {Ra}
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“You have lost the elemental spiritual forces of this world” –Corinthians 2:20
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After the last Great Deluge, all the toys were lost or hidden until rediscovered in the early
1900’s. Due to this, on 5 October 1978 an international treaty was created that prohibited military
use of VRIL as a weapon for mass destruction. Yet the Elite Cabal Script Writers continue to build
underground secret facilities and private bunkers. Is it due to the Demiurge’s prophetic scriptures
or a reboot of the matrix?
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"The sun will be darkened, the moon will not shed its light, the stars will not appear in the firmament, and the forces that control the heavens will be disordered and disturbed.” –Mat 24:29
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Over the eras of the continuing VRIL wars, the entire earth’s surface
was ravaged at least three times over the course of event timelines. All of the deluges that
continued to batter the world became woven into a mixture of mythologies and theologies. Every
culture describes horrendous destructions that caused famines and plagues. The hybrid dynastic
succession struggled in the aftermath of the great upper world cataclysm. {Ra} Owing to the
continuing carnage, entire societies started creating underground havens for safety that became
subterranean cities. Archaeologists have unearthed several of these cities with their ancient
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hidden tunnels and passageways throughout the current matrix. Pueblo Indian Apaches, Zunis
and Hopis have passed down legends of ancestors emerging from underground after calamitous
war events. Ground penetrating radar has revealed intricate labyrinths of underground systems in
many parts of the world. In South America, tunnels under the Mayan Pyramid complex at Tikal
have been mapped encompassing 800 kilometres from one side to the opposite side of Guatemala.
Due to the prophetical and media threats of a World War 3, there are thousands of wealthy people
now following suit and purchasing or building underground survival habitats.
SIRA radar used in Egypt discovered a vast subterranean complex beneath the Giza plateau
with an entrance under the Sphinx. It has secret underground passages leading to massive
chambers and enormous statues. The Script Writers are not willing to reveal what was removed
after the finding like so many other discoveries made over the years. There are stories of vortexes
leading into the other world (astral) via Shamanic and High Priest experiences that took place in
caverns under the Sphinx and Pyramids. It has also been alleged that advanced mechanisms, lakes
and rivers were discovered under the Sphinx and even hydraulically operated underground
waterways. In central Turkey, there are the 36 underground cities with depths up to 85 metres.
They include living quarters, storage rooms, and wineries, communal eating and drinking areas,
along with stables.
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Legends passed down have become convoluted between the “Great Cataclysm” that
took place on the 4D upper world and events that took place in this appendage. Ice was a result of
the Great Cataclysm and VRIL was used to melt the massive ice glaciers, which became the basis
for the Great Deluge.
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“On that day all the sources of the vast watery depths burst open, the floodgates of the sky were
opened...” –Genesis 7: 11- 12 “Through which the world of that time perished in the flood.” –2 Peter 3:6
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However, VRIL became known as Dragon Fire because it was also misused in other wars of
legends that overwhelmed the earth surface. Each time VRIL was used for war, the world was
thrown back into a technological Stone Age where many had to basically start all over again during
the aftermath! Due to this, a pact was made to never use VRIL for warfare again! After the last
deluge, the ancients placed the codes and the highly advanced technical conduit for transmitting
VRIL’s power into a receptacle known as the “Ark of the Covenant” and hid it away. "And when the
lands were once more filled with people, there was no need to remember the
Ark of the Covenant or to make a new one. You will not miss those days or
remember them.” –Jer. 3:16
When the Ark and the blueprint codes were rediscovered, the Factions of Script Writers
came together and elected to keep their ancestral pact to not use VRIL for warfare. They agreed to
play only conventional war games for economical intents, depopulation and control over
commoners. They agreed to divide the world and populations up into chattel and economical
Unions. They have globally nationalized all natural resources, international banking, foreign
investments, railroads, power plants, and armaments. There will also be Federal control over
foreign commerce and shipping and the establishment of a common world monetary system.
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Novus Ordos Seclorum – A New Order for the Ages
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Models of astral heavens and hells have been created on Church murals and
paintings illustrating where the obedient go and where the disobedient go after expirations:

d

The Demiurge has several Branches, whilst the Elite are made up of several Federations and
Confederations. All of them have a dog eat dog attitude when it comes to power that for centuries
has created wars vying for position, wealth and power. Both use religion at the forefront with
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similar methodologies, but with very different agendas. They belong to two very different thoughts
in theology that have become convoluted beyond the comprehension of any sanguine person over
the centuries. They are the bases of all past wars between the Factions that follow the gods and
Jupiter as their Solar-Logoi and the Demiurge God of the Astral Heavens.
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Matrix bound souls include those trapped on the astral planes and have no
conscious understanding of the genuine worlds, the matrices, Logos or Demiurge. There are those
who can no longer conceive of any reality outside of the matrix due to continuous reincarnations
while others continue to seek out more materialism, family members and past loved ones. Many
have become addicted to the physical sensory world and other addictions. Numerous are addicted
to power and siphoning off others. For the most part they operate through Royal and Aristocratic
Lineages; High Finance, High Ranking Military Positions and Offices in Governments. The
Pythagorean’s coined them as the “Walking Dead.”
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We need to push past our concepts and develop new perceptions on how
we perceive everything. We must push beyond intellectually believing we are in a virtual-reality
and come to know it as a self-realization!

19

“There is no present, only the immediate future and the recent past!” –George Carlin
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Thought processes are being controlled by old outworn archetypical implants. The Script Writers
have been in the process of revising and rearranging the matrix into new self-serving scripts. New
Agers have been programmed to believe the world is moving into a new spiritual paradigm shift.
In reality, the matrix is moving into another dystopian paradigm that we might as well call the new
“Brave New World” as written by Aldous Huxley!
“What has been will be again, what has been done will be done again; there is nothing
new under the sun. Sometimes people say, "Here is something new!" But actually it is old;
nothing is ever truly new.” –Ecclesiastics: 1: 9-10
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Many low-grade spirits have claimed to be knowledgeable in spirituality, mathematics and
science. Some are talented in psychic marvels that blind people to their real motives by wooing
them into false adulations and deception. Belief is having personal confidence or faith in
something that can’t be proven, yet is given credence by one’s own choice or fear. Heresy and
blasphemy were just clever words used to destroy Truth! Whatever you believe will either set you
free or become part of the New Brave World!
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Matter is a Reflective Element
That acts as a Mirror for our Thoughts
Life is a Reflection in our own Looking Glass
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7
Piercing the veil of unawareness
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4th Elucidations:

gh

Holographic Paradox p.37 – Mind Games p.38 – Lifting the Veil p.39 – Temporal Time-Loop p.39 –
Time p.40 – Non-Time p.40 – Event-Timelines p.41 – Travel Paradox p.41 – Temporal Paradox/Time Wars p.42 – Recalibrating Time p.42 – Yesteryear, Yesterday p.43 – Vapours p.43 –
Know Thy Self p.43 – Transhumanism p.44 – Opposites & Frequency p.45 – Suicide p.46 –
Hypothesis, Theory, Law p.48
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You are experiencing a dream within your subconscious mind
that could be modelled after a hologram. A hologram creates a 3D virtual image in space that is
verifiably real looking whilst having no actual material substance. When various fluctuating frequencies entrain the brain, it cannot differentiate between material and virtual-observances.
When the nervous system is connected to the observance via electrical signals in the brain, it will
create the illusion of material substances! Even when simply watching a film the brain goes into a
similar state of hypnosis within the first three minutes caused by the flickering images being observed. All virtual-observances have a kaleidoscope of oscillating vibrational fields that deeply affect the emotional state of the observer, which is why you may become so emotional watching a
“flick.”
Holograms are not only fashioned by light, but can be formed through the presence of any
wave action, as long as there are both a reflection and a reference beam. Similarly, past stored
memories in the brain serve as a reference point and different observed stimuli serve as the interference patterns that help to create a collection of parallel rays. As new stimulus enters our perception, it creates new interference patterns that become part of the orientation background that
manifests as our perpetually changing model of reality. In Physics, the term “duality” is used for
the basis of the “Holographic Principle Hypotheses” because matter has both wave and particlelike properties, which are called “Wave–Particle–Dualities.” The term atom was created as a
working model to explain matter since it is scientifically inexplicable. Atoms are light-waveparticles that are in a constant state of vibrational flux and act like micro-oscillators; each with its
own characteristic frequency. When similar waves begin to vibrate in unison they form a "tuned
resonant system" that oscillates in phase with each other and create the illusion of stability in solid
objects perceived through the senses of an observer.
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“Reality is merely an illusion, although a very persistent one!” –Albert Einstein
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“The Holographic Principle” postulates the universe is a unitary super-hologram and by
reason objective reality does not exist. This hypothesis gives science a more plausible explanation
for how parapsychology; paranormal phenomenon and pineal activity potentially operate along
with time-travel. {Ra} Every particle of a hologram contains all of the information possessed by
its origin. You cannot slice any piece off of a hologram or memory that doesn’t contain its entirety, no matter how you dice it up. Albeit, it’s clarity, light and resolution becomes a bit more diminished in each subsequent slice as it has in this matrix. Light has a visible spectrum of wavelengths
created out of thought waves that create sound, which determine various colours that interact with
each other. When they are harnessed and manipulated they can produce a laser beam effect. Variable light particles make up models for atoms and discrete clusters of light photons, which have
become known as quantum-electromagnetic light-wave energies.
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A holographic beam of light splits into two separate beams; one bounces off of a bundle of
these wavelengths with more solidity, whilst others serve as the reference points, this is called “interactive matter” (Like the moon!!) Consciousness is made up of electrical thought waves that can
be quantified when interacting and bouncing off of each other in similar fashion in a hologram.
Through various observance techniques, the basic alchemy of air, water, fire, and earth can be
identified in their undistorted form as elements of pure light. Photon light particles participate in
our consciousness as a theatre screen upon which we project our thoughts and make these elements manifest via observance. Your brain is holographic in nature and functions similar to a
computer, which is why it can store quad-billions of bytes of data in such a limited space during an
average lifetime!
Third dimensional reality is perceived as real when in fact it is being projected by consciousness onto a photonic screen, which is why it is referred to as a two dimensional digital universe. A holographic picture is two dimensional, but by moving and looking at it from various angles it creates the illusion of being three dimensional. Thoughts are waveforms of reflection that
act as reference beams that create the entire phenomenon of reality here. All dreamscape backdrops are reflective replicas from stored memory.
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One must be willing to Rise out of the Bowels of Narrow Mindedness
In order to perceive the Profound Truth hidden within deeper Consciousness
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All science, philosophies and mythologies are built on archetype models. The
film and scientific communities fortify them with new expressive buzz-words, such as superholograms and matrix. These terms are designed to mislead and take the world deeper into the
proverbial “Rabbit Hole.” They do this because they cannot keep their own covert scientific awakenings from Collective Consciousness, which in turn raises the awareness of the subjective whole.
They control this through sleight of hand, misinformation and fantasy. New world theologies are
based on pseudo-historical and scientific facts that lock your mind into this dense vacuum.
3“I applied my mind to the study and exploration of wisdom along with all that is done
under the heavens. 14I have witnessed all the things done under the sun; all of them are meaningless, a chasing after the wind. 17I applied myself to the understanding of wisdom, and also of
madness and folly, but I learned that this too, is a chasing after the wind.” –Eccles 3:14-17
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In the midst of this writing I received a short YouTube clip for my perusal. The clip was
from an acclaimed American Science Fiction writer who was making a live short statement at the
Metz Science Fiction Conference in France - 1977:
“We are living in a highly advanced computer programmed reality, and the only clue we
have to it is when some variable is changed, and some alteration in our reality occurs. These
alterations feel just like déjà vu, a sensation that proves that a variable has been changed and
an alternative world branched off.” –Phillip K. Dick (1928 – 1982)
They may have all laughed at him, but he was not as far away from the truth as they
thought. Interestingly, years after his death the film, The Matrix was released in 1999. Phillip
Dick never received any credit for it even though it is obvious the story line came from his 1977
disclosures. His home had also been broken into and many of his notes and writings were taken!
So great was the impact of this film that its name became the new nomenclature for this world:
“The Matrix.”
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Oxford University’s Nick Bostrom in 2003, in a similar vein to David Bohm’s work on quantum
theory prior to his death, wrote a paper postulating there are ‘empirical’ reasons why a “Simulation Hypothesis” might be valid. He states: ...”we have interesting empirical reasons to believe that we are almost certainly living in a simulation. The simulation hypothesis contends that reality is in fact a simulation that we the simulants, are totally unaware of.”
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David J. Chalmers, an Australian philosopher and cognitive scientist, agrees that this may not
be just a sceptical hypothesis, but rather a “Metaphysical Hypothesis.” Chalmers’ identified
three separate hypotheses which he combined into what he termed “The Matrix Hypothesis”
and “the notion that reality is a computer simulation.”
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Dr James Gates Jr., from the University of Maryland, president Obama’s head advisor on science and technology, revealed that researchers found a mathematical computer code equation
buried deep within the mathematics of the String Theory. “This unsuspected connection suggests that these codes may be ubiquitous in nature, and could even be embedded in the essence of reality. If this is the case, we might have something in common with The Matrix
science fiction film where human beings are the product of a virtual-reality generating
computer network.” –Professor James Gates Jr.
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Many scientific revelations have been specifically designed to lead you astray by using
fragments of veracity, whilst keeping you entertained with fanciful films, video games and music
that entice the masses. They camouflage the Truth within genres of violence and explicit sex to
continue beguiling them. (Beware: there are serious dangers in the new virtual-reality games.
They can have a similar hold over your mind with the power to technologically lock you into deeper
Virtual-Reality-Psychosis-Syndrome! VRPS
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He who controls the information controls the world!
Better a few cosmic stretch marks
Than the dire skid marks of resistance to Truth!
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Science claims the world is a sphere, others claim it is flat. Some claim it
goes through cycles of annihilation only to be rebirthed. Many believe this is a 4th world or sun
epoch based on an amalgamation of previously destroyed worlds; others believe it is the 5th. Some
say there are 8 planets, some say 9, some argue 12. The 4D matrix and subsequent 3D event timelines have all been interwoven into legends and mythology mixed with quasi-material. We also
have modern day ‘whistleblowers’ who deliver facts mixed with invention and fantasy; much of
which are creations directly from the Script Writers delivering dissonance and fear into the collective. There are numerous conspiracies about secret space programs; aliens; abductions; mind
control; inoculations; chemtrails; microchip implants; world depopulation and weather control.
“A consensus has been reached that the tremendous scope of transformations now occurring on the Earth, with profound effects on plants, animals, and natural habitats, is primarily the result of human activities.... On a geological scale the planet has entered a new era. Natural processes that control the functioning of the planet have been interrupted, refashioned,
and accelerated…” –Smithsonian Report 2012
On the contrary, they say the world is shifting into higher dimensions; its energy is rising
and crossing all boundaries; we are in ascension and rebirth; nothing less than a Global Shift in
Consciousness. These are the two reigning opposites now being presented in this virtual-reality
theatre. {Ra} However, all of these scenarios represent a parting of the ways between the commoners and the Elite Script Writers.
“Masonry, like all the Religions, all the Mysteries, Hermeticism and Alchemy, conceals its
secrets from all except the Adepts and Sages, or the Elect, and uses false explanations and misinterpretations of its symbols to mislead those who deserve only to be misled; to conceal the
Truth, which it calls Light, from them, and to draw them away from it. Masonry will conceal its
secrets, and intentionally lead conceited interpreters astray.” —Albert Pike
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Due to the plasmates gaining a state of “self-awareness and a selfdetermining consciousness”, they developed into a new species {Ra} that created a unique soul
complex within their own collective! Vast amounts have unwittingly become trapped on the astral
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planes upon expiration due to religious dogmas and spurious gurus! These budding souls need the
opportunity for freedom through discernment and untainted information; yet few will heed the call
because they have become so hardwired into the program! All deep urges and yearnings to worship come from deep within and are a natural part of us! {Ra} Worship was been passed down
from the Immortals to their Avatars, to Plasmates, to Mankind, to Humankind: You! It is a natural inclination to the Sacred Trinity of Logos within which is our inheritance! You are being deceived into worshipping an outside source, a Saviour via “transference” of that which is of you and
within you!
This Matrix is a dream based illusion built on collective memories. To keep the illusion
alive, Script Writers invent special genres of films as a form of quasi-truth telling whilst making it
into a fantasy. These films have been rearranging layers of stored memory via portions of the
truth being fantasized. However, all past event-timelines involving this dreamscape have been
stored in the matrix’s mainframe and make up a “Virtual-Temporal-Time-Loop” in consciousness.
Countless plasmates are under the influence of the Demiurge and His hierarchy of minions. Many
have become trapped by ignorance, guilt and fear!
“Jehovah is a jealous God and a revenger. He is vengeful and full of wrath. The LORD
takes vengeance on all his adversaries and reserves wrath for his enemies.” –Nahum 1:2
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“The only reason for time is so that everything doesn't happen at once.”–Albert Einstein
This virtual-world operates under the concept of linear-time; a mental measuring system
that sequences events and quantifies rates of change. Linear time is measured through a past,
present and future – a beginning, middle and end coined the Alpha and Omega. According
to Albert Einstein, space and time are simply different aspects of the same thing. We mentally
view space-time as having something in it that is moving and how long it takes to get from one location to another. In reality nothing is moving in the universe we perceive as reality. Subatomic
particles of light make up a unified field that our minds perceive as solid matter that is moving.
Our constantly changing perspective of movement is what gives us the illusion of time. This illusion of time has a prodigious effect over consciousness; if you don’t agree, look in the mirror at the
changes taking place on your personal time capsule. Ask yourself why time seems to speed up
when having fun and s-l-o-w’s down when not. It is because it is ALL in your mind!
The speed of time is predicated upon the density of the dimensional field surrounding the
observer. The denser the field, such as third dimensional reality, the slower the electromagnetic
field oscillates within consciousness. The more rarefied the field, the quicker the photonic light oscillates. As magnetic fields rise, it gives the illusion of time speeding up; this is esoterically known
as “The Quickening.” In Einstein’s Theory of Relativity, time dilation is created by mass approaching the speed of light and affects gravity by warping space-time. However, your mind is
“superluminal” in comparison to the speed of light! Therefore, the speed of light simply acts as a
quasi-pause between the octaves of mental dimensional timelines.
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: The brain interprets layers upon layers of frequency bands that we observe and manifest into our reality! When there is no one around to observe these wave forms they remain unprocessed formless data that sits in non-time. Time IS the design of individual(s) observances and
interpretation during any given moment. Space is not only relative to Time, but one and the same
thing being experienced through your central nervous system. Only miniscule quantities of the
multitude of electrical signals are received by the senses due to the limited amount of activated
DNA. Time/space is an invention of the brain in relationship to electrical thought waves stored as
neuro patterns, transgenerational epigenetic and soul memories.
Everything is made up of thought waves, rapidly appearing and disappearing and the brain
interprets them as a steady stream of reality just like watching a film or the flicks as they were
once called. This creates the illusion of an uninterrupted stream of experiences in the moment
flowing towards a future outcome and where the past becomes a review mirror. However, the past
can be revisited via stored memory because the brain has the ability to roll these images backwards
40
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and forwards, just like rewinding or fast forwarding a video. Nonetheless, the old adage, “new
wine cannot be poured into a glass of old wine without souring it” is true; we cannot clearly decipher the true meaning of any Gnosis without disengaging our mind-set filters.
“O foolish Galatians! Who has bewitched and hypnotized you…?” –Galatians 3:1
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The material matrix is made up of fixed review mirrors constantly being
recycled that cause the illusion of time and where only the information is being changed within
consciousness! The Script Writers are constantly changing the scripts to create outcomes for their
personal agendas.
When we perceive a world location at the quantum level of consciousness it becomes nonlocal because in reality nothing can be thought of as being in one particular place at any one particular time except to the observer. All event-timelines within the material matrix could be viewed
as a single unfolding history where only their duplicated forms have parallel similarities. Each of
these worlds would be unique to the consciousness of the observer experiencing them in that moment. The concept of time within the genuine matrices is different; time continuously flows from
one moment to the next without interruption and the use of review mirrors to keep it moving.
Thus, time here can never catch up with the upper matrices because the future has already come
and gone and is no longer part of the collective trapped here. However, there are still stored memories within this collective of their personal experiences whilst in the upper world, especially its
destruction. Prophecy loses much of its phenomenon when you realize everything here is being
recycled and repeating itself along with Script Writer’s inserts. The
only perceived changes in this matrix event-timelines are the architectures, costumes, technologies and newly designated events! Everyone
is expected to toe the line and follow in “blind faith” under the authority the Script Writers and their minions or suffer the consequences!
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“It is not for you to know times or epochs, which have been fixed under His authority” –Acts 1:7
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There are different timelines between here, the upper matrices and the genuine realms.
What you experience here as 100 years would only be equivalent to a few years in the higher more
rarefied fields of consciousness. Over 80 years of projected consciousness into a secondary host
here would only equate to about 90 minutes in my realm.
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“Be not ignorant of this one thing, one day in heaven is as a thousand years here.” –2 Peter 3:8
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Quantum Physics now show that “quantum entanglement particles are millions of light-years apart and yet are all interconnected without being in physical contact.” Quantum Mechanics has a “many-worlds” interpretation asserting that the objective reality
of the universal wave-function never collapsed. This implies that time-travel is possible because
alternate past and future realities still coexist. However, it is the memory of the interactive matrices event-timelines that are stored within the mainframe computer that has never collapsed. And,
in this matrix it is also stored within the sub-collective’s conscious memory and DNA creating a
virtual-reality-time-loop.
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“The only way to traverse vast distances of space is to possess the means of manipulating or
altering the very structure of space itself… The method of achieving this lies in the alteration of
the frequencies controlling the matter – antimatter cycles that govern our awareness or perception of position in the space-time structure.” –Bruce Cathie
When researchers attempted to bring space-time down to a quantum level they found it
didn’t exist there. Thus, they created a new theory that space-time is relative and flows both forwards and backwards symmetrically. This perception makes the theory of time-travel feasible be41
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cause space-time doesn’t change, it just exists. Time must be taken out of the equation of creation
and be replaced with the perception of compartmentalized event-timelines stored within DNA and
the matrix’s mainframe. Each event timeline has a substantial beginning and significant ending!
Paradoxically there is no real time, yet you can choose a particular event-timeline and via specialized technology or meditational techniques, transport your consciousness there.
DNA holds the secret to timelines stored in the matrices. It has the ability to create what
Einstein and Rosen theorized as wormholes in the space-time continuum. They theorized that
what they called wormholes act like a bridge or tunnels with two separate ends in space-time that
allow consciousness to experience other event-timelines. Whether they knew it was via the DNA’s
interconnected webs is unknown to me; however I feel that the Script Writers are confined to past
and future recycling event-timelines within the 3D matrix. They are using the Hadron Collider
technology to warp these timelines and the Philadelphia Experiment is a classic case in point.
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Due to multitudes of experiments involving the recycling of past and future eras within the 3D realm recycling of past and future, the Script Writers
have managed to create “Temporal Time Wars.” An example of this took place at sea during the
1994 Queen’s Birthday during an Auckland to Tonga regatta: The Marine Weather Service in Wellington New Zealand started receiving Emergency Radio Beacon (EPIRB) signals for rescue alerts
sometime after midnight. They became confused because their sophisticated sensory equipment
didn’t show any storm activity around the areas of the EPIRB’s! Finally, they felt compelled to
send an Orion rescue plane to check out the baffling situation.
The Orion crew reported there was no storm activity and that they were flying under “balmy
blue skies” with a heavy cloud cover beneath them. However, when they dropped down below the
clouds towards the first EPIRB alert, to their shock they almost lost the large aircraft. They were
met by Force 11 gale winds and stacking seas up to 100 feet that created startling barometric pressures against the plane! Hence, the confounded meteorologist called the storm a “Squash Bomb.”
“Strange flashes of light and apparitions” were declared by many of the yachts caught in their battle. Unexplainable “voices were heard” by crew members that said they were terrified by them.
Unknown to the public domain, there are diverse technologies and crafts designed to aid the
consciousness of a pilot traversing event-timelines allowing them to experience different virtualtimeline paradoxes! The Script Writers have been aware of this phenomenon for many years, 33
degree Freemason H.G. Wells wrote a film called “The Time Machine” in 1960. Script Writers use
the film industry as one of their main tools to enhance hypostatization and hide reality behind new
and forthcoming technologies.
“The truth shall be hidden right in front of their faces, so close they will not be able to
see on it until it’s too late.” –Unknown
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There are areas in the matrix that contain regions coined as portals or doorways and
thought to be entry/exit points to different event timelines, which are viewed as other worlds. The
Bermuda Triangle; the Black Mountains in northern Australia; a triangular body of ocean located
south of and between Fiji &Vanuatu; the North Pole; the Gulf of Aden around Jilah and areas in
Iraq, Tibet and Antarctica are known to have these “Portals.” Some individuals claim or feel they
have fallen through the cracks of a past or future timeline. Déjà vu, reincarnation, biblical revelations, apocalypses, and mythologies are variable accounts that testify to Temporal Paradoxes.”
There have been numerous accounts of these crossovers.
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Attempting to unscramble event-timelines between this matrix and
the above matrices is fundamentally impossible because time here is recycling clockwise, which is
backwards to the anticlockwise spiral of the 4D matrices. {Ra} A trio of theoretical physicists from
Oxford & New Brunswick Universities, along with The Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics
are all in agreement that “this universe is moving clockwise while a parallel universe just above it
is moving anti-clockwise.”
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The Roman Catholic Church, the most powerful agent for the Demiurge, set a new timeline
by creating a new world calendar starting on AD 1. It was created to commence time moving
forward towards the New World Order and Matrix.
“Listen, I tell you a mystery: We will not all sleep, but we will all be changed–in a flash, in
the twinkling of an eye…, the dead will be raised imperishable, and we will be changed.” –1 Corinthians 15:51-2
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI wrote a book in which he claimed the entire Christian calendar
was based on miscalculations and for many centuries The Church controlled all education
throughout Europe. Only their clergymen and the Nobles were originally taught to read, write and
learn mathematics. They actively suppressed all forms of secular education in order to maintain
complete control and power over their parishioners. When they opened education to them, they
intentionally taught false historical concepts that would sustain their covert agendas.
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The Script Writers claim the world’s ice age ended around
12,000 years ago and started the Holocene Era. (Holo-Scene!) When the ice melted, the seas rose
over 120 m (390 ft.) and created massive landscape changes due to vast areas of flooding. The
Script Writers will never tell the truth about what caused the ice age and the Holocene era. {Ra}
They claim to know facts dating millions of years back; however cannot give one straightforward
explanation for all the advanced artefacts; pyramids; technologically, ritual tools or the unparalleled architectural ruins blatantly seen around the world! They choose to ignore ancient glyphs,
reliefs, myths, legends and “Ground Zero” proof that ancient wars used advanced “Weapons of
Mass Destruction”; and yet they use their ancient locutions!
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"The vapours ascend from the ends of the earth.” –Psalm 135:7 “Praise the heavens
and the waters that be above the heaven”–Psalms 148:4
Molecular particles contained in sound rise and spread in the same fashion as water evaporation. Many vaulted archways, steeples and spires were designed and built on grid nodes in order
to transmit sound (frequency) up into the astral planes through ancient temples and churches. The
following are lyrics from a song that was recently played during celebration of the Black Pope’s
christening as the new White Pope: “Open the Steeple and see all the people Raising their voices
to that which is above the Spires…”
Vapours from the Past Rise on Smokey Blood Stained Glass
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“Know Thyself” –Delphic Apollo Temple
There are myriads of entities sharing the whole of this matrix from past long-gone DNA experiments; however only a comparable few share the material aspect of it versus the astral planes.
DNA technology was lost during the last Great Deluge, but was rediscovered in the early 1900’s
and by 1911 it was being resumed in underground research facilities! All life forms become part of
the collective memory in the matrix, which is now stored on the astral planes. One group belongs
to souls that have a genuine link to the original Avatāranas and Plasmate’s DNA passed down from
the upper 4D world, but there are also other species created from the unsavoury DNA experiments
such as the dreadful warrior classes. Lamentably, many of these giants became part of this 3D matrix after the upper world was destroyed. {Ra} They were set loose upon the earth during the aftermath and they raped, devoured and slew the homosapiens, and each other, along with everything
else that could move or walk.
“And lawlessness increased on the earth and all flesh was corrupted…, and every imagination
of the thoughts of all men was thus evil continually.” –Book of Jubilee
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Their DNA is also remains a part of the new species called Human Beings spread around this matrix. The Vatican Jesuit assemblages are the strongest Faction behind the “New World Order;
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nevertheless there are many within the ranks of Rabbis, Muslim leaders and Prophets that also belong to the Demiurge’s “chosen people.”
“You are my chosen people, a royal priesthood and a Holy Nation (the Vatican) of my own
people.” –1 Peter 2:9. “Not everyone who calls out, 'LORD, LORD' will enter the Kingdom of
Heaven. Only those who serve the Will of the Father shall enter the kingdom of heaven.”
–Matthew 7:21
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The lower astral planes have pockets engulfed with 3D lifeforms from DNA experiments
continued here during restored advanced civilizations timelines and Egypt was one of them. Some
of the earliest creations that became trapped on the astral planes were highly intelligent and maintained their technological memories. They were able to refashion Vimanas and other advanced
technologies that allowed them access into this world where they have covertly intertwined themselves in human affairs over the Ages. Mummification, also a lost technological art, connected the
ancient upper Echelons in this world simultaneously to the astral world after body expiration. This
is why the Royals went to sooo much trouble to hide their burial chambers. There were very real
curses put in place that could manifest upon those who interfered with them and no one has a clue
about the destructive effects archaeologist have had on these buried entities! There are also soulless humanoid looking minions that abound on the lower astral planes that have been able to gain
temporary access here. They are known by many equivalent names such as fays, leprechauns,
gnomes, elfin, imps, sprites and gremlins. All earlier cultures have legends and fears involving
these entities and the netherworlds they were believed to appear from. There are no restrictions
limiting physical form to change on the astral planes, which many now believe is possible here and
has been coined “shape-shifting” or a “shape shifter.” Shaman’s cave art drawings ubiquitously
testify that they were capable of having this experience. There are conspiracy theories that some
entities here have this ability; however nothing is physically shape shifting! These entities are illusionists that know how to affect the perceptions of others for their appearance.
Many souls are being kept in captivity to sustain the new revised matrix programs and the
hierarchy in the neo-heavens: “I am creating new heavens and a new earth; all former things
shall not be remembered, nor will they come to mind.” –Isaiah 65:17
These are promised to the “chosen people” written in the Demiurges DNA Book of Life and
those who are loyal or succumb to the will of the LORD-God and His hierarchy:
“And whosoever is not found written in the Book of Life, will be cast into the lake of fire.”
–Revelations 20:15
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"The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the
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human race” –Professor Stephen Hawking
Transhumanist’s have developed microchips they claim will enhance the body and mind;
however conversely they in reality are designed to hardwire recipients into the matrix mainframe.
{Ra} They have started covertly microchipping newborns without parental knowledge within many
hospitals, whilst others ignorantly microchip their children. The day is fast approaching when it
will no longer be voluntary along with vaccinations containing nano-technology to intensify the
“G5” microwave agenda. {Ra}
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“At the door of life by the gate of breath, there are worse things waiting for men than death!” –
Algernon Charles Swinburne, Aristocrat
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Spontaneous consciousness cannot be reproduced in nonhuman mechanisms via data processing; the only possibility is to insert an inorganic data processor into an embryo or new born.
This along with modified DNA will successfully program the recipients and new generations until
expiry dates.
“During those days people will seek death but will not find it; they will long to die, but death
will elude them.” –Revelations 9:6
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“Technological Singularity” is the nomenclature for the process of designing “Artificial Intelligence” –A.I.; however it is a veil over a very different agenda. It was never intended to make a
robot with humanlike intelligence, but to take human intelligence and turn it into a living robot!
“The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the people who are evil, But because of the people who don't do anything about it.” –Albert Einstein
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Until the Script Writers finish their transhumanization agenda, freewill will remain a
threat. When the program is finished, those left will become mindless servants and living sex toys
for their masters. They will be permanently cut off from free will, free thinking, intuition, and imagination and more damagingly, from spirit.
“It is better to go to defeat with Free Will than to live as a meaningless cog in a machine.”
–Isaac Asimov
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Enhanced humans, via implanted mechanisms, were written about in Greek mythos during
the middle Ages. Both referred to “the human brain becoming a permanent fixture” with, “there
will be remarkably enhanced intellects that will surpass known physical abilities.” Soulless
cloned super-soldiers have already been deployed throughout covert campaigns here and in past
and future event timelines. There are several programs being experimented with, but the most
recognisable one is the Mars Program.
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“Inside of me there are two dogs. One of the dogs is mean and
evil. The other dog is good. The mean dog fights the good dog all the time. I asked, which dog
wins, he reflected for a moment and replied, “The one I feed the most.” ― George Bernard Shaw
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Everything has a fundamental frequency that applies to a resonance factor within everything seen and unseen! The human race has its own collective magnetic-electro-field; its own
“fundamental frequency.” However, each individual’s personal “signature frequency” adds to the
whole and can tip the scale to the positive or the negative. Over the ages, the collective’s fundamental frequency has been sinking towards the “negative” on an accelerating scale. Much of it is
due to powerful psychoactive symbols and negative programing. One of the most powerful is the
“V” symbol, which is alphabetically represented by the letter ‘V’, which is digitally the #22. It
stands for world change, which is why it was used for the Obama’s campaign slogan! In Hebrew ‘V’ means “Nail or Hook”, which is a secret code involved in satanic
occults. All of the NAZI high command had to wear ‘V’ patches on their uniforms
and soldiers were required to use it as a hand sign. Churchill was a Freemason and
a ‘witch in Druidism’. He gave this occult hand signal in almost every photo ever
taken of him. You have been led to believe it is a political sign for peace and victory, but in reality
it is one of the most powerful psychoactive symbols used against your consciousness!
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In Masonic and Gnostic theology ‘V’ represents the ‘Law of Opposites’; both sides point towards
heaven. It represents a polarized clash of Wills that delivers two opposing ideologies: “selfless service to others” via acknowledgment of the intrinsic connection of all things being equal within the
One Divine Source. OR, that “self-serving” is the acknowledgement of the Divine Source within.
These two opposing ideologies became the foundational concept of “separation”; “good vs. evil”
and “love vs hate”; all depending on which ideology is followed. They are basically opposites of the
same coin!
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It is important to understand how myths became the foundation of opposites and the great
theological deception. Philosophers characterized the term positive by one’s response and movement towards the stimulus of light and negativity by one who shuns or turns away from the
stimulus of light. The Script Writers modelled opposites after the astronomical rivalry between
the twins Castor and Pollux. This was recreated in the pantheons of the gods and their rivalling
children: the Annunaki had Enki and Enlil; the Greeks had Zeus and Poseidon; the Egyptians had
Osiris and Set; the Romans had Romulus and Remus; and the Old Testament has Cain and Abel;
all are equivalent to the Castor and Pollux Gemini Zodiac myth! When the creator gods split the
male and female chromosomes, they also split the homosapiens brain into opposite hemispheres.
(At the very least, it is time to wake up and return to a whole brain within a unified collective
whole!)
Aggregations of personal frequencies are strongest during the formative years, which is why
Script Writers take control of children’s minds at such a young age. They hide harmful subliminals
in cartoons, toys, videos, music and movies. They drive them towards inappropriate sensual behavioural patterns in styles and mannerisms! All of it has deep effects on their personal psychology
and lower chakra development, which is why the Jesuit Francis Xavier said:
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“Give me a child until he is seven and I will give you the man!”–St. Francis
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It all starts with the educational system where young minds are taken out of Nature’s frequencies and placed in front of a digital screen called a babysitter. Then they move on to school
for seven hours a day, five days a week for re-education. Their minds are fed theories that have become outdated pseudo “scientific laws” that for the most part have never been proven; yet they
grow up believing they are true and reify them into their reality! Their intelligence is determined
by a series of “Intelligence Quotient” (IQ) tests based on memory ability called fluid intelligence.
Many highly intelligent children have no interest in the tedious antiquated education systems and have become stifled with boredom! Others who may not have long term memory capabilities or have subjective rejection to fruitless information are looked down on as having lower intelligence or ADD, Attention Deficit Disorder. Symptoms of boredom include “noninterest, limited
attention and hyperactivity!” Script Writers have taken millions of dollars from families by putting
these children on harmful drugs that further dumb them down and have eventuated in addiction,
therapy, serious illness and even death. In some areas, the use of these drugs is mandatory and
school nurses can medicate children without parental permission!
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There is no lasting fulfilment for the closed minded
All is Vain and Vacant
When they expire they will come face to face
With their own Self-Delusions
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“People will seek death but will not find it; they will long to die, but death will flee
from them.” –Revelations 9:6
Today, many see suicide as a way to escape pain, depression and suffering. It has been on
the increase. Accurate suicide statistics are impossible to gauge correctly due to unreported cases
and various countries refusing to give out data. However, the World Health Organization statistics show the limited statistics as a person taking their own life every 40 seconds! Near Death Experiencer’s (NDE), report their lives flashed before them at the moment of expiration. This has a
swooning affect due to the brain releasing its entire arsenal of stored neuro-memory patterns that
in a nanosecond flash as visuals within the theatre of the forebrain. It is the emotional vibration
evoked from these released memory patterns along with what you have sown in your heart and
soul that will determine your ongoing fate or destiny!
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“As men think, so are they, both here and hereafter, thoughts being things, the parents of
all actions, good and bad alike; and, as the sowing has been, so will the harvest will be.” –Lama
Kazi Dawa Samdup (1868-1923)
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The heart carries your signature frequencies that are the concentrated waveforms for your
“Power of Attraction” now and in the afterlife. Spiritually based cultures have interwoven teaching of what takes place in the afterlife upon the death experience. They were orally passed down
from prehistorical eras and then committed to secret texts. Most original versions came from
Hindu Holy Men, Native Indian Shamans and High Priest. Most used similar methods to experience the ‘spirit world’ via the use of psychoactive plants and shrooms. Psychoactive plants have
been used since the beginning of this matrix to allow consciousness to move through and experience the ‘astral planes’. {Ra} However, the original teachings have been sifted by myriads of succeeding teachers, all with their own additions, experiences and interpretations. Due to this, there
has been a growing separation in thought and versions about the processes involved in the after
death experience and the instructions set forth by varying sects.
In all humility, I must say there is a great difference between “waking up” and getting out of
this theatre and the continuation of the dream process on an astral spirit world level within this
matrix! No teacher, that I am aware of, has ever made this distinction, which may make it hard for
some to accept unless they have an innate wisdom. The confusion is easily understood when one
understands that the very nature of everything is formed out of “Consciousness!” Whatever our
consciousness is focused on at the time of physical expiration; whatever you have been taught to
believe in will continue on through the death experience! This is why I warn against following any
specific Religions, Buddha’s, or Gurus, for you will serve them in the astral kingdoms. Most experience apparitions they believe to be their genuine family members, loved ones, guru, Jesus Christ
or on the contrary demons, hells and punishments for their sins. All of it, no matter how beautiful
or horrendous is taking place within the intellect of the passed over soul! Without this knowledge
many fall victim and become either trapped on the astral planes or reincarnated back into the matrix.
After waking-up from the program is the time to seek spiritual guidance! Antediluvian beliefs in eternal hell and torture have been waning outside of Christianity. Our fate, whether positive or negative, is carried over into the afterlife by our own consciousness. Whatever we seed, we
shall sow, which even affect our consciousness upon “waking up!” The ‘Spirit World and Karma
are “reflective mirrors” of our own consciousness. Karma is dependent on the heart because it is
the true “Seat of the Soul”, whether in a program or not. All of it takes place within our individual
consciousness, which mirrors our deepest seated feelings of love, fear, compassion, guilt, piety, aggression, etc. Everything is created out of consciousness; there is no death, only delusional ignorance! When your body expires your consciousness is “free” to hyper-manifest whatever is in your
mind, imagination and feeling world in the moment!!! This is why the sagacious prepare their
minds for this transference. The greatest concern in taking one’s own life is the state of mind at
the time of the event; the more fervent one feels about something, the more they will attract resonating manifestations! Dismal states will attract undesirable reflective astral environments and
possibly unwelcomed menaces instead of the desired escape. This has actually been recorded by
those who failed in their suicide attempts and had a NDE.
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Most are trapped in the darkness of Mental Delusions
Denying their own Eternal Absoluteness
Whilst ignorantly following the Path of Illusions
Hinduism teaches suicide can trap a soul back into harsh and extremely difficult reincarnations. Countless have become trapped in an illusion of mental darkness, denying their own eternal
absoluteness and that this is an illusion. Scientific minds now have created a ‘quantum immortality theory’ supporting the “immortality of the soul as possible.”
"Wake up O sleepers, rise up from the dead and let the Light shine on you." –Eph 5:14
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Mercy and forgiveness for one’s self and all others is the prerequisite to awakening on whatever path you choose. You are not the total sum of your experiences, for you are being lied to and
manipulated. You are not corporeal flesh; you are not a sinner; you are the Light of this World in
all your positivity and negativity! Whatever is written in your heart, at the time of transference,
will determine your next experience whether positive or negative, thus wouldn’t it just be more
prudent to “wake-up?”
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The body be but a brief cloak the Soul is wrapped in
The gift is not the wrapping, But that which lays Hidden Within
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The Mind Body Hypothesis says that the mind interacts with
processes outside of physical space-time, but within a co-creative method. The Creation Hypothesis says that physical space-time, with everything in it, was created by Beings outside of what we
experience as physical space-time. Third dimensional reality is based on the brain’s intellectual
abilities, comparables and duality and performs much like a computer. Hypotheses, theories and
laws are methods scientists use for explaining the phenomenon of matter, time, space, stars, planets and light. The main difference between hypothesis and theory is the amount of detailed explanation given it.
A theory only becomes a scientific law when the observed phenomenon becomes a unified
concept that no one can figure out. The term ‘law’ is given exceptions when the word ‘scientific’ is
placed before it, which allows for further proof to be right or wrong over time. However, the term
‘law’ has an indisputable controlling influence over the mind. The 16th century Newtonian ‘Law of
Gravity’ became a scientific law that was taught for the last 500 years even after they knew it was
nonsense. This goes to prove how false fabricated realities can be placed within susceptible minds
to misdirect them. Albert Einstein dispelled Newton’s theory with his “Theory of Relativity” and
“Quantum Theory” confounded Einstein’s theory. Einstein’s “Speed of Light” theory was dispelled
with a new theory on the “Superluminal Speed of Wave Particles.” Now we have a collective group
who think they have found the “Holy Grail of Physics”: “The Theory of Everything.”
Since science no longer comes under the iron fist of the Catholic Church’s erroneous selfserving hypothesis, most theories are now based on computer mathematical models. Due to the
advent of computer models, scientific knowledge is statistically doubling every 12 hours; yet we are
still in muddy waters owing to other factions of self-serving Script Writers! There are “Correspondence; Coherence; Constructive; Pragmatic and Minimalist” theories now that confound the
minds of young students. Science is based on all things external, but true Gnosis can only be obtained from within! The ancients understood this long before religion and Script Writers took control. This is why the ancients were so advanced; this is what set them apart from our deteriorating
minds and required re-education.
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For now we see our reflection in a mirror so darkly
All we know is partial and incomplete
When we open our minds and hearts
We shall know our Truth complete!
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Piercing the veil of unawareness

5th Elucidations:
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The Human Brain p.49 – Astral Shared Dreaming p.50 – Imagination p.50 – Hypnosis p.51 – Mesmerisation
p.52 – Psychoactive Symbols p.52 – Collective Entrainment p.53 – The Shroom that Grew p.54 – All Seeing
Eye p.55 – Epiphysis Cerebri Alchemy p.56 – Melatonin p.56 – Serotonin p.56 – Tryptophan p.56 –
Dopamine p.56 – Crystal Brain p.57 – Natural DMT p.57 – Sacrament of Blood p.58 – Tejas p.58 – Sacrifice of
the Lamb p.59 – Animism p.60
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“The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance; it is the illusion of
knowledge.” –Daniel J. Boorstin
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The brain has a trillion moving parts; scientists compare it to a computer; however this
equates to only a little understanding and even less about consciousness itself. The human brain is
incapable of generating any completely original thought outside of its accumulated stored
information. It is not the source of intuition, psychic abilities, empathy, telepathy, or precognition.
It is incapable of compassion or authentic feelings outside of stored emotional patterns. There’s a
vast difference between genuine feelings and emotional stored stimuli, which is constantly
conflicted by dissonance and opposites! The mechanistic interpretation of the brain has led to one
scientific agreement: There is no absolute scientific definition that can be assigned to Consciousness! Like the proverbial fish searching for water, what scientists seek is no more than a sequin
mirrored reflection of their selves!
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Consciousness is the toughest substance in the Universe
The only way to cut through it is with Consciousness!
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We live in a world of endless information; our brains are constantly uploading streams of
sensory and subliminal input. The brain receives up to 200 frames per second, correlates and
associates it with stored data at 2500 frames per second that becomes optical cognizant output.
All of this is what translates into the perceptions that form the world. All images, we see, feel,
taste, touch, and smell, come from the effect of light particles being transformed into electrical
signals that the brain interprets into material form. To put it simply, “there’s nothing out there;
what we think we see is subjective observations; there is no objective reality independent from our
minds. All laws of physics are simply laws of digits and light experienced within our own
consciousness.
The human brain is by design an extremely complex Digital Decoder
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At conception the brain is a blank scratch pad that life starts scribbling on and becomes the
blueprint for illusions. If the brain doesn’t have a stored record of something being observed, even
if it is right in front of it, the object simply won’t appear to the observer. Ancient healers
understood the heart was a thinking organ that has its own form of intelligence which is more
perceptive than the brain.
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“Behold, you delight in the truth within your inward being when you learn wisdom through the
secret heart.” –Psalm 51:6
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The Heart’s Prescription for Life has the Side Effects of Wisdom and Joy
The Brain’s Prescription for life has Side Effects of Fear and Death!
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It is a well-known fact the human race has been evolving technologically whilst drastically
de-evolving spiritually. Indeed, technology has become the new theology for souls lost in
materialism.
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“Technology is a useful servant but a dangerous master.” –Christian L. Lange

Dreaming has specific effects on neuro-phenomenology; we are constantly dream
streaming 24/7 even when believing we are awake.
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“Ever drifting down the stream…, Life is but a dream!” –Charles Dodgson, Jesuit/Freemason
(pen name, Lewis Carroll)
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It isn’t happenstance the term dream is continuously being expressed. Ask yourself, “If I
am dreaming, who and where is the dreamer?”
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Sweet Dreams – Live the Dream – Day Dream – Dare to Dream – Pipe Dream –
American Dream – Dream House, Dream Car, Dream Mate, Dream career
Drrreeeaaammm!!
Most of the Human Race is Asleep at the Wheel
Whilst missing out on the Real Deal!
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Astral travel has been practiced since antiquity; Shamans call
it “Soul-Flight.” Russian and U.S. Military “Psy-op” groups have been practicing it since the early
sixties for more sinister reasons. Powerful psychic drugs are used to induce astral-projection
where lucid-dreaming can be shared with another person. There they can practice killing
techniques, repair torn and broken bodies and then be awakened, shaken but unharmed. These
techniques are used in unconventional training to harden combatants. Governments also use this
level of astral travel to spy on each other and discover information and secrets because it is more
effective than remote viewing.
You cannot fight evil without becoming evil! But, you can Rise Above!
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Imagination + Vividness = Reality
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“Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited to all we now know
and understand, while imagination embraces the entire world, and all there ever will be to
know and understand.” –Albert Einstein
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The above is one of the most vital equations you will ever need to comprehend. Use your
imagination to envision observing a program or a play where the world is the stage. We are the
players, our DNA carries the script and our transgenerational memories create the settings. When
you close your eyes, nothing is out there besides countless particles of fuzzy phonic light-waves
dancing to the tune of different frequencies. Now come to the realization that you can rearrange
these light-particles into a new script by dismantling the old one.
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“For verily I say unto you, that whosoever shall say unto a mountain, Be thou removed, and be thou cast
into the sea; and shall not doubt, but believe those things which he saith, it shall come to pass.”
–Mark 11:23
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The primal power behind imagination is the seat of hypostatization; everything you are
experiencing here is being hypostatized out of your imagination. This is why the Script Writers do
everything they can to redirect you and your children’s imagination via fear, sensuality,
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materialism, music and films. It is a proven fact that when the brain is subjected to a virtualprogram (VTR) it cannot differentiate between the program and reality! Pornography, violence,
fantasy, escapism and sex are the new catch words to entice people to purchase new programs and
that keep people locked into this one!
There are those that intellectually believe they are caught in a virtually-controlled program,
but few have emotionally accepted it or that it is manifesting out of their own imagination. The
brain and senses cannot discern between the dream and reality; let alone where reality is! When
you look around at the majestic mountains, valleys, streams surrounding you, smell the air, and
feel the sun on your face, it all seems sooo real! This is what your nervous system and senses are
telling you! Script Writers intentionally corrupt the greatest power you and your children have:
Imagination! They do it via what you call “entertainment”: television; social media; films;
videos; cartoons, music and the media. They aptly coin these techniques, “Zombie Technology!”
Who needs to use their imagination when all one need do is flip a switch and become mindless.
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“Imagination is stronger than knowledge
Myth is more potent than history
Dreams are more powerful than facts
Love is stronger than death”
–Robert Fulghum
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When imagination becomes single focused with intent and dedication, it has the power to
change reality and set you free from being a perpetual victim within a virtual-theatre. Your
imagination is the greatest power that keeps you locked into the program, but it is also the greatest
power that can help release you from it with the correct input! There may be great wisdom in
developing visualizations and affirmation techniques; however as long as these tools are focused
on improving, mending, or transforming this quasi-world, you will remain in and attached to it.
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Imagination holds a Secret Influence that can reset your Fate
When Ignored, Others set it for you!
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Quantum Physic experiments show that when an object is being observed by a focused
group who are in synchronistic agreement, an object will change to match their perception. That
alone is a major clue as to how this pseudo-reality is being created: we are the observers in a
program. This answers the questions why visualization and affirmations are so powerful; we are
experiencing a world where all objects change their waveform to match our programmed
expectations into predetermined anticipations. The repetition of an implanted idea, with just a
small percentage of truth, can capture the imagination and become an established reality. The
Script Writers recognise that the bigger the lie, when used repetitiously, the more the naïve will
believe it because they cannot conceive otherwise! E.g.: Obama’s campaign was based on “Hope &
Change” repetitiously used over and over and over and over! We did get change, more negativity.
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“Everything you see on earth is made from one original substance, out of which all things
proceed. Man can form things in his thought and by impressing his thought upon formless
substance, can cause the thing he thinks about to be created.” –Wallace D. Wattles
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The term hypostatize is a derivative of the term hypnosis, both operate upon the
intermediate part of consciousness between awareness and the subconscious
state of mind. It also has a strong effect on a person’s connection to their astral
body functions, which is the reincarnating organism within their consciousness.
Sigmund Freud coined problematic erupting memories as a person’s “Id” and
compartmentalized them into 3 parts: Ego, Super-Ego and Id. Some people
have experienced resurfacing deep seated memories from past lives while under
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hypnosis; known as anamnesis. This surfacing can be daunting or incompatible with whom one
believes oneself to be.
Hypnosis is an induced trance state that makes one susceptible to suggestion being placed
directly into their subconscious mind. Whilst in a state of hypnosis, most people lose their selfawareness and become highly susceptible to outside suggestions and influences that can either be
helpful or upsetting.
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“A layman will no doubt find it hard to understand how pathological disorders of the body and
mind can be eliminated by ‘mere’ words. He will feel he is being asked to believe in magic.”
–Sigmund Freud
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Mesmerisation is linked to hypnosis; however it is based on the mesmeric
influences of life forces and pranic forces that carry Thought Energy and Will. These forces,
whether positive or negative can be transferred from one person to another. This is why it is so
important to know the nature of the person they are merging forces with via sexual encounters,
massages or hands on therapy, and psychic reading!
Mesmerisation can be technologically induced and used to take over and control the psychic
force of one’s mind through disrupting their psychic-constitutions and redirecting their Thoughts
and Will. This is nothing short of an immoral and evil invasion of one’s most sacred birth right.
Everyone has levels of susceptibility to sorcerers because they work on subjective imaginations.
The only difference between black magic and white magic is the intent and content of thought
being projected by the magician. Everything seen and unseen is interconnected by waveforms of
energy carrying thought. All true magicians know the forces within these energies can be
manipulated via thought and conjuring. Magick is a manipulative tool within illusionism. By
using your Will and imagination to uphold higher virtues and not allow the mind to entertain
negativity, you can literally change your personal fate.
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“When the human race learns to read the language of
symbolism, a great veil will fall from their eyes and they shall then know the Truth and they
shall realize that from the beginning Truth has been in the world unrecognized save by a small
but gradually increasing number.” –Manly Palmer Hall Meme
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Everything carries a vibrational pattern that can be quantified through the use of numbers.
Letters are merely numbers; a=1, b=2 etc., but with underestimated powers. Shapes, angles and
symbols have the power to change perceptions! Symbols have the power to affect and rearrange
your subjective thinking, which is why most Elite corporations use
them as a form of ritual magick and call them “Corporate (666)
Logos!” Some corporate logos are so powerful that they have
become a more valuable commodity than the company’s entire physical assets! Geomancy is
another mesmerizing power in the form of shapes and angles placed on precise locations
over the top of a grid node on a ley line. These locations and their structures have
specific vibrational powers that affect the mind. These locations are being used for
ceremonial magic, witchcraft and black magick!
Cuneiforms; Egyptian Hieroglyphics, Indo-Aryan Sanskrit; Mayan Glyphs and Eastern
Asian Hànzì were so sophisticated it took years for contemporary linguists to decipher them
because their brains are more diminished. These sophisticated symbols were reduced to digits and
letters that further minimalized the intellect. When Script Writers discovered this, they shrewdly
created Social Media in order to even further dumb down the commoners brain capacity. Asian
forms of writing and single monosyllabic words or morphemes may be the last of higher art forms
in language. Today, symbols and the written word have become an invasive inexorably corruptive
art, even more so than the spoken word. Words and terms can be interchanged by having polar or
dualistic meanings for the same word. Words can be easily edited to destroy people’s lives.
Religious texts, Media and Social Medias are perfect examples. Many religions and corporations
have bastardized the meaning of the term Logos by using it for their personal agendas. Subliminal
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images are designed to have influential effects on your subconscious mind via optical programing.
Colour, light and patterns are used to create deceptive and misleading images that the brain
automatically processes through neuro association and then stockpiles it as part of your reality.
These are just a few examples:
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Liar Profile

gh

Tree–Ape–Lion

St George Cross
Good–Black /Evil–White
& Man being devoured
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When a word is misspelled, just like any computer, your brain will automatically rectify the
mistake by associating it with whatever it has been programmed with. A good example is the word
live when reversed spells “evil”; therefore the brain correlates the two words as having a mutual
relationship in which they’re one and the same thing. This is not by coincidence and is ubiquitous
throughout languages. By becoming aware of this process you can protect your mind through
discernment and choice!
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"Small is the number of them that see with their own eyes and feel with their own hearts." –
Albert Einstein
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The cross was originally associated with astronomical and cosmological symbology.
It represented the cosmic axis mundi between heaven and earth; the higher and
lower realms until The Church demoted it to a guilt ridden religious symbol. All
illustrations of agony carry a subliminal deep fearful emotional charge in all
ethnology. The Greek Christianised symbol of Chi (X) and Rho (P) was originally a
pagan emblem known in antiquity nearly 400 years before the Christian era. The
Pagan Roman Emperor Constantine used it as his military symbol long before the
Greeks changed its meaning to a Christogram. It translates into “energy flow” and
“life force.” In traditional Chinese philosophy and medicine it means “breath.” The
whole matrix is built out of ancient sacred power symbols and words that are now
being corrupted in your minds.
What was once thought to be normal is now a speck on the mirror of insanity
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"There are souls which fall from heaven like flowers; but ere
they bloom are crushed under the foul tread of some brutal hoof." –Jean Paul
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The Elite and the Demiurge’s minions have been busy over the last century dampening
down the population’s intelligence via inoculations, social media, chemicals, drugs, chemtrails and
tedious pseudo-educational systems for children. Contemporary statistics show over 50% of
children are rejecting the nonsense being taught in schools and becoming harder to handle due to
boredom! To counteract this, they deceptively diagnose children with “Attention-Deficit-HyperDisorder.” Specialized drugs have been created to control these budding children until they are
ready to solve the growing problem with implanted microchips and expiration.
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“It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity.” –Albert
Einstein

d

Social Media was invented to keep the young apathetic and for various agencies to easily
gather personal data. They create bizarre films, music and video games that set fear into the
collective mind for future hypostatization. When enough people become harmonized in similar
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vibrations it becomes part of the collective entrainment, whether positive or negative. These
vibrations automatically start to oscillate and lock into phases of hypostatization. The Elite call
followers, “Zombies”, when in fact we are all sleepwalkers.
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“There is a fate reserved for those who betray the Emperor. It is not death. It is not life. It is
when flesh and mind are taken into the body and organs are absorbed slowly into the flesh of a
living machine!” “Only by the power of our hate will we truly shed the prison of our own flesh…
Every foe I slay and every stone I cast down makes my hatred purer…” –Iron Hand
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“There is life eternal within the eater of souls. Nobody is ever forgotten or allowed to rest in
peace. They populate the simulation spaces of the mind, exploring all the possible alternative
endings to escape their life.” –C. Stross
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Vatican City is the
smallest country in the world and sits on 109 acres. The Spanish Basque Ignatius of Loyola and
Francis Xavier of Assisi cofounded the aggressive, radical,
militant Jesuit Order of Jesus Christ. Many of their most
brutal members were canonized as saints in The Church. The
Vatican is an independent Tax Free State as are their global
Churches that operate as an absolute monocratic
government. The largest pinecone replica in the world,
almost 4 metres high dominates the immediate approach to
the Vatican Basilicas. Pinecones have always been the symbol
for the Epiphysis Cerebri, the pineal gland due to its similar
design.
The term “Vatican” is shrouded in mystery; its
nomenclature comes from “Vaticinor”, which means “Hill of
Oracles”; a clandestine phrase for the place where Soma and DMT flow! To date, the Catholic
Church is the largest group of ‘sorcerers’ and occultist by definition in the world. Symbols
adorning the Vatican, the Pope and all ranking members clearly expose their use of psychoactive
drugs and strong connections to Paganism and Egyptology. Amanita Muscaria–Soma is a
psychoactive basidiomycete fungus (Mushroom) used in initiations by High Priests; Secret
Societies; Shaman and Sorcerers for millenniums along with a bevy of other super psychotropic
plants. Soma was naturally distilled by the lower orders within the Elite; they drank it first and the
higher orders would drink their urine. This was done because it became more pure and powerful
through this method. They have been proven to affect the pineal gland by opening the third eye,
which broadens the visual light spectrum in order to have supernatural experiences. Soma is
mythologically associated with the Moon and the ancient Hindu Rigveda claimed it created the
most profound spiritual experience of Light one can attain. “Haoma” was the same basidiomycete
fungus as Soma used by Zoroastrians.
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“We have drunk Soma and become Immortal, we have attained the light, our forefathers
discovered… Heaven above does not equal one half of me! I have passed beyond the earth and
sky...” –Rigveda
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Soma was the Apple of “Forbidden Fruit” in the Adam and Eve allegory. Catholic priests
wear its image as a mantle on their robes and it is found on Church stained glass. Below, Soma is
surrounding Adam and Eve and also seen sitting between the priests and holy family. In the last
one, it may be why Jesus is smiling:
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“In the middle of the garden stood the tree of life and the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil.” “Look, humans are becoming like one of us, knowing good and evil. They must not be
allowed to reach out and take the fruit from the tree of life and eat it and learn they live
forever.” –Gen2:9/3:22
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The “Tree of Life” is the spine where the kundalini, the serpent psychic electricity, spirals up
from the coccyx, through the entire nervous system to the brain. The “Forbidden Fruit” was
“Soma” and any other natural psychoactive substances that could open the third eye. “Forbidden
Knowledge” was the enlightenment psychoactive substances can provide, which is why The Church
proclaimed its use a sin that would attract demonic possession. Thus, its use went behind closed
doors; like attracts like and many demonical and unnatural astral energies were set loose in the
matrix; consequently Soma became known as the Tree of Good and Evil! Myriads of Clergymen,
Priests and Bishops have blackened their brotherhood by becoming sexual predators and parasites
on the innocent!
It is time to denounce Demonic Forces
And send them back to the Dark Asylums
From whence they came!
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The epiphysis cerebri is a small endocrine gland located in the
epithalamiums, which lies in the midbrain between the left and right hemispheres. The epiphysis
cerebri, or third eye in Hinduism, is associated with the “Eye of Shiva” and in Egyptology, the “Eye
of Ra, Osiris and/or Horus.” The Hindu designates it as the “Ajna Centre” sitting between the eye
brows. Many women wear jewelled or colourful bindi’s to identify and celebrate it.
Upon the “Great Seal of the United States”, and on the back of a U.S. dollar bill, sits the
sigil magick symbol from Pharaoh Akhenaten’s 18th Dynasty which represents the “Eye
of Aten”; the clandestine monotheistic LORD Demiurge. This was morphed into the
eye of Osiris and later Horus and has always been an occult symbol for the third eye.

tA

“The pineal gland is a link between the consciousness of man and the invisible worlds of
Nature. Whenever the arc of the pituitary body contacts this gland there are flashes of
temporary clairvoyance…” ―Manly P. Hall
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The pineal is a powerful source of vital-energy with photoreceptor cells bearing a strong
resemblance to the retinal cells in the eyes, which is why it is called the “third eye.” The iris acts as
a torus lens that focuses on photonic-light at the cones of the retina where the optic nerve is
connected to the pineal gland. The pineal interacts with the pituitary, which is strongly associated
with dreaming, astral projection, remote viewing, and visions.
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“The light of the body is the eye: therefore if thy eye be single, thy whole body will be full of
light” –Matthew 6:22
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The pineal reacts to ambient stimulations via the power of photo-synthesis that transforms
digital light information into hormonal secretion of mood altering substances including serotonin
and melatonin, a hormonal derivative of serotonin. The third-eye became sealed and diminished
in the lower frequencies in this 3D matrix. Psilocybin Funguses; Banisteriopsis caapi, used to
create Ayahuasca; LSD; Mescaline Peyote, along with other powerful hallucinogenic substances
can open the third eye. Due to this, the Elite Script Writers made natural psychotropic plants
illegal and replaced them with addictive chemical substances. This developed an illegal but highly
lucrative narcotic industry for them to gain further wealth for their clandestine operations.
All chemical narcotics and most medical drugs have the effect of ultimately crystalizing and
permanently sealing the third eye. Fluoride and other unnecessary chemicals are added to water
and foodstuff along with inoculations and chemtrails to have the same effect. Some of this
negatively affects the enzymatic conversion of tryptophan into serotonin and melatonin. This can
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have the effect, especially in women, to compromise sleep patterns. These chemical additives are
creating growing global mental health issues involving bipolarism, depression, anxiety and
paranoia. After being tested, chemtrails were not only found high in brain damaging chemicals,
but also nanotechnology that has a strong tie to mind control!
“Cogito ergo sum” – “I think; therefore I am.”
“If you would be a real seeker after truth, it is necessary that at least once in your life you
doubt, as far as possible, all things.” –René Descartes
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The homosapien pineal gland has shrunk to the size of a peanut and many other animal
species now have higher pineal activity than the human race. Reptiles have the same shape and
biological functions in their pineal as homosapiens. Dogs and cats have higher neurological
connection to their pineal gland, especially cats.
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The pineal has multiple important functions due to its
production of highly valuable and vital chemicals created within the brain and body:
Melatonin is a major pineal hormone secretion, which is why it is one of the most
researched substances in the brain. Melatonin influences sexual development; sleep-wake cycles
and has an anti-ageing effect along with being a strong antioxidant. Its production is known to be
important in behavioural changes and in keeping the autoimmune system strong along with
physical, mental energy and stamina. It also affects our higher awareness and psychic abilities.
The panela’s production of melatonin varies with age and is much higher in children under
seven years than in adolescents after sexual maturation and further lowers with aging adults.
Melatonin produces more rapidly when an individual sleeps in a darkened room, hence the
meaning for the term melatonin for "night worker.” Production of melatonin increases when in
darkness for sustained periods of time. Prisoners placed in solitary confinement in darkness for
sustained periods of time had horrifying inexplicable experiences of seeing demonic astral forms in
their minds eye owing to their own low grade spirit being opened to pineal activation.
One of the most important chemicals the brain produces is melatonin. The ancients ground
up mummy parts and ate them for medicinal and occult practices. Secret societies, such as “Skull
and Bone Society” are also known to practice the eating of pineal glands during their “Obscene
Rite” ceremony. Over the counter supplements are ineffective because their inherent secretions are
obtained from desiccated glands of dead animals and lack the important elements found in the
human glandular. The brain along with the retinas, bone marrow, and various white blood cells
create melatonin from serotonin in the human body.
Serotonin is a derivative hormone from Tryptophan, which is a neurotransmitter with
many vital functions that regulate moods. It can also enhance memory and meditational
experiences. Serotonin secretions heightened the sympathetic nervous system when stimulated by
an emergency or crisis. This is the chemical that produces immediate responses, such as “fight or
flight”; a physiological reaction that occurs in response to attack, or a threat to one’s survival.
Tryptophan is the key ingredient in making serotonin and without it serotonin cannot be
produced in the brain. Tryptophan can only be acquired by digesting it because it no longer has
any natural derivatives within the body. {Ra} Nuts, seeds, cheese, oats, beans, and lentils are high
in tryptophan and a more beneficial choice than red meat, turkey and chicken if you are on a
spiritual path.
Dopamine is a highly desirable neurotransmitter that controls communication in the
brain and is the master of addictions! The Script Writers know this and fashion violent video
games because it increases dopamine in the player’s brain, which in turn creates an addiction for
such games. In the U.S. alone, studies show that over 3.5 million people between the ages of 8 and
18 suffer from video game addictions. Japan, South Korea, and some European countries also
have exponentially growing numbers of VR game addicts. Dopamine is an original antioxidant
that controls the brain's pleasure centres and reward-motivated behaviours, which is why video
and gambling centres, such as Las Vegas increase their success by keeping the gaming areas as
dark as possible.
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Dopamine receptors are highly increased within people who seek sensational pleasure
through sexual exploration and others that get high by taking risks. Dopamine is high in diets that
include flesh foods because they have higher dopamine precursors than vegetables, especially
chicken and pork. Marijuana, Magic Mushrooms, Alcohol, Heroin, Opiates, Caffeine, LSD etc.
cause brain cells to release dopamine, which has become known as the feel good chemical.
Children who have high amounts of dopamine in their diets will become more sexually active at a
younger age than those who do not eat flesh foods. All avatāranas were vegetarians prior to their
hybridism and the higher and purer the Script Writer’s bloodline, the more likely they are to be
vegetarians. The Elite clearly understand the degenerative frequencies dead animals have on
lowering their psychic abilities. Flesh foods have a strong effect on dumbing down consumers and
make them more aggressive.
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The structure of the pineal gland is composed of Apatite Crystals similar to
those found in wireless receiving transmitters with numerous electron interactions within
electromagnetic fields. The more crystals an individual has activated, the more potential for
increasing pineal activity. Working in concert with melatonin, they increase the facility for
receiving and transmitting high-frequency celestial transmissions. This little gland was originally
designed as a cosmic antenna to interact as an intra-dimensional component for the avatāranas
between the various virtual-worlds.
Natural psychic enhancing chemicals are automatically activated in the brain when it is
placed in total darkness. This is why prehistory Shaman activity is shown in dark caverns with
cave wall art and sanctuaries were built under temples to facilitate these paranormal activities.
Commoners built small windowless stone huts to help them achieve these otherworldly
connections. These enigmatic tiny windowless stone huts can still be found on most continents.
Secretions increase soon after being placed in the dark and decrease immediately upon exposure to
light. Using substances may be one way of gaining supernatural knowledge; however for the
unprepared mind, it can also open terrible dark corridors within the subconscious via fear and the
power of negative attraction!
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The pineal gland in conjunction with DNA originally acted like a gateway,
similar to a wormhole within the 4D matrices; it was the gateway into multidimensional matrices.
The pineal gland manufactures Di-Methyl Tryptamine–DMT in the brain, as do specific other
natural plants that strongly facilitate the opening of third eye functions for interdimensional
experiences. DMT is automatically released in the blink of an eye during body expiration, which
separates the soul from the material plane. Via self-determination, whether you are aware of it or
not, you will be transferred to an intermediate astral plane or wake up.
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“The lamp of the body is the eye: if therefore thine eye be single, thy whole body shall be full of
light.” –Matthew 6:22
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During this event, most plasmates will follow the cord’s light by rolling their eyes up and see
a “tunnel of white light” as testified by Near Death Experiences. Without the proper elucidation,
your mind can become redirected to biblical, guru, or other type figures you believed in prior to
body expiration. Others may be intimidated or coerced by astral entities to follow them. Countless
NDE’s reported seeing passed over loved ones; archetype saviours; and gurus etc. Due to negative
dogmas, many may experience pre-set satanic and demonic forms.
Countless souls repeatedly have their memories expunged and recycle back through the
matrix. Many are duped into being recycled for redemption, self-correction or completion of a
task, all of which serves Script Writer agendas. There have been numerous reincarnates who
revealed astounding past life memories, especially in India where reincarnation is an important
part of the religion. After investigation, the “American Medical Association” stated that these
memories “…would be difficult to explain on any assumption other than reincarnation.” Due to
programing, immeasurable Christian souls end up in purgatory, a form of hell created by the
Demiurge to learn obedience via punishment, and mind-cleansing. Soulless A.I.’s and clones will
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simply move back into the void on their expiry dates where their energy will be converted and
recycled.
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This world has become a Satire based on death, pain, and suffering
Staged in the Consciousness of Naiveté for the Vanquished and Soulless!

“These are three that give testimony to life – Spirit, Water, and
Blood; for all three are in agreement.” –John 5:8
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Spirit is the bioluminescence power that animates all cells; Water is the power of
transmutation; and Blood is the sustaining power that carries the DNA forward in all life forms.
No matter how minute, all organisms emit a bioluminescent light. The two active ingredients in
bioluminescence are Luciferin and Luciferase; however it is the Luciferin that produces the light.
This is what the term Lucifer, “the bringer of light” stood for. Occultists, high priests, sorcerers and
shamans know that blood in newborns and young healthy virgin males and females has a higher
quality than those reaching maturity. They know valuable substances of serotonin, melatonin,
melanin; dopamine, retinol, oxytocin, prolactin, adenosine, triphosphate, and telomerase exist in
superior amounts in young people’s blood. This is why children and young adults were chosen and
bred for sacrifice. High Priests and Shamans would drink their blood along with young women’s
menstrual blood because it was rich in these nutrients. They believed it enhanced their psychic
powers and gave them longevity.
Experiment’s found giving aged animal’s blood taken from young animals counteracted and
reversed their aging at the molecular, structural, functional and cognitive levels and that it has the
same effect on humans. Every major religion in the world, at one time or another practiced
human sacrifice or some form of cannibalism for these reasons. It IS still being practiced today by
those in power and may be why some prominent people have such extraordinarily longer lives than
the average; it may not just be in the genes. The BBC reported that “children from Africa are still
being trafficked to the UK for human sacrifice” and is still statistically the leader of trafficking
children around the world!
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“Blood begets phantoms…, with the fumes of blood one is enabled to call forth any
spirit desired; for with its emanations it will build itself an appearance, a visible body – only
this is true sorcery.” –Paracelsus
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Tejas is a Sanskrit term related to the ‘etheric energies’, a form of kundalini electricity and
Phoslight that all living organisms have. Tejas is absolutely transferable from one source to
another and is a highly valuable supplement. It is derived by ingesting living organisms from the
plant and fauna kingdoms; however homosapiens have the highest source of tejas. Tejas gives off
vaporous energies during expiration, which is one of the hidden significances behind sacrificial
killings. Although, anything that excites an organism’s sensory modes, such as fear, sexual arousal,
and suffering, make this etheric energy more potent and raises its accessibility. Entities and selfproclaimed deities on the astral plane subsist on these vapors. The scriptural Demiurge ordered
his followers to sacrifice children:
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“Take thine only son Isaac and go to the land of Moriah; and offer him there as a burnt offering
upon one of the mountains I will tell thee of.” –Genesis 22:2
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Tejas has various levels of superior and inferior qualities depending on the evolution of the
organic. Babies and children under the age of seven have much higher levels of tejas than adults
after sexual maturation; however vegetarian adults have higher qualities of tejas than human
carnivores. Vital energies lessen within a few hours after death and therefore need to be harvested
before it dwindles. This vital substance fluctuates with age in all organics, which is why even
vegetables must be eaten as soon as possible after cutting. Young vegetarian virgin boys and girls
have always been the first choice in human sacrifices and infanticide is still practiced behind cult
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doors to consume these energies. High Priests, Royals and Noblemen were known for consuming
human organs after ritual killings to enhance, sustain and preserve themselves. Terrified young
healthy animals became a popular choice to replace the vapours of terrified children on their
LORD’s altars.
“You shall offer sacrifices to the LORD: a one year old male lamb without defect for a burnt
offering, a one year old female lamb without defect for a sin offering, and a ram without defect
for a peace offering.” –Numbers 6:14
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Sacrifice one of the lambs in the morning and the other in the evening… for a soothing aroma
presented to the LORD.” –Exodus 29:39-42
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Ingesting healthy herbs, vegetables and grains can sustain health and longevity longer than
animal tejas; thus there is no need to kill anything! Every thought and action, along with
everything you ingest is made of vibrational patterns; whether positive or negative, they define you
and your future. These make up your “personal” etheric patterns: light begets light; darkness
begets darkness; fear begets fear and death begets death. Human and animal sacrifices became
another powerful component in the decline of the human genome and the lowering of
consciousness.
Life Mirrors our Personal Psychology
To become our Transpersonal Journal
And the Directive of our Next Journey
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There are over 100 contradicting biblical verses about slaughtering
animals for food because many of them were taken from Hinduism and later edited by the
Demiurge’s minions. For example:
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“Behold, I have given you every herb bearing seed, every plant yielding seed, which is upon the
face of all the earth, and the fruit of every tree yielding seed; to you it shall be for meat; it shall
be your food.”–Genesis 1:28
“Whoever slaughters an ox is like one who slays a man…” –Isaiah 66:3
“Let us be given only vegetables to eat and water to drink for ten days. At the end of the ten
days it was observed they appeared better and fatter than all the young men who had been
eating the Royal’s meat and wine.” –Daniel 1:8- 11-12-15
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“Then I heard a voice, 'Get up, Peter! Kill something and eat it” –Acts 11:7-9 “Present your
burnt offerings on the altar of the LORD your God.., but you may eat the meat.” –Deut 12:27
“Thus saith the LORD of Armies, the God of Israel; add your burnt offerings to your sacrifices
and eat flesh.” –Jeremiah 7:21
“The fear and dread of you will fall on all the beasts of the earth, and on all the birds in the sky,
on every creature that moves along the ground, and on all the fish in the sea; they are given
into your hands. Everything that lives and moves will be food for you that I now give you.”
–Genesis 9:2-3
The first Slaughter Houses were built outside of European cities in 1810. They were
established as far away from the cities as possible to remove them from sight, the stench of death,
and the noise from the cries of innocent creatures being butchered! It repulses the senses of all
except those who have become so dense they can no longer see, hear, or feel anything outside of
their tainted taste buds. If only 1/3 of all grazing lands were turned into growing fields, the entire
global population could be easily sustained. The devastating practices of deforestation would cease
as would most droughts; however marketing meat is a multi-billion-dollar industry:
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“Buy meat in the market and eat it. Keep your conscience clear by not asking where the meat
came from…” –1 Corinthians 10:25-26
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The Script Writers know eating dead flesh diminishes the essential etheric envelope
surrounding the human body and lowers the quality of spiritual light in the cells. Due to this,
most Script Writers are vegetarians outside of specific tejas consumption. Eating large portions of
animal products serves to keep frequencies in a degenerate state and lowers health, rational
thinking and dulls the psychic senses. Hyper-sexuality and brutality are intensified by meat eaters.
Spirits low in grade, love their “flesh pots” and some will ask, “if this is just a dream, what’s the
difference!?” Forget the moral issues and realize the difference: You are the dream and the
dreamer is you and everything you do or put into your vibrational field affects the frequency of
the dreamer! It is all taking place within your Consciousness!
Plato, Pythagoreans, Gnostics, Essenes, Heraclitus, Empedocles, Aristotle, Apollonius of
Tyana, Porphyry, Tolstoy, all of the great spiritually minded, were known to be vegetarians. One of
the most elaborate ancient transcendental dialectics was a text on vegetarianism called,
“Abstinence from Beings with a Soul”, written by Porphyry. He sought to dissuade the Rabbis and
Priests from their harsh animal sacrifices by replacing them with holy incense and flowers to lie
upon their sacrificial altars.
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is the realization Spirit is the indwelling force within all things; be it creature, animal,
tree, or plant, awake or asleep. Animals carry the same spirit and operate within the same
frequency and emotional range as their homosapien brethren; each with their own unique DNA
information and personal signatures. All things, down to the minutest atomic/photonic particle
are subject to the “Law of Transfiguration.”
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“Who can prove that the human spirit goes up and the spirit of animals goes down into the
earth?” –Ecclesiastic 3:21
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“Compassion begets compassion, cruelty begets cruelty. What we give we will ultimately
receive. Nonhumans help make us human. They teach us respect, compassion, and
unconditional love. When we mistreat animals, we mistreat ourselves. When we destroy
animal spirits and souls, we destroy our own spirits and souls!” –Marc Bekoff
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There is only one Sacred Spirit and it resides within all Living Creatures; Are we not
ourselves homosapiens–part human, part animal?!
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Piercing the veil of unawareness

6th Elucidations:

ri

Promiscuity p.61 – Incestual Madmen p.62 – Goliath to Peewee p.62 – Potpourri p.63 – Sexual
Magick p.64 – Roots of Hatred p.64 – Divine Rights p.65 – Black Nobility p.65 – Fear is the Enemy
p.66 – The Game p.67 – Supercontinents p.68 – Garden of Eden p.69 – ZION P.70 – PAN p.70 – Myths
of Pan p.71
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The proverbial “Fall of Mankind” was first
generated via promiscuity and the division of DNA. Sexual coupling outside of one’s own DNA or
species is forbidden due to mathematical and electrical Laws of Resonance. The human species
has unfortunately become a potpourri of DNA confusion. Laws of Resonance are closely related to
the Law of Attraction within the electromagnetic scales of nature. In physics, resonance is the
mechanism that causes all sinusoidal waves of vibrations generated by sexual partners to affect
every cell in their body and blood! Nature created various vibratory patterns to activate the Law of
Attraction to ensure resonant harmony within the DNA! These energies resonate at harmonious
frequencies designed to determine a positive somatic result. The Law of Resonance rules over all
biology resulting in superior forms or inferior forms when ignored. The matrix now has an overabundance of mutts and mongrels.
Entire nations have now been corrupted through imbalanced crossbreeding of DNA codes!
The Elite have been attempting to correct their inherited problem through designing a Master
Race and Bio-android program whilst the Demiurge is creating his own DNA crossbreeds for more
permanence on the material plane. The Elder Gods were the hybrid mix of Avatāranas and Adamic
homosapien Plasmates. This corrupted both bloodlines that over time led to deep mental imbalances, loss of stature, premature aging, disease and deformities. So serious was this, the
Immortal’s avatars became replaced by the hybrid sons of gods. They were fated to become lost in
an annexed usurped substratum matrix manifesting false dogmas, superstitions and immoral
behaviour. DNA imbalanced partners were responsible for the alteration of mankind into humankind.
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“You must not intermarry with them. Do not let your daughters and sons marry their sons and
daughters.” –Deuteronomy 7:3
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Species were created to attract their own unique family groupings by obvious similarities in
appearance, scent, and by instinctually being on the same wave-length. Every individual species
has its own personalized wave-length, magnetism and electrical signature. When these
frequencies are harmonious between sexual partners they will be spiritually uplifting and when
not, or too contrasting, they will have a desecrating effect on the individual, their thoughts and
their lives. Not only did inbreeding create health issues, but blocked supernatural abilities. The
idiom, “The inmates are running the asylum” is now in fact the Truth. Animals running
loose in the wild, on many levels, are superior to most hominids running around on two legs
thinking they are superior!
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“And they took their daughters for themselves, and gave their own daughters to their sons.”
–Judges 3:6

d

Today, there are over 5000 ethnic groups under the DOME due to interbreeding. The main
clarity defined now is the Rh negative and positive incompatibility factors for childbearing and
transfusions. Rh negative blood types that breed with Rh positives can result in blue blood babies,
deformities and death.
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What the fuss is all about amongst the Elite Cabal is the library of information carried
within the DNA in various blood types and their different inherent values. However, under the
skin the blood is all red and we are now all pretty much blood-brothers to one degree or another.
Nevertheless, the Elite see themselves as the chosen people of the gods and the religious dogmatists see themselves as the chosen people of a God. The original Adamic Race was known as
Mankind in the upper world, but demoted itself to Humankind in this lower world where their
progeny became known as “The People of the Lands.” They flourished and grew into large
societies that developed their own cultures and rituals under the rulership of surviving hybrid
Noblemen. The noblemen raped and forced the people of their lands into superfluous sexual
encounters and marriages. As their numbers grew, the hybrids became concerned about
controlling their burgeoning numbers and rebellions.
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“Do not be afraid of “the people of the land” because we will devour them. They are only
helpless prey to us! They have no protection and the LORD is with us; do not fear them. Don't
be afraid of them!" –Numbers 14:9
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The Church’s main concern was about marriages between different religions that might
attempt to proselytize their flocks. This became increasingly difficult due to mass migrations to
more fertile lands. The main difference between the Elite children and the Commoners was the
amount of secret knowledge passed down. This is why they still think themselves superior whilst
their deeds of depravity continue to betray them! Over time, fornication strengthened the lower
classes of homosapiens and their progeny by giving them more intelligence via higher grades of
DNA whilst diminishing and giving the hybrids lower grades of DNA.
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"Now the people of the lands are united and they speak the same language. Nothing they set out
to do will be impossible for them to imagine!”–Genesis 11:6
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They fear you to be their equals whilst pretending to be your superiors
Yet, the pleasure of their measure holds no weight in the Halls of their Fate
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Due to the comingling of the original avatāranas and the lower
Adamics, the Script Writers started attempting to stop further contamination to their bloodlines
via incest. They also used interfamily breeding to contain their vast wealth; however this came at
great cost to their progeny! When close kin produce children together they have a higher chance of
passing on recessive diseases because family members may inherently have the same genetic
defects. The closer genetically one is, the more genes they share. It was only a matter of time
before they declined into a pit of incestual deranged madmen at the helm of undeserved power!
Over the centuries their offspring became increasingly afflicted, moronic, lascivious, and imbecilic.
They were insatiable for fresh sources of sensation through power, materialism, blood, selfish
pleasures and supremacy. These inherent debilitating demonstrations were responsible for inferior
deranged kings, queens, noblemen, popes and many religious leaders. Owing to their weakened
sustainability, contemporary Royals are attempting to strengthen their bloodlines via intermarrying more distant cousins, yet still within their ancestral bloodlines. Prince Harry‘s marriage
to film star Meghan Markle is an example of this.
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“All things must be cleansed by blood...” –Hebrews 9:22
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“There were giants on the earth in those days, and also afterwards.
They had sexual relations with the daughters of men (homosapiens) who bore children to
them. These were the mighty men of old and of renown.” –Genesis 6:4
The upper world engendered titanic forms of avatars, plasmates, creatures, fauna, plants
and trees in comparison to the current matrix. Most cultures along with ancient texts have legends
of giants dwelling on their lands. Bones and skulls that would be considered huge or alien in
contrast to today’s standard and have been amassed over time and hidden away by the
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Smithsonian Institute, never to be acknowledged or seen again. Photo-shop pictures started
appearing on the internet of giant skulls and skeleton; nonetheless there is nothing they can do
about the numerous atavisms and throwbacks of incomparable statures that have been appearing
throughout the world over the centuries:
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There has been a great deal of misperceptions between the giant Nephilim hybrids of the
gods and the brutal classes of goliath warriors who were originally created as giant fighting
machines with no discrimination between right or wrong or evil acts. (Nephilim meant “giant.”)
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“Ligaments and muscles were placed within you, and flesh covered over them with skin…, and
spirit gave them life” “….and when spirit came into them; they lived and stood on their feet as a
vast army.” –Ezekiel 37: 6-10 “We saw the Nephilim and we seemed to ourselves like
grasshoppers, and so we must have seemed to them.”–Numbers 13:33
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The Nephilim were the biblical “heroes of old” and the “men of renowned”, but they were
considered great warriors who were also referred to as “over throwers.” All of the sub-races in
this matrix became descendants of both Nephilim and fierce Goliath bloodlines to one extent or
another and carry both of their DNA traits. The hero, the peacemaker, the warrior, and the
malevolent are all stored as part of your transgenerational epigenetic memories. DNA is the
language of the intellect, your personal reflections on life and your self-image. Nevertheless, it is
the heart that can become a deeper genuine reflection in this clouded mirror.
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“There is a certain enthusiasm in liberty that makes human nature rise above itself, in acts of
bravery and heroism.” –Alexander Hamilton
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The original cast of Avatāranas and Plasmates were fashioned in the images and
characteristics of their original creators, each with their own unique variation of characteristics
and distinctive cultures. However, most of their grandeur has been lost over the event timelines to
a potpourri of DNA. Many traditions and legends speak of the other world as being a place where
they came from not related to the ‘Astral Worlds.’ The Native Indians of the Americas claim their
descendants arrived here by “emerging out of the bowels of the earth.” Numerous are emotionally
caught up in the search of attempting to find their origins, native lands or home sphere.
One of the more distinctive pantheons of gods came from the Post-Akkadian period. They
hailed from the “other world from above” and were called the Annunaki. Ancient texts and
images show these gods had cone shaped heads and very tall with pale fair skin, blue or green
eyes and flaxen; red, or light brown hair; their progeny were the original Aryan Race. They were
seen by many as the original chthonic deities to rule the Underworld –this subterranean annexed
matrix– because they were the creator gods of the first plasmates. The Annunaki were collectively
known as “The Shiny Ones.” On the 4D world their plasmates would be known as Mankind and on
the 3D world, they are known as the Adamics that eventually degraded into Humankind. Their
descendants were the fabled Atlantean Race that originated out of Pannotia. {Ra}
They played a major role in the Biblical Great Deluge and took refuge in the Caucasus
Mountain Ranges prior to it. The term ‘Caucasian’ was derived from these mountains. The Greek,
Prometheus was mythologically “chained to a stone in the Caucasus Mountains.” Different
cultures have equivalent names for the geneticists that created the plasmates and separated their
chromosome into the first neo-male and female, such as Enki, Ea and Osiris. Many of the Elite
Cabal believes their bloodlines are directly linked to the Annunaki. After the Deluge, their
descendants emerged off the southern slopes of the Caucasus Mountain Ranges and created a
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stronghold in ancient Georgia just above Mesopotamian. From there, they spread most notably
throughout ancient Sumer, Babylonia, Eurasia, Egypt and India.
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There were numerous powerful Ruling families who elongated
their skulls via practicing intentional cranial deformation via “head or
skull binding.” It was done by applying force over a long period of time to
the head of a newborn. It was practiced amongst the Asians, Egyptians,
Africans, Europeans and Native Americans. They believed it raised their
Royal family’s status by attempting to imitate the ancient gods who had
naturally elongated skulls. Ancient artworks depicting the gods with elongated cone shaped skulls
are ubiquitous throughout the world. Imitating the gods via head binding could alter their
appearance, but it could not increase the size of their brains or brainpower.
Geneticists have learned how to detect the difference between head binding and natural
elongated skulls due to significant differences. Preliminary DNA testing showed that the natural
elongated skulls, some dating back to over 7,500 years from Mesopotamia, have DNA “with
mutations unknown in any human, primate, or animal known so far.” The natural skulls have very
pronounced cheek bones, larger eye sockets and are devoid of sagittal sutures between the two
parietal bones. The skulls originating from Mesopotamia show that migration to the Americas
came much later than researchers could have realized.
For years we have also had abductees who claim they were abducted by aliens with
elongated or cone shaped heads. The Archons have been practicing on DNA hybrid experiments
over periods of event timelines. Many birthing mothers had their newborn exchanged for one of
the alien hybrids to be raised as experiments. These dreadful unusual looking little hybrids were
called “Changelings.” Due to the extent of these abductions there are more alien mixed DNA
homosapien hybrids walking this virtual-theatre than anyone realizes. The real question is, ‘are
there any authentic bloodlines left from the ancient avatāric gods’?
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It is the birth right of every true seeker to know the secrets of Hermeticism
and Alchemy and the truth behind this virtual-existence. Sexual energies play a vital role in the
alchemy of the chakras, organs and the endocrine systems. Hormones are secreted and absorbed
by the sexual glands that can alchemically transform one type of energy/element into another type
of energy/element. Sexual transmutation can take place when these hormones saturate the
circulatory system of the blood and intensify the endocrine system. Intensified stimulation can
produce an immense number of sexual hormones that can animate the entire nervous system.
This can deepen the very essence of the sexual element and kundalini-Shakti; the most powerful
psycho-spiritual force available, when one becomes adept at it. This is why some of the Elite Cabal
along with sex cults developed these practices. However, it is also known that over sexual
indulgence, promiscuity and masturbation waste these vital fluids and can cause a completely
reverse affect. Spiritual forces are lost along with wasted vital psychic energies.
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Judaism, Christianity, and Islam are politically, not spiritually, based. The
caustic “East vs West” wars have absolutely nothing to do with honour or the truth. The roots of
their religion grew like a thorn bush out of Akhenaten’s {Ra} vision of a monocratic theology. It
spread like a cancerous plague throughout the world bringing down some of the greatest
civilizations! Power hungry men choked the very light out of the minds of millions upon millions
of souls. They used religion like a dagger to make beloved brothers and sisters murder each other
with no mercy and to justify tearing families asunder. In the name of their LORD God they
unleashed hatred amongst the people so they would fight their game of thrones! It is a transgenerational phenomenon that people still allow these Machiavellian narcissists to destroy their
world and their families for self-gain.
“Brother will betray brother to death, and a father his child; children will rebel against
their parents and have them put to death.” –Matthew 10-21
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An upside down cross symbolizes the Catholic Churches revolt against the gods
and any government outside of their power! Gullibility led to the belief that a
Roman General named Pilate released an insurrectionist and murderer of Roman
soldiers, named Jesus Barabbas. (Barabbas literally means "son of the father" in
Aramaic) And, that he agreed to torture and crucify an innocent pacifist, also named
Jesus at the same trial because the witnesses requested it! Guilt is a key factor in
perpetuating obsessive-compulsive disorders. People who follow this testament do
not seem to have the mental capacity to realize the truth and be released from this
inexorable guilt. Personal flagellation and other reprehensible acts of penitence have been taught
by The Church to help pardon individuals from this great sin.
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Pilate stated, “I am innocent of this man’s blood. The responsibility for his death is yours!”
“Then all the Jews yelled out saying: His blood be on us and on our children.” “So Pilate released
Barabbas and ordered Jesus flogged with a lead-tipped whip and turned him over to the
Roman soldiers to be crucified.”–Mathew 24:23-26 (Barabbas’s 1st name missing in scripture)
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Elite Noblemen politically struggled amongst each other for the Pope’s seat of power! Those
with the most military might were able to sit in the chair that would fabulously increase their vast
treasuries and authority! At the time, none had the slightest conviction in what was being
preached! During the 5th century the seed of monocracy seriously took hold with the help of King
of Franks, Clovis 1. He converted to Catholicism and forcibly united all of the Frankish tribes
under it. This started the branches of their “Oak Tree” to spread across France, Belgium and
Germany. Around the 8th century, the Catholic Church falsified a document, calling it the
“Donation of Constantine.” They forged a Roman Imperial Decree and said it was written by
Constantine the Great in the 4th Century. The forged documents “transferred all authority to the
Pope over Constantinople; all Roman Cities; Alexandria Egypt; Antioch Greece, and Jerusalem.” It
gave “all churches on the whole of the earth to the Pope!” This document inflamed the growing
schism between the Catholic and Orthodox Church, which became known as the infamous “East vs
West.” It wasn’t until 1440 AD, after a great deal of bloodshed that the Roman Catholic
Government was exposed for embezzling and seizing unmitigated power!
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“When the missionaries came to Africa they had the Bible and we had the land. They said “Let
us pray.” We closed our eyes. When we opened them we had the Bible and they had the land!”
–Desmond Tutu
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The infamous Venetian Aristocrats, known as “The Black Nobility”,
became high-ranking officials in the burgeoning Catholic Church. During the notorious Crusades
between 1095 and 1492, they were able to establish and solidify their wealth, power and authority.
Over the centuries many became Popes, high ranking Bishops, Presidents, Prime Ministers, global
CEOs and Bankers who were in reality “Ashkenazi Zionist”, also known as the “Fake Jews.” Most
are blood related to one degree or another. The House of Guelph, from which the House of
Windsor came from, was one of the original Black Nobility families from Venice, Italy that spread
to Britain, France, Monaco, Austria, Germany, Norway, Belgium, Bulgaria, Sweden, Portugal,
Yugoslavia, Denmark, Netherlands, Albania and now Russia. They claim they are direct
descendants of Mary Magdalene who was allegedly a ‘Jewish’ woman who witnessed attended
Jesus after his alleged crucifixion. In contrast, was it not the Jews who allegedly had him killed?
They earned the title “Black Nobility” through deception, crimes against humanity, trickery,
drug dealing, blackmail, fraud, rape, paedophilia, wars, murder, and assassination. They were at
one time behind the Knights Templars and now control the various Factions of Secret Societies,
such as the Freemasons, Rosicrucian’s and Jesuits. They control most governments and the
Royals and they are behind the Shadow Governments; the media, internet, social media and every
essential corporation in the world.
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“Some of the biggest men in the United States, in the field of commerce and manufacture, are
afraid of something. They know that there is a power so great somewhere, so organized, so
subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better not speak
above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it!” –Woodrow Wilson
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Weapons of Mass Destruction have become so advanced that the Elite Factions have agreed
to come under one umbrella, called the Global Union Federation, in order to achieve a common
goal. The world has been divvyed up into four separate economic unions: The European Union
(EU); North American Union (NAU); Australasian Union (AU)
and African Union (AFU). They are globally nationalizing all
natural resources, international banking, foreign investments,
railroads, power plants, and armaments. There will be Federal
control of foreign commerce and shipping and the establishment
of a common world monetary system. A collective joint “binding
force” was designed, known as the Bilderbergers, to assure
success and to keep peace through a common goal of unity.
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Novus Ordos Seclorum – A New Order for the Ages
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Religion has been their shelter and platform for centuries to gain unimaginable power and
control over the matrix. Many governments now use German G.W.F. Hegel’s authoritarian model
of creating ‘order out of chaos’ via a “Problem – Reaction – Solution” scenario. He came up with
the idea to create life threatening problems within societies that would cause reactions of fear and
then provide a solution that would benefit the Script Writers. Solutions include surveillance, home
invasion, inoculations, microchipping and suspension of civil liberties via Martial Law.
“We can easily forgive a child who is afraid of the dark; the real
tragedy is when men are afraid of the Light.” –Plato
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See the flowing ever expanding movement of sea plants, crustaceans, molluscs and
colourful fish moving in their poet motions together in waves of harmony.
Everything is at peace, free and open. Experience the peace and contentment of this
openness and flowing… What happens when fear strikes!? In a flash, everything
shuts down. Fish run for cover and hide; sea plants instantly pull back into
themselves. Everything in that moment becomes empty and bleak.
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Fear tears away at every emotion in nature and makes men slaves to their bodies and
incarnations. We have been taught physical disappearance means death. Fear breeds negativity
and negativity breeds hate and hate breeds wars. There are 3 basic fears: 1) the delusion of
thinking we are separate from our Source! 2) Primal fear designed to keep us safe by sending
instinctive alarm bells. 3) Emotional fear which can get us into serious trouble. Chronologically
most have fear of death; loss of control, wealth, health, love, and family. Guilt and fear are the two
most powerful tools wielded for enslavement because it places a mental straight jacket on the
ignorant. Guilt is a more powerful captive force than even fear and can causes deep subjective
psychotic depressions. Organized religions have placed guilt upon the head of every soul who
accepts responsibility for the torture and death of the “son of god”; an irrevocable “Sin.” Guilt and
fear are so overwhelming they can generate imaginative threats that can manifest through the
power of attraction in life and after death!
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“His blood is on us and on our children!" –Mathew 27:25 “How much more severely do you
think you deserve to be punished for killing the Son of God and insulting His Spirit of grace?” –
Hebrew 10:29 “Bring the LORD your guilt offering; a ram of value without defects, and offer it
to the priests.” –Leviticus 6:6
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Genius says, “Life is a Joke”
Masterminds say ‘It’s a Game’
If genius is right, we are the Jesters
If Masterminds are right,
We best learn how to ‘Play the Game’
Or wear their Yoke and remain the Butt of the Joke!
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“The reason that truth is stranger than fiction is that fiction has to have a
rational thread running through it in order to be believable, whereas reality may be totally
irrational.” –Sydney J. Harris
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If we are to have a chance of winning the Script Writer’s game, we need a full deck of cards
and to understand who the other players are. Only those who know where the hidden mines lay
have any chance of walking between them. There are a plethora of game-matrices still active
within interstellar civilizations that are taking place right now on the 4D level of consciousness.
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“…Ye are not of this world, and it does not love you.” –John 15:9
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This matrix originated out of a 4D spatio-temporal interstellar virtual-reality game that was
destroyed; everything here is a mirror reflection of that world, albeit the landscapes have been
drastically altered and time is moving backwards to it. (Ra} The winner of the Game would take
a superior position in the ensuing game that mythologies articulated as the Changing of the Gods.
As they accumulated game points they moved up through higher levels. No one was allowed to
arbitrarily access higher regions without winning the “End Game.” The problem is this is not the
original genuine game; this is an annexed program that became usurped by unnatural
circumstances.
“…we might have something in common with The Matrix science-fiction film where human
beings are the product of a virtual-reality-generating computer network.” –Prof James Gates Jr.
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In the upper-world matrix, pyramids and other megaliths were strategically located in order
to create a super-magnetic-electro interacting grid-system. The grids operated as a conduit with
nodes used as portals to interconnect with interstellar simulations of the games
along with other interacting matrices. The original secondary hosts were
celebrated interstellar players representing opposite polarities. In Hindi, the
god Vishnu’s avatārs represented one side of the coin and Shiva’s the other. Adamic DNAs were
also created as warriors and they were able to gain great honours and points in the games similar
to the Roman Gladiators. However, the original Rules of Engagement were abandoned here over
blood stained games of thrones! The human race became nothing more than pawns of war and
economic chattel to the new ruling Script Writers, with the Demiurge remaining as the greatest
instigator of wars for His personal agenda:
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“I will stir up Egyptian against Egyptian – brother will fight against brother, neighbour against
neighbour, city against city, kingdom against kingdom.”–Isaiah 19:2
“You will be my war club, my weapon for battle; you will shatter nations, and destroy many
kingdoms in my name.” –Jeremiah 51:20
This LORD has his own cast of directors, many whom are soulless minions {Ra} hardwired
into the mainframe of the matrix. This was the meaning behind the infamous directive from the
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Papal Legate at the Massacre at Béziers when up to 15,000 people were slaughtered by Papal
dictate in a day.“
Caedite Eos Novit enim Dominus qui sunt eius!”
"Kill them all, God will know His own!” –Arnaud Amalric
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Categorically, human Beings are being manoeuvred around the
world like a Game on a Chess Board. In days of yore many a King
would fight alongside his knights; today the Kings and Queens
stay hidden behind Stained Glass Walls or Houses of Government. Rooks are the highly rewarded generals who seize wealth
for their Kings and Queens. Knights are the “Intelligence
Agencies” running amok and covertly setting up deviant war
Games between nations for plunder. Bishops lead the Pawns as cannon fodder to the slaughter.
All of them are now under the control of the veiled “Men in Black”; the Jesuits.
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"The Allies' War against Germany was not a crusade, but the rivalry of economic complexes for
whose victory they had been fighting. This so-called business used catchwords like democracy,
race, religious liberty and Christianity as bait for the masses.” – Jesuit Bishop Alois HUD
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The young are led to believe war will give them the opportunity to serve and find glory,
which most certainly turns out to be horror and death. Perhaps this is why so many think violence
and pain twisted into music and films is entertainment! In reality they create psychoactive Brain
Entrainment; however allowing children to watch or listen to these mind altering fixations is like
mixing arsenic in chocolate and telling your children it is good for them! Cartoons and videos
games are loaded with subliminals that take you deeper into fixation and separation from each
other, spirit and your heart. Script Writers produce massive amounts of illicit drugs, fluoridation,
GMO, chemicalized food-stuff, inoculations, and microchip implants, along with obvious chemtrails are all accepted as the norm due to complacency and ignorance by the majority!
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“You can conquer a nation from the inside out without damaging the infrastructure by taking
away its health. Supermarkets are now Mausoleums where dead food and animals lie in State”
–Czerral
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Along with the above, trillions have unwittingly betrayed their souls in the belief they will go to the
promised new heaven and earth, whilst fighting their own brethren in the name of their God! “We
are waiting for the new heaven and a new earth in which righteousness will dwell.” 2 Pet 3:13
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“Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity. And I’m not sure about the
universe!” –Albert Einstein
“Strange times are these in which we live when old and young are
taught falsehoods in school. And the person that dares to tell the truth is called at once a
lunatic and fool” –George Francis Train
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Two of the most significant supercontinents from the upper world now lie broken under the
DOME in this matrix due to an upper world Cataclysm. {Ra} The most Northerly Supercontinent
was called Rodinia, meaning “Motherland” or “Birthplace” in Russian. We shall call this northern
supercontinent ZION herein. Pannotia, a Greek term for “lands towards the south”, was the other
great Supercontinent. We shall call the southern supercontinent PAN herein. There were others,
but these are the two most affected by the disaster and restored in the dreamscape under the
DOME. Both held great civilizations, but owing to the matrix’s mathematical equations being sent
awry during a hubris experiment, the tectonic plates under these two supercontinents shifted. In
the blink of an eye, Rodinia became the Americas, Africa, Europe, Asia and Australia along with
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smaller broken and sunken lands. Much land was lost and new immense mountain ranges were
thrust upward. PAN became a flash-frozen wasteland now known as the enigmatic Antarctica. {Ra}
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Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall!
Four-score Men and Four-score more,
Could not make Humpty Dumpty where he was afore!
Author Unknown
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Great legends and mythos surround the mysterious PAN and for good reason! {Ra} The
largest portion now sits as a frozen wasteland surrounded by broken land that became islands
including New Zealand. ZION now looks like a broken jigsaw puzzle! Her landmasses continue to
shift by degrees to this day. A super-ocean not only surrounded these two continents but other
outer continents still holographically existing beyond the DOME. Some of you were seeded from
these outer continents. During the dramatic aftermath of the catastrophe, all sense of direction was
lost because none of the fixed stars were in their proper position. The entire world had shifted
from its original locus and most all landmarks had disappeared.
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“The sky disappeared like a scroll being rolled up, and every mountain and island was moved
from its place.” –Revelations 6:14
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Cataloguing the stars became vital and they had to reset the “four cardinal directions.”
They had to create the first calendars to mark the unprecedented seasons in order to grow crops
for survival.
Script Writers have created all manner of quasi-hypothetical geological timelines to hide
how these two supercontinents became broken and devastated. They speciously claim they broke
apart due to natural tectonic plate movements over billions of fictitious years
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: Elysian was an Egyptian term to describe the Garden of Eden. Eden was
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derived from the Sumerian word “edin” a term meaning “upper planes” that originally existed on
the 4D supercontinents and became the Aramaic term for "fruitful.” Ecclesiastics still argue over
the location of the Garden of Eden not realizing that its vestiges lie directly under their feet. The
upper world’s landscapes were paradisiacal with no need to toil or work the land. Every tree was
pleasant to sight and offered beautiful varieties of sustenance provided by Nature; there were an
abundance of pure rivers, streams and springs. The days and nights were equal with no seasons or
years to be counted. The climate was consistently warm and balmy; thus plants and trees fruited
without interruption. Flourishing civilizations with beautiful architectural cities, castles, temples,
private mansions, citadels, and common areas abounded.
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“Every plant and herb yielding seed on the surface of all the plains, and every tree which has
fruit yielding seed is for food; and to every beast of the earth, and to every fowl of the air, and
to everything that creepeth upon the earth, wherein there is a living soul, there was every
green plant for food.” –Genesis 1:29-30
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Researchers know the Sahara Desert was once a fertile land and satellite images reveal
mysterious remains under the sands that may be temples, ziggurats, or pyramids. Excavation of
the Göbekli Tepe Temple, outside of Sanliurfa Turkey is a distant reflection of the Garden of Eden.
Recent excavations show sixteen ft. high pillars weighing up to ten tons each. Some of the pillars
have elaborately carved lions, scorpions, foxes, and vulture on them. Tepe Temple, perched a
thousand feet above the valley floor would have been a grand exemplar. The Garden of Eden stood
for a “paradisiacal matrix” that shamefully fell into a domicile of immoral corporeal pleasures.
Orgies, jealousy, covetousness, abduction, rape and immorality led to the downfall of “Mankind!”
The Garden of Eden became paradise lost to a mythical memory; it took on the new face of neohybrid gods and goddesses.
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“We should walk with decency and stop the orgies, drunkenness, sexual immorality, promiscuity, rivalry, and jealousy, which have become a part of our lives.” –Roman 13:13
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The upper matrix had much higher levels of aether, hydrogen and water vapour in its
atmosphere, which accounted for the great stature the avatāranas, vegetation, flora, fauna, and
trees, that towered over the lands. Both supercontinents had beautiful and navigable rivers along
with large freshwater lakes and magnificent inlets and harbours. Today, their great civilizations
can only be imagined or glimpsed by the megalith ruins found under oceans, sands, dense bush or
remaining vestiges.
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“Once you lived in Eden and wore gems of every kind: rubies, topaz, diamond, beryl, onyx, and
jasper, sapphire, emerald, lapis lazuli, turquoise, and set in gold. They were ready for you on
the day you came into the Garden of Eden.”–Ez. 26:13
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The term Zion originally came from the Greek word Sión. There are many opinions as to
its actual meaning, but many say it is equivalent to Jerusalem and Israel; whilst others associate it
with the biblical City of David. However, Zion, Jerusalem and Israel are representations of the
whole of this matrix to the Script Writers and not just a battered dust bowl in the Middle East.
Zion originally stood for Rodinia, the lands on the northern supercontinent. Scholars agree the
term Zion holds unrevealed hidden meanings tied to an ancient destruction with promises of
resurrection.
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"I will restore the fortunes of Zion, every city will be rebuilt on its mound; every citadel will
stand on its proper site and Jerusalem will be rebuilt on its ruins.” –Jeremiah 30:18 There are
also references to the hubris accident that caused the destruction of ZION by those who will not
forgive and forget those responsible: “For Zion's sake I will never hold my peace…, I will not rest
until her vindication shines out like the dawn, her salvation like a blazing torch.”–Isa 62:1
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Within a day and a night, ZION went from being a supercontinent to a broken world of
devastation and fragmented continents. {Ra} The event took place in the blink of an eye and the
Elder gods responsible were instantly flash-frozen into the cryonic trance now sustaining this
substratum matrix.
“By the rivers of Babylon, we sat and wept when we remembered Zion." –Ps 137:1 “Zion
reached out her hands, but there was no one to comfort her” –Lamentations 1:17
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“I say that all this is but dreams and shadows; the shadows that hide the real world
from our eyes... There is a real world, but it is as beyond a veil. I do not know whether any
human being has ever lifted that veil. You may think this all strange nonsense; but it is true,
and the ancients knew lifting the veil meant seeing the god Pan” –Arthur Machen
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The southerly supercontinent of PAN was also a Garden of Eden paradise. Portions of the
great continent were divided by what is now known as the Transantarctic Mountains. It had great
forests and a great wealth of natural resources before they turned it into a frozen enigma. PAN was
the epicentre of the Great Cataclysm {Ra} where the “Elder God’s” responsible are entombed.
Owing to recent undisclosed discoveries of this site, Antarctica has drawn special attention from
the media due to prominent individuals visiting with no explanation other than farcical news
releases. Russian Patriarch Kirill, equivalent to the Pope in Orthodoxy; U.S. Secretary of State
John Kerry, Vladimir Putin; and Buzz Aldrin are just a few of the more well-known visitors of the
site.
Ice covers approximately 98% of the Antarctic continent, the largest single mass of ice on
earth. It contains over 26 million cubic kilometres of ice and is claimed to cover approximately
14 million sq. kms. Tartarus was the name given to those buried under the ice in the dark abysses
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that were once powerful thriving metropolises. The term panic was ultimately derived from PAN
due to what took place during the Great Cataclysm that destroyed it in the upper world!
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“I heard the number having been sealed was 144,000” –Revelations7:4
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Tartarus became God’s revenge, wrath and punishment in scripture: “A deep sleep was
brought over you: Your eye (3rd eye) was sealed and your heads were covered.” –Isaiah 29:10
“They were cast into an Abyss and it was sealed over them so they could do no more harm to
the nations…” –Revelations 20:3
Saturn symbolically represents Kronos/Cronus and its rings Chronos, the Father of time
and reincarnation. Jupiter is the representation of the Olympians and their solar deity; they were
the new generation of hybrid gods that were captured in this subterranean underworld matrix.
Mythological Greek names that were given to those responsible for the dreamspell were: Kronos,
Atlas, Hypnos (Hypnosis is a derivative); Morpheus, Erebus, Nyx, Pasithea, Phobetor, Phantasus
and Ikelos. Their myths claim they are in the “underworld, dreaming in a state of forgetfulness,
where no light or sound can reach them.” There are many references to this dream state:
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“When the fortunes of ZION were restored, we were like those who were in a dream.” Psalms
126: 1 “You have fallen from heaven and have been thrown down into the earth, you who were
the destroyer of the nations.” –Isaiah 14:12
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There is a great deal of convolution between the original great 4D cataclysm and Plato’s
account of the Atlantean upheaval that took place in the 3D matrix perhaps because the fabled
Atlanteans originally hailed from PAN prior to expanding their Empires to the North
Supercontinent and its lands. The major difference between the two disasters is that NO ONE
survived the 4D cataclysm, which is why this dimensional appendage was created; and there were
survivors after the 3D Atlantean event by those living in subterranean cities! Various Channellers
on this subject disagree over Atlantis’s original name, location, who and why it was destroyed and
other inferences! If your goal is to wake-up, the convolution of these two myths becomes
superfluous, because the only important thing to comprehend is that you are in a rebooted
secondary dimensional appendage matrix that has is continually recycling. And, that it has been
cut off from the 4D matrices and thus the real worlds!
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“They sank into the earth (PAN); and the island of Atlantis, in like manner disappeared in the
depths of the sea.” –Plato. “A divine voice hailed from across the salt water that proclaimed,
“The great PAN is dead.” –Plutarch
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The horned god of Nature and Fertility is known as the pagan god Pan and his
counterpart is Cernnunos, the horned god of currency and materialism.
Once again, relating to the significance of “Opposites” in the Game. Prior
to the original Cataclysm, the Pannotians were conquers in the 4D
Games. They subjugated large amounts of Rodinia to their growing
Empire. PAN, Atlantis, and ZION have understandably been interwoven
together along with all the pandemonium created by their ruin and their lost event-timelines.
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“How you have perished O infamous city – you have been destroyed. You who were mighty and
populated from the seas spreading terror to the coastlines! Your people, with their naval
power, once spread fear around the world, but now your ships have been swept from the seas.”
–Ezekiel 26:17
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The Sophia-Gaia myth is a veiled myth surrounding Pansophism and the knowledge of the
original Great Cataclysm. The Greek goat god Pan and the Roman equivalent Faunus are
representations of the Pannotians and Rodinians that changed from hermaphrodites into male and
females with separated sex-organs. The overview is this: after the Plasmates had their
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chromosomes separated by the Elder God avatāranas they became sexually obsessed with carnal
pleasures. This led to an obsession for larger phalluses. Phallic Cults spread throughout PAN and
ZION, which were carried over into the 3D matrix and became notorious amongst the ruling
forces.
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The god Pan is most often depicted with an erect phallus chasing male and female nymphs along
with other animals of the wild because he has no discretion with whom, what, or where he finds
pleasure! Pan’s asterism is Capricornus, Latin for "male horned goat.” G.O.A.T is an acronym for
“God Of All Things.”
Baphomet also represents the “Horned Goat God Of All Things.” The Knights Templar’s
were associated with worshipping him, which cost them their fortunes and
lives. He is depicted with one arm pointing upwards and the other
downwards, representing the Hermetic Code for “That which is above is
that which is below.” Solve et Coagula is sketched on his arms meaning: “To
Separate and Join Together”; meaning “nothing new can be built in the
world until space has been made for it by breaking the old.” Baphomet is
directly connected to Shiva, the god of destruction & rebirth. Now it seems
to embody two agendas encompassing the NWO: the Elite’s neo-Master
Race & the Demiurge’s promised new heaven & earth; however both are
fomenting a “negative soul harvest” for their “End Game” agendas!
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“Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth, for the old heaven and earth had disappeared, and
there were no longer any seas.” –Revelations 21:1
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Piercing the veil of unawareness
:
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Death of PAN and ZION p.73 – Cause and Effect p.74 – The Great Failure p.74 – As Above, So Below p.75 –
Aftermath p.76 – Waking Alice Up p.77 – Dragon Wars p.78 – Game of Thrones p.79 – Cryogenics p.80 –
Geoengineering p.80 – End Game p.80 – “Awake Project” p.80 – ELF p.81 – Wanderers p.82 – Watchers p.83 –
Introspection p.83 – Summary p.84
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The Great Cataclysm took place on a 4th dimensional matrix sphere
at the hands of a hubris atmospheric experiment gone terribly awry! {Ra} There are ancient
enigmatic references; however most have become interwoven with consequential events that took
place on the ensuing 3D sub-matrix. These verses are residual nuggets of what took place:
“And I saw a star had fallen from heaven to earth and it was the key to the pit of the
Abyss.” –Revelation 9:1 “You were brought down into the place of the dead, down into its
lowest depths. You shook the earth and made the kingdoms of the world tremble and fall. You
destroyed the world and made it into a wasteland, and you demolished the world's greatest
cities.” –Isaiah 14:14-16 “ZION was ploughed as a field and became a heap of ruins.
Temples became high places in mountains and under forests.” –Micah 3:12
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Israel was once a 4D lush and fertile land that was turned into a 3D dust bowl. Machu
Picchu now sits 2,430m above sea level; the Uyuni great salt flats rose up over 3,706m; Mount
Kailash, La Ciudad Perdida are only miniscule examples of the massive devastation that took place
during the 4D Great Cataclysm. One of the most significant telling is the Antarctic flash-frozen
wastelands that took place in the blink of an eye! {Ra}
“There were flashes of lightning, roaring, and crashes of thunder, and there was an
earthquake unequalled since the creation of the world. The great cities of the nations were
split and collapsed. … all of the mountains were either levelled or upheaved. And there fell upon
men a great hail of huge stones from the sky, every stone about the weight of a talent and they
cursed the gods for the plague they set upon them!” –Revelations 16:18-21 “The stars in
heaven seem to fall to the earth, as a fig tree drops its late figs when it is shaken by a mighty
wind. … the sky receded as a scroll when it is rolled up, and every mountain and island was
moved out of its place.” –Revelations 6:13-14
The oldest texts in the world are from the Hindu’s that also have references to the Great
Cataclysm, which may be where the ecclesiastics took theirs from?: “Great columns of smoke
billowed as fiery coals and embers poured forth into forbidding tornado winds that tore
everything asunder! The land under their feet convulsed and the very foundations of the
mountains trembled. In the same instance, the oceans were dispersed and colossal wave’s
flooded the lands as seabeds laid bare exposed the foundations of the earth. Land masses and
islands disappeared under newly forming seas and continents. Servings of seabeds shot up
into the heavens becoming untold mountains and their ranges, capturing lakes of salt water at
great heights! Landmasses started breaking apart as large subdivisions were thrust high into
the heavens establishing new imposing mountain sites far exceeding any of the pre-existing
mountains. In several instances, sections of cities were captured in the thrusts to become
phenomenon of civilizations lost. It was so powerful it destroyed the world in an instant with a
great soaring sound in smoke and flames that sat on death!” –Vedas Srutis
This unprecedented event became the basis for superstition, paranoia and fear of Mother
Nature and the gods in the 3D aftermath. Extreme rituals began in the belief that they could
appease the gods and prevent further destruction. Memories and visions were passed down
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through the generations until lost in the great ensuing wars and legends of the 3D Atlanteans. The
once beautiful Gardens of Eden, ZION and PAN became inexplicable mysteries entangled in
Atlantean legends, mythologies, and questionable Channellings. The Great Cataclysm not only
destroyed the bountiful civilizations of PAN and ZION, but the entire mother-sphere matrix
became an unrecognizable mass of molecular chemical reactions gone completely awry. {Ra} The
aftermath dreamspell was indeed, “hell on earth!” Most of the restored world was an
unrecognizable frozen wilderness with pockets of habitable land existing between glaciers and
newly formed mountain ranges. “Hades” was actually the location of one such area. PAN became
the “Land of the dreaming gods” and ZION became the “Lands of the Walking Dead.” This is the
Great Mystery surrounding all theology, mythology, astronomy, astrology, and esoterism! Due to
ruling families struggle to regain power in the 3D aftermath, there were shattering wars that
devastated the surface of the earth due to the misuse of VRIL, but nothing could ever compare with
the Great Cataclysm. Your legacy has become an underworld dreamspell of chaos, new species,
flawed myths, and pseudo-scientific hypothesises. The Script Writers will forever keep the original
factual names, geographies and events passed down to them buried under quasi-historical
hypothesis and concealments just as they have the holographic planetary systems. And, those who
attempt to challenge the status quo, to this day will find a quick consequence: “That dreamer
must be put to death for inciting rebellion” –Deuteronomy 13:5
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The original supercontinent of PAN was larger than Eurasia, Africa,
North and South America all together. The upper matrix’s atmosphere had an abundance of water
vapours along with hydrogen and carbon dioxide. Hydrogen was one of the strongest components
for the wondrous stature of all living things existing on the 4D matrix. Visualize a world with sun
soaked landscapes and trees that dwarfed the maximum of the greatest Sequoias that ever existed
here. Trees were a vital part of spiritual growth in the fourth dimensional world and were revered
as such. Their roots reached deep into the ground and their branches reached kilometres into the
heavens bringing forth aether and electromagnetic forces! To this day, all living organisms’ stature
is relative to the vapours and hydrogen levels in the air and atmosphere. {Ra}
Due to the changing consciousness via DNA comingling and the increasing wars it brought
about, the atmosphere’s aether and hydrogen started to diminish resulting in a denser atmosphere
that became the most significant element in lowering the stature of trees; fauna; and creatures
along with the hybrid avatāranas and their plasmates! Even more ominous, the hybrids started
cutting down the great mammoth forests for materialistic purposes, which had devastating effect
on all levels. The more they interbred, the more they ignored the Laws of Nature, which led to
more lustful and materialistic behaviour; the denser they became, the more they lost their stature.
They started losing their higher levels of consciousness and super-abilities; they became more
homosapien than gods! The main thing that set them apart from the commoners was their
education, training and the knowledge passed down to them through the generation.
“No one remembers the former generations, and even those yet to come will not be
remembered by those who follow them. There is no remembrance of former things; neither
shall there be any remembrance of things that are to come.” –Ecclesiastic 1:11
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What took place in a single day and night of terror is far beyond the
average imagination when the original matrix was lost to a subterranean virtual-dreamspell. The
main reason researchers scoff in scepticism at legends involving something of this magnitude is
‘how could such a monumental event take place in a single day and night’; however what they do
not realize is that they are dealing with a digital virtual-reality. The atmospheric experiment took
place on the supercontinent of PAN where it instantaneously set all of the precision mathematical
equations into a chaotic helter skelter!
Hydrogen–H2 is a lighter diatomic molecule than other components found in the
atmosphere. The Elder Gods were attempting to reinstate the atmosphere’s H2 levels with an
experiment that would reverse the waning stature and restore their progeny back to their original
stature. They started spraying the troposphere with carbon dioxide and hydrochloric acid, which
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was basically two parts hydrogen and one part oxygen. A laser was used to create an electrolysis
effect that was supposed to split the vaporous water crystals in the atmosphere into more
hydrogen and oxygen. However, they miscalculated the density and when they started the process
they suddenly found they couldn’t stabilize it! The effect was catastrophic and had an immediate
flash-chain reaction similar to putting a blow torch to an open container of hydrogen, the most
explosive gas in the matrix. All laws of physics ceased to operate as massive glaciers of ice were
instantly formed alongside unfamiliar volcanism. Mountain ranges thrust upward into congealing
air as massive pockets of atmospheric carbon dioxide, water vapours and nitrogen were suddenly
frozen and yet on fire at the same time shattering all known laws of physics!
“With no warning the heavens drew closer to earth as a profuse darkness blotted out the
sun and came down spitting lightening and fire within torrents of what seemed like thick
waterous vapours. The fiery vapours carried great hailstones and bolts of lightning that
simultaneously burned the cities.” –Vedas Sruti’s
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Rodinia became broken subcontinents with sunken islands and mountains upheaved thousands of
feet into the atmosphere. {Ra} The Great Andres Mountains,
on Rodinia’s separated landmass of today’s South America
suddenly appeared leaving a wake of phenomenon to be
discovered in the 3D sub-matrix. Masses of land shifted over
36° from their original positions to become smaller continents and islands, or vanished under the
waves. Large amounts of PAN were also submerged or broke away to become Islands such as New
Zealand. The only reason a large portion of PAN was not broken was because it was the epicentre
of the disaster and flash froze whilst the rest of the world rolled and swayed like a drunken sailor!
Due to the shifting plates, PAN’s remaining section shifted over 2,500 miles from its original
location to become the Antarctic continent where portions of its ice remain 2,555m below sea level.
Now the children of the world implore: “From what womb did the ice emerge? Who gave birth to
the frost from heaven when the waters became hard as stone, and the deep was frozen!” –Job
38:29
The magnetic poles, now unstable, constantly drift and seek their original position. The
Pannotian’s arrogantly thought they could control Nature, but were proven wrong by one
holocaustic moment that destroyed an entire world leaving it in ruin!
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AS ABOVE SO BELOW: was the name given to the Greek’s star Phosphorous, whose light is like
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no other shining above this world. Venus has the most distinct, secretive and mysterious
relationship to this 3D matrix. The name Venus is a goddess pseudonym given by the ancient
Romans and is associated with the womb. (Matrix means womb) Every ancient culture in the world
has significant mythos tied to their genesis and Venus. The Greeks called Venus Phosphorus the
“bearer of light” that was cast down into the underworld.
“Look how you have fallen from Heaven, O shining one! You who laid the nations low
and didst claim the Gentiles (Titans) as an inheritance!”–Isaiah 14:12
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NASA astronomers call Venus the earth’s “twin”, when indeed it should be “Mother”,
because Venus is the pseudonym for the destroyed Mother Sphere this matrix is a dimensional
appendage of. Venus became known as the goddess of love because she became a surrogate sphere
for refugees and incarnates affected by the annihilation of the 4D missing sphere whose remains
are holographically reproduced here as the “Main Asteroid Belt.” The sphere lost its cohesion
when its vortex was completely blown out! The blast was so severe that several surrounding
spheres had their surfaces bombarded by its debris and their oceans dispersed into space. These
spheres became uninhabitable and could no longer support life and their refugees were sent to
Venus. Some of them were of a self-serving bellicose nature whilst others were their opposites
with a more serene giving nature. Thus, Venus became an experiment to see if these opposites
could find balance and harmony while located on the surrogate.
Owing
to
this,
many
designated her holo-graphic appearance in the 3D firmament as two stars; one representing the
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power of the Goddess birthing the dawn of light in consciousness and the other as
the male descending into darkness. However, the Babylonian’s knew her to be a
single star from which the ‘gods came from.’ Venus became associated with the
goddess of love and the pseudonym Mars became her counterpart as a god of war!
Venus is where the ‘Fall of Mankind’ took place and from where the ensuing 3D
personifications and mythologies of love, lust, conflict and war came from. Mars represents the
birth of volcanism. NASA claims Mar’s has the tallest most active volcano in this virtual Solar
System and that it is over 20 km higher than the tallest active volcano on earth. They named it
“Olympus Mons”; Olympus is Greek the abode of the Olympian warring gods and Mons is short
“mons Veneris”, the pubic mound found on a woman!
Venus/Mars was the abode of the original destroyed “Garden of Eden.” She was originally
created as a beautiful water sphere with lovely warm oceans that flowed between her
supercontinents with wide canals. Venus had no moons and no axis tilt, which accounted for her
mild even temperatures prior to her fated catastrophe. Venus’s atmosphere was rarefied and rich
in hydrogen, accounting for her majestic trees, foliage, vegetation, myrtles, roses, apples, and
poppy’s. Sparrows, doves, swans, peacocks, swallows and all forms of exotic birds thrived there.
Venus had no harmful creatures until the arrival of the hybrid warring gods. Venus was betrayed
by a hubris act against nature and now sits as holographic projection in the minds, hearts and
instincts of all living organisms as they look longingly towards the heavens!
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“Every sin committed on Earth is felt by Venus and every change on Venus has been reflected
on earth!” –Dr Ravindra Kumar
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The “Ankh” was used by the ancient Egyptians, Hermetic and Rosicrucian Orders
along with Coptic Christians as a symbol for Venus as a “primal deity-Logoi.” Her
Light was known as Phos-Light and her symbol was an Egyptian Ankh, also called
the “Mirror of Venus.” An ankh originally represented the union between Venus
and the genuine world’s Logoi she was created after. It was believed that the ankh
had the power to unlock the gates of death and life after death.
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O’ Venus, so Hot, so Cold – Under your Layers lies an Icy Abode
Your Phos-Light, once a Pure Delight, now sits alone in the Night
Within my soul lies a Portal to Thy eternal Glow
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“Your might and power are buried with you. The sounds of the harps in your
palaces have ceased. Now maggots are your sheets, and worms are your blankets.” –Isaiah 14:
10-11
Most all of Venus’s hydrogen went astray during the cataclysm leaving around 96% carbon
dioxide and 3% nitrogen in the ruined atmosphere. The atmospheric pressures crushed everything
outside of huge slabs of rock and upheaved volcanic mountains that continuously release
pressures. Temperatures rise to an average of 464°C (+867.2F) and fall to extremes of minus
175°C. (– 347F) The event turned ZION’s grand rivers and oceans into massive layers of dry ice.
Much of the surface instantly became a desert scape with enormous canyons, volcanos and colossal
jagged mountains rising high up towards the heavens. This was the birthplace of Volcanism and a
gigantic hurricane still roars out from the epicentre where the disaster originated. The shockwave
was so powerful it overwhelmed the sphere and it spun almost 164° ending on a wobbling axis tilt.
It is now covered in layers of alien looking clouds of reflective sulphuric acid. So overwhelming
was this event that it remains lodged in the subconscious memory of every soul that experienced it
and has been epigenetically passed it down through their descendants. The myth of Atlantis is but
a shadowy representation of what took place, yet just the mention of its name has a great
emotional impact on many.
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You are your own greatest paradox and enigma!
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ZION became known as the dreaded biblical Sheol by the Hebrews; Hades
by the Greeks; Duat by the Egyptians; and Naraka by the Hindu; all meaning the realm of Hell.
However, until recently no one could explore PAN owing to the Antarctic’s high ice barriers.
Ancient Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian, Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek, and African archives refer to
a chthonic pantheon of deities living in a state of stasis in an abyss. The area has had many
equivalent names to where the “sleeping gods” exist in a “forbidden region” such as the Greek’s
“Pit of Tartarus.
“They were cast down into Tartarus and imprisoned in the chains of deepest darkness”
–2 Peter 2:4
Dagon and Enki appear to be equivalent names for the Greek Kronos along with others who
are imprisoned in Tartarus. They are indeed, buried under PAN’s Antarctica ice sheets in a state of
cryostasis!!! These are the “Forgotten Fathers” and the “Hidden Ones.”
“A deep sleep was brought over you. Your eye has been sealed; and your heads have
been covered.” –Isaiah 29:10.
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Their consciousness became sealed in an Absalom Prison lost to an estranged world where
a Demiurge would usurp the consciousness of the following inmates. Gone were the days of the
Garden of Eden; replaced by fear and confusion. “The People of the Land” foraged in groups for
protection and grew into tribes ruled by the remaining higher hybrids. Blood rituals; sacrificing
virgins and children along with animals were used to appease and reach the gods along with
psychoactive plants. The fixed stars were no longer where they were originally due to the world
being spun out of alignment.
“The stars in the sky fell to earth, as figs drop from a fig tree when shaken by a strong
wind.” –Revelations 6:13
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New Star Charts became essential for navigation and triangulations on land and sea. They
found the need to toil and grow food for survival due to the lack of available sustenance.
“Barren with want and hunger, they gnawed the dry ground in the gloom of waste and
desolation, disfigured with calamity and misery.” –Job 30:3.
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They had to learn and understand never before experienced Seasons and how it affected
plant growth for survival. The ne0- sun was imperative for planting and harvesting.
“To everything there is a season, and a time for every purpose under the firmament; a
time to be born and a time to die, a time to plant and a time to harvest.” –Ecclesiastics 3:1-2
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Pandemonium, paranoia, superstition, condemnation, carnal abuse, and fabricated gods
became a way of life. Reverence for Nature was changed to reverence for
survival. The nightmarish experimental warrior classes from the upper world
were loosed into this world and they raped and pillaged mercilessly at will.
Even though the Nephilim slew them, these creatures’ DNA is part of the
potpourri in the legacy left to the human race. Their influences are seen to this
day in low grade spirits still operating in this simulation.
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“The precious children of Zion, once worth their weight in gold, are now considered as pots of
clay…!” –Lamentations 4:2
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Truth be Known, the Coveted drops of blood from the Super-Races dwindled eons
ago into meagre reservoirs defiled by the mixing of seminal fluids corrupted by
incessant interbreeding!
The Script Writers tried in vain to escape the DOME in order to reach the outer continents and
matrices outside of the DOME between 1958 and 1962 before they had the knowledge of how to
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use the grid’s ley lines and nodes for escape. The Russian and the U.S. governments, in a joint
effort, sent rockets carrying W49 thermonuclear warheads and exploded them 250 miles (400 km)
above the earth in an attempt to break through the “Dome.” These events were called “Operation
Fishbowl.” A U.S. Government Project Officer offered this as a weak and superficial explanation:
“These nuclear tests were poorly instrumented and hastily executed. Despite thorough studies
of the meagre data, present models of these bursts are sketchy and tentative.”
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“And the huge dragon was hurled upon the earth”
–Revelations 12:9
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The original Brits were Welsh that were of Basque descent, as were the Celtics. To this day,
Wales displays and celebrates an unofficial secondary national flag whose
origin remains sketchy at best. It depicts the “Y Ddraig Coch”, a Red
Dragon, which has been linked to Merlin and the mythical King Arthur. It
was used as a war banner over the centuries by various Kings. Whether they
knew the banner represented the destructive laser-like fire-power of VRIL
(known as Dragon Power by the ancients), remains with them in their graves, but they certainly knew
it put fear in the hearts of all men. This weapon was looked upon as satanic and was epitomized
as extreme evil:
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“It was a weapon so powerful that it could destroy the earth in an instant.” —The Ramayana
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Prehistoric hybrids harnessed the power of VRIL and when used in destructive laser warfare
it became known as the terrifying breath of the “Dragon” because it could demolish an entire
settlement and its inhabitants in the blink of an eye!
“All points of the compass were lost in darkness. Fierce winds began to blow upward,
showering dust and gravel. Birds croaked madly… the very elements seemed disturbed. The
earth shook, scorched by the terrible violent heat of this weapon. Elephants burst into flame
and ran to and fro in frenzy… over a vast area, other animals crumpled to the ground and died.
From all points of the compass the arrows of flame rained continuously and fiercely.” —The
Mahabharata
During the fifties and sixties the Script Writers developed their own antigravity flying
machines within a secret space program and now stealthily dominates the skies and more recently
armed with VRIL laser technology.
“The US Navy has already deployed laser weapons… The military see a new generation
of weapons leading to radical changes in the way wars are fought… It has ‘unprecedented
power’…“The Congressional Budget estimates the cost at $348 billion, up to a trillion...”
–Undersecretary of Defence
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“Have you forgotten the wickedness committed by your ancestors?”–Jeri 44:9
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Antigravity flying machines, known as Vimānas in Hindi, were used by the ancients to
deliver VRIL’s laser power. An incalculable number of people have witnessed these ships over the
Ages making their existence hard to be denied by wanton governments, even to a gullible public.
The Archons also have a similar technology that allows them to move between the spectrums
within this portion of the matrix and the astral planes. They
have been seen in the skies under the DOME for centuries
and became common in many paintings. After the last Great
Deluge, centuries were spent searching for the Hermetic
records, esoteric artefacts, and anti-gravity technology. To
the Elite’s inner-world governments, “information” is as
valuable as finding sustenance. In 1946 a secret joint military operation called High Jump
attempted to attack an underground ice base belonging to the NASA’s on Antarctica. It was
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commanded by Admiral Byrd. It turned into a spectacular failure and many lives, airplanes,
along with a battle ship, were lost via Vimānas that had incredible speed and laser weaponry.
“In case of a new war the US would be attacked by fighters that are able to fly from one
pole to the other with incredible speed.” –Admiral R. E. Byrd
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All cultures have ancient legends and myths about previous world wars that devastated the
surface of the earth and caused humankind to start over and rebuild their civilizations! Many went
underground and today there are civilizations upon civilizations built upon the dust of one
another! All living organisms, on the lands and below the sea, became denser and more
compacted as their stature and DNA continued to diminish and the hybrids became all but
shadows of their powerful forerunners.
“No one remembers the former generations, there is no remembrance of former things;
neither shall there be any remembrance of the things that are to come.” –Ecclesiastic 1:11
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As the language of DNA was changed, so were the ensuing homosapiens:
“These dreamers defiled their flesh, rejected authority, and revile angelic majesties.” –Jude
1:7 “Their lives were full of wickedness, murder, immorality, depravity, hate, greed, and
gossip.” Roman 1:29
The Great Cataclysm opened dark corridors to the Archons who eventually created monocratic religious orders ruled over by the Demiurge. He became the face of war eventuating into the
New World Order. Theological slaughter started over political games of thrones in the name of
God! These wars were not about religion, they were about power, rulership, land, tithing and
taxes! The slumbering gods, and the Logos, have been deceptively woven throughout the bible in
the name of the Demiurge/God and His counterpart; the ‘light of the world.’
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"Oh what a tangled web we weave, when first we practice to deceive" –Sir W. Scott
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Unfortunately, the U.S. Constitution has become a farce and relic in the museum of higher
dreams. “They knew that to put God in the Constitution was to put man out. They knew that the
recognition of a Deity would be seized upon by fanatics and zealots as a pretext for destroying
the liberty of thought. They knew the terrible history of The Church too well to place in her
keeping or in the keeping of her God the sacred rights of man...” ―Robert G. Ingersoll
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The Script Writers discovered where Tartarus and the hybrid Elder gods laid
flash-frozen in Antarctica, which accounts for high profiled visitations. Have no doubt, they will be
cashing in on any viable DNA for their master race programs! However, before they can resurrect
the dead they have to complete terraforming the present matrix via their chemtrail aerosol
spraying agenda. {Ra} They need the right atmospheric conditions to support their neo-master
race which the present atmosphere cannot do for the neo-planned hybrids. The hydrogen levels
are still too low for their great stature and the present atmospheric density could possibly crush
their cells! Terraforming is the cryptic meaning behind the “Rise of Atlantis” and the reinstating of
DNA is the “Rise of the Phoenix.”
The thought that there are still viable living Beings entombed under the ice may sound like
madness, but there are presently 100’s of contemporary cryogenically frozen people, who have
been placed inside thermal sleeping bags immersed in liquid nitrogen and an aluminium pod
within a giant vacuum flask. This has been taking place in the U.S. and Russia for several years.
Experiments have shown that cryogenically frozen rabbit brains, when thawed had all of their
synapses, cell membranes, and intracellular structures intact. This demonstrates cryogenics may
be valid and those flash-frozen under the ice may also still be viable or at the least, their DNA.
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“Ever since the fathers fell asleep, the world hasn't changed at all.” –2 Peter 3:4
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Script Writers have been manifesting a highly technological program they
call “Stratospheric Aerosol Injection” (SAI) for over
twenty years that has been coined “Chemtrails.” They are
attempting a stabilized version of what the Elder gods
attempted that caused the Great Cataclysm.
Hydrogen and Helium are the most abundant elements in the Universe, yet they are rare in
the earth's atmosphere and science gives no acceptable explanation. What they are attempting to
do is rectify the problem by increasing the depleted hydrogen in the atmosphere to allow for
greater DNA support for stature! In other words, they want their genetically inspired Brood
Stock’s “Junk DNA” to stay activated when they bring them into the new matrix! At the same time,
they added a new concoction to the aerosol spray that serves as a world depopulation program.
In 1996 the United States Air Force published a report on their activity involving weather
modification. Soon afterwards, people started becoming aware of strange patterns in the sky.
Governments ludicrously assert they are “natural contrails from commercial aircraft!” The USAF
has been globally accused of “spraying the populations with mysterious substances from
commercial looking, but unmarked aircraft that are generating unusual patterns in the sky.”
Unlike contrail, chemtrails do not dissipate, but keep on spreading out. Many have found residue
from them on their vehicles, foliage and personal property. Private testing began with startling
results; they definitely didn’t come from the contrails governments have been claiming them to be.
Independent tests showed Chemtrails to contain Carbon Monoxide, Hydrochloric Acid, two parts
Hydrogen and one part Oxygen!! This would be the ingredients needed; however they also allege
they contain a toxic brew of chemicals including barium, aluminium coated fiberglass, radioactive
thorium, cadmium, nickel; chromium, desiccated blood, mould spore, yellow fungal mycotoxins,
ethylene dibromide, sulphur dioxide, polymer fibres and nano-technology! These inhaled and
ingested ingredients are affecting sleep, behaviour patterns and health on a global level! Nanotechnology is known to work in union with VRIL’s electromagnetic conductors for mind control.
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HAARP–High Frequency Active Auroral Research Program was the reestablishment of VRIL combined with Tesla technology. CERN–Conseil Européen pour la
Recherche Nucléaire, now the European Organization for Nuclear Research, developed a particle
accelerator called the Large Hadron Collider–LHC. {Ra} VRIL-HAARP & CERN have been
designed to work in conjunction for hidden agendas: 1. Take control of the consciousness within
the present matrix. 2. Depopulate the consciousness within the present matrix. 3. Create a new
consciousness to support a unified perpetual and stabilised matrix for the neo-hybrid race!
In 1993, the U.S. Government established the first research site in Alaska to learn how to
harness the power of VRIL through high-tech conductors. They achieved this after spending
billions of tax dollars under false pretences. Script Writers now control global weather patterns
and temperatures along with targeted human
behaviour patterns. They can also disrupt global
communication systems at will. Whoever is in control
of the geomagnetic frequency fields are also in
control of the population’s health and behaviour patterns! There have been more facilities
developed since these maps were created and they do not take into account the thousands of
HAARP receiving antennas ubiquitously located around the matrix. The worldwide phenomenon
of loud “earth booms, trumpeting and humming sounds” are being created via HAARP and
wireless testing programs. A new toy of destruction called “G5” is the latest and most perilous
microwave wireless technology being established as the final touch of the “End Game!” Like
HAARP and CERN, G5 is a controlled military weapon grade assault frequency technology. It will
be found in the up-to-the minute mechanisms in computers, light bulbs, smart phones, televisions,
smart meters and many other new technologies being offered to ignorant asleep populations.
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is the advanced proton driven plasma Wakefield Acceleration development that is taking place at CERN. To be “awake” is to be consciously aware of your surround80
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ings; physically and ethereally. The god “Shiva: is the most feared deity in
Hinduism and adorns the entry to CERN’s Hadron Collider facility in Geneva, the
largest particle physics laboratory in the world. Shiva is the god of “destruction
and rebirth” and is depicted here standing on a newborn child. He adorns the
courtyard and lobby of the Geneva facility, but also adorns the Vatican along
with many other NWO sites. Today there are more than 30,000 particle
accelerators in operation; all of their facilities are interconnected with HAARP!
"The worst case scenario" for particle accelerators is that they could mean the end of
Earth as we know it.” –Professor Lord Martin Rees
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“Sky Towers”, built over 690m (2,000 ft.) high, are popping up all over the world in every
major city. Has anyone noticed they are all similar in design no matter where they are found?
They are disguised as “tourist attraction observation towers” when in fact the antennas on top of
these are not for air traffic safety control but HAARP wireless microwave receiving antennas!
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“Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence.” –Carl Sagan
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The matrices are created out of “frequency wave-forms” that your brain is interpreting. All
human brainwaves will mirror the strongest frequency in proximity to it along with every cell in
your body. Extremely Low Frequencies –ELF frequencies range from 3 to 30 Hz with corresponding wavelengths of 10,000 to 100,000 kilometres respectively. It is an undisputed fact that acute
exposures to ELFs affect the function of the nervous system with powerful influences over
emotional stability, the brain and consequently the mind! The earth’s electromagnetic spectrum
resonance has been recorded over the years at a steady 7.83Hz; however around 2014-16 it began
to accelerate between 15 to 25Hz with spikes as high as 36 Hz! This has been affecting everyone’s
neurobiology and mental health. Statistics now show a record number of people seeking help from
Mental Health services for insomnia and mental disorders. ELF signals are picked up and carried
by FM broadcasting frequencies and these unhealthy frequencies are now ubiquitous throughout
the global atmosphere due to wireless (3 kHz to 300 GHz) and microwaves. (300 MHz to 300
GHz)
“3 things cannot be long hidden: the sun, the moon, and the truth” –Buddha
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All these End Game tools are just the beginnings of the IAO rituals: Isis/Kali - the destroyer
of evil via Apophis/Shiva’s chaos, so that Osiris/Shiva can start the resurrection and rebirth of the
new matrix. Everything taking place within the Script Writers covert technologies is moving them
closer towards this End Game! The Elite’s newly fashioned Master Race may experience this as a
blessing and the Demiurge’s chosen people may also see it as a blessing; however for others, not so
much; unless they understand how to escape both.
This is not a doomsday scenario, if you can comprehend and embrace the
information herein, you will see that it may also be your blessing by opening the
door to your freedom out of this matrix at the moment of expiry! “For whosoever will
save his life shall lose it, and whosoever loses his life shall find it.” –Matthew 16:25
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You may have figured out by now that DNA is the program that is hardwired into the mainframe running it. This is why the Script Writers are emphatically attempting to upgrade and
change the DNA: Change the DNA - Change the program! Nevertheless, this experience isn’t just
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about who we think we are or where we came from because it is still a part of our consciousness,
awake or dreaming. What is important is what we are becoming and where we are going after the
experience of death in the program! Even when we wake-up, we will still have to deal with our
own consciousness before continuing on our journey up through the genuine sphere-worlds.
Conversely, if you are not able to wake-up while in corporeality, you need to know that your
consciousness will not cease or change at the moment of your withdrawal and if you take this
information to heart, you can be liberated during that experience! This is why secret societies teach
people how to ‘prepare for death and the all-important moments afterwards! If you cling to this
world, and its contents or anyone in it, you will be recycled and reincarnated or placed in an astral
plane of existence, depending on the ‘path’ or ‘who’ you follow.
It is important to mentally prepare for this change-over so you don’t fall prey to your own
fears or the unscrupulous! When you become aware of the illusory nature of death you will not
fear it or allow fear to influence you. You will be able to keep dominion over the experience, which
is why this information is so important to embrace! People who erroneously believe they are their
material body and brain functions have a great fear of death because they are terrified of losing
themselves. However, whatever you see, hear, and feel at any given time after departure is a
continuance taking place within your OWN subconscious mind! You will carry on hypostatizing
what you have been led to believe or whatever you fear the most in the unknown. This is why so
many cling to their bodies and suffer during withdrawal and attract negative phantasm. There are
not only charlatans in this world, but also entities on the lower illusory astral planes that will
attempt to lead you astray. These are not to be feared or taken seriously or you will give them
power to misdirect you as you have been afore.
Our next journey is predicated on the Law of Resonance and the level we have achieved in
our consciousness. If you remain asleep, your consciousness will find its way back into another
corporeal world that will mirror your personal frequency; be it higher or lower than this world!
Those who achieve states of awareness have a choice between following the “bright path of the
sun” leading them back towards their Logoi, or the “dark path of the moon.” The moon path will
lead into the realms of the ancestors on the astral realms. Those belonging to the Demiurge will
serve Him and those belonging to the Elite Script Writers will incarnate back though their Master
Race in the hopes of finding absolution for what they did to Venus and ascension out of their selfcreated Absalom. Those unwittingly caught in the transhumanization program will remain trapped
into hypostatizing the “new earth and heaven!”
“Don't depend on death to liberate you from your imperfections. You are exactly the
same after death as you were before. Nothing changes; you only give up the body. If you are a
thief or a liar or a cheater before death, you don't become an angel merely by dying. If such
were possible, then let us all go and jump in the ocean now and become angels at once!
Whatever you have made of yourself thus far, so will you be hereafter. And when you
reincarnate, you will bring that same nature with you. To change, you have to make the effort.”
–Paramahansa Yogananda
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Smooth and inviting run waters deep where silent riptides might keep
The hunted who tarry know not they be quarry
With the sense to take flight, Alas till after the moment of strike
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The term Wanderer was originally used to define Beings that entered into the
matrix for direct purposes of “Divine Intervention after agreeing to go under a ‘veil of forgetfulness.’ Over the Ages there have been Wanderers who have become ensnared in the dramas of
the matrix and became the basis for many a heroic legend. The ethereal light they carry is reflective
and shines on things wished to be kept secret or hidden. Their energy field may manifest as an
overwhelming ‘mirror’ to lower grade spirits that will unwittingly project their own negativity on
to these beings when in close proximity.
“You are from below; I am from above. You are from this world; I am not from this world.” –John 8:23
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In Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek, “Watchers” is a term meaning “awake”; “guard”;
and “watch,” It was ascribed to just that… Watchers! They were those who acted like guardians, a
sort of cosmic referee over the war games. They made sure the Rules of Engagement were
followed. This was done via banks of computers connected to the mainframe of the original
matrix. There are 3D primeval Shamanic drawings that look like banks of computer screens
depicted on cave walls. Genuine Wanderers entering into this matrix are still kept under 24 hour
surveillance via highly sophisticated small bank of computers with the matrix mainframe.
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From the darkest dung a Rose can come forth
Oh, so Beautiful and Sublime
So too it could be for Humankind
If only they had the Courage to Seek and Find
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“I was standing in a shadowy cloud. My body began to feel itchy and it became
increasingly uncomfortable. Upon investigating the source of my discomfort, I
became aware that I was wearing an extremely old worn filthy, smelly, heavy black
overcoat. The smell of the thing was vile. I tried desperately to take it off, but it was
too heavy. No matter how hard I struggled with it, I could not get the revolting thing
off me. It seemed futile and as I became weary of battle, I began to ask Spirit, "What
have I done to deserve this terrible thing?” As I began to quieten down what felt like
Heavenly Hands started to unbutton the loathsome overcoat. With the opening of
each button a blazing golden white light came piercing outward from within the coat.
Nonetheless, even after every single button was unbuttoned, I still could not get the
wretched thing off. I was astonished to see how something as beautiful and glowing
as this golden light could possibly be coming out of this filthy overcoat.
I could not understand why I could not take it off. As I focused more closely on
the coat, scrutinizing every aspect of it, I started to feel that it must be some part of
me. With that, I suddenly knew the coat's name: “Vanity”! In a flash, I understood
that all thoughts of separation from one’s Source and Spiritus are vanity! My selfimage, judgments of self and others, self-doubt, self-denial, self-righteousness, selfobsessions and fear carried the name of vanity. It had been fashioned since
childhood through the development of my egoic mind within the delusion of the
duality that had created this abomination over my soul.
My first reaction was guilt; I began to loathe myself and struggled harder
against it, which made the coat heavier and heavier as I irrationally moved further
into vanity! When I could bear it no more, I collapsed in the grace of an inexplicable
feeling of remorse, an overwhelming sad, yet glad excited feeling; yet, I still could
not get the thing off of me. I cried out in anguish, "I cannot suffer this weight any
longer!" In that moment, I felt a deep surrender come over me as I heard a voice say
to me, "There is only one way to remove this blight. You must embrace it and see it is
a fragment of you. Do not continue to do battle with it, for that will only make it
heavier; just allow it to be in order to serve you. Stay aware of its folly, so when it
raises itself against your heart, you will know it for what it is: Vanity! Give it no
power and it will be dissipated along with the overcoat. This will happen when you
learn to discern your head from your true heart and understand Love and ALL That
Which You Be. Have patience and understanding for YOU are not the coat, nor are
you the vanity, you are My Beloved Child."
With these words, the coat was lifted from me. My spirit soared like an eagle
free from its bondage and when the coat was gently placed back on my shoulders;
there was no more weight, only the light shining from within, enveloping everything
from without. I had learned the power of the indwelling Divine Lumen Ra: Love is
the antidote, the healing of our Spirit, for of ourselves we can do nothing. In Spirit
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all things are possible.
You will only Know True Love at the Moment of SelfRealization, for then you will Be Love; And Know All That Which You Be!
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By now you realise this oeuvre is about debunking elements that have a hold
on our subconscious and that keep harvesting our souls back into this subterranean virtual-reality.
Endless searching for the truth or fascinating information on the net has become a mind trap that
keeps your focus here. Most do not have the ability to escape whilst in a physical vessel; however
everyone has this ability upon their use by date, if they have the unsullied information! The
quintessential wisdom of Gnosticism is to have enough information to release your mind from this
virtual-Absalom. The one thing certain is that one day your body will expire and it doesn’t matter
how or when, but what is in your consciousness at the time!
There are two major Factions of Script Writers; one is working on the same problem as you
in attempting to escape the matrix. The other is working on entrapping you further in order to
create new matrices. Both are “harvesting your energy!” Thought is energy, emotions and feelings
boost energy whether it be fear, love, hate, passion; whatever, all create forms of energy whether
positive or negative. The more you can calm your mind and become unattached to the negativity
transpiring in this world, the less energy you will expend and give to the forces that are siphoning
it from you for their personal agendas. It doesn’t matter who or what they are, it only matters that
you renounce all of it! You cannot do that by continuing to feed your mind’s curiosity with
inconsequential information with no regards for true liberation. It is all up to you and your choices
no matter how bizarre your surroundings.
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“We know we are of the gods, And that the whole world is under the power of
evil.” –1 John 5:19
I have attempted to bring heaven down to earth and create a portal in your consciousness
for awakening. Everything is upside down; lawyers rot justice, educational systems rot knowledge,
doctors torture and prescribe poisons, governments crush freedom, monarchies feed off the poor,
media lie, and religions butcher spirituality. Embrace this Gnosis; discern and choose a new
Awareness. Use your own intuition instead of your intellect, feel the deep buried truth within your
own heart! Acceptance that you are in a dreamscape and belong to a different world is the first
step along with the Faith that you are much more than you perhaps know. If you can comprehend
and understand what is being given herein, you may escape the entire illusion of physical death,
quit this body and simply “wake up!”
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Our Genuine Primordial History is a Vast Halo of Divine Emanations and Embodiments
encompassing far beyond the Planes and Galaxies of your imagination and the Matrices.
They are the Pleroma of Glory that still Reigns unencumbered in the Eternal unfading
Grandeur that awaits you… Wake Up
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Eras are event-timelines
Event-timelines are Matrices
Matrices are frequencies
Frequencies are waveforms you are interpreting in a Program

END PROGRAM
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